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ABSTRACT 

The fabliaux ace a body of approximately 150 short humorous 

tales written in Old French octosyllabic couplets during the period 

from the very late twelfth century to the first third of the fourteenth 

century. Until the rise of interest in philological criticism in the 

last part of the nineteenth century, the fabliaux were largely ignored* 

With the new attention to Old French texts which manifested itself 

during the latter half of the last century, however, interest in the 

fabliaux increased. 

Anatole de Montaiglon and Gaston Raynaud, between 1872 and 1890, 

compiled all of the fabliaux and edited them in six volumes. This 

phenomenal work may have inspired Joseph Bedier to write what was to 

be considered the definitive work on the fabliaux: his elegant and 

scholarly Les Fabliaux: etudes de litterature populalre et d'histoire 

du Hoyen Age, published in 1893* 

Later scholarship was responsible for numerous articles and 

books on various thematic aspects of the fabliaux. There were a few 

editions of one or more texts. Generally, however, interest in the 

tales declined, and scholarly attention lagged. It was not until 

near the mid-twentieth century that a new curloBity appeared, partly, 

perhaps, because of a revival of scholarly interest in Chaucer's 

fabliaux. In 1957 Per Nykrog published his authoritative Les FaKHrmxi 

Studes d'hlstolre litt&raire et de styllstique mSdlevale, 

v 



vi 

Nykrog refuted Bedier*s theory of the fabliaux as a bourgeois genre 

And substituted his own: the fabliaux are a courtly genre. 

My study takes issue with both Bedier and Nykrog* maintaining 

that their approach is fallacious because they put the emphasis on the 

public and not on the texts. It shows that neither Bedier nor Nykrog 

could prove conclusively that the public was either predominantly 

courtly or bourgeois. I have investigated another approach, one which 

places the fabliaux in a medieval naturalistic tradition and stresses 

6tyle as an expression of attitudes and an outlook on life. I have 

used an inductive approach to study four individual fabliaux, one at 

a time i and 1 reaffirm the need for this kind of inductive gathering 

of data in order to make valid judgments as to the nature of the 

fabliaux. Previous criticism had Insisted on assuming a stylistic 

unity without scientifically examining the evidence for such unity. 

As a basis for close study of the texts themselves, I have 

presented a new edition of the four Old French texts selected, using 

modern critical techniques. 

The fabliaux are not the artless creations of naive medieval 

minds they were sometimes said to be. The examination of the stylistic 

characteristics of each of the four fabliaux studied led me to conclude 

that the tales are, indeed, artful and indicative of a conscious 

dexterity. 

Finally, I have suggested the need for further work on each 

of the aspects exploredi editing the texts, the naturalistic tradition, 

and the narrative art. Such study will lead to a more accurate 



knowledge of the fabliaux and of the importance of their place la the 

life and letters of the Middle Ages* 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"I am not the sort of fellow who can "be fed with the picture 

of a beefsteak, 

Lynn White, Jr. interprets this remark of Adelard of Bath, a 

very early twelfth-century scientist, as one of the first symptoms of 

the coming naturalism. Adelard had had enough, apparently, of symbols, 

hidden realities, Platonic idealism, and was ready for some realism he 

could sink his teeth into. 

White cites authorities who have concluded that, in art as 

well, the rediscovery of man and his world was not so much a product of 

the Italian Renaissance as it was of Gothic artists in the Netherlands 

and Prance. He mentions other theories^ which hold that, in art espe

cially, the shift toward a modern naturalism (as opposed to the 

naturalism of the ancients) really began, not ih the fourteenth century, 

not even in the thirteenth, but rather about the middle of the twelfth. 

Among artists, there was a new awareness of physical realities, a new 

devotion to the concrete, an impatience with symbol, a new earthiness, 

a growing consciousness of the material and the natural. 

1. See Lynn White, Jr., "Natural Science and Naturalistic Art 
in the Middle Ages." The American Historical Review. LII, No. 3 (April 
19^7), PP. ̂ 25-^26. 

2. Ibid., p. 425» note 9# 

1 
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Art, says White, was not alone In these new attitudes. Science 

too, as Adelard witnessed, felt the stirrings of a truly new curiosity, 

with methods and interests unknown to the ancient Greeks. Both of these 

new orientations, the scientific and the artistic, arose, according to 

current theories, from the technology and the economic interests of the 

growing commercial class» "Prom the eleventh century onward, Europe 

experienced the growth of powerful, autonomous cities filled with 

burghers bent on making things and selling things. Prayers and fight

ing might be all very well for clerics and nobles, but the new third class 

was interested in concrete tangible goods,"The medieval bourgeoisie 

thus accomplished what had never been done before. It made the pro-

h 
perties of materials the chief interest of a ruling class." Matter 

began to have its own importance, not only for the scientist and for 

the artist, but for the bourgeois layman as well. Things ceased to be 

symbols, and took on their own concrete "natural" reality. 

This new outlook penetrated the courtly world as well. Granted 

that the "birth" of naturalism in medieval times was due in large part 

to the appearance of the bourgeoisie, it is nonetheless true that 

naturalistic attitudes were not restricted to the bourgeoisie but 

ultimately reached all areas and all levels of society, as the documents, 

art, and literature of the Middle Ages show. 

3. White, p. 422, note 4. 

k. Cited by White, p. 423, from James G. Crowther, Social 
Relations of Science (Hew York, 19^1)» p.239. We have referred to the 
revised edition of Crowther's work published by Cresset Press, London, 
in 1967. See page 174. 
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In literature, these new circumstances and attitudes gave rise 

not only to a change and often to an incipient decadence in the courtly 

genres, but also to a new type of literary creation — what has been 

misnamed the literature of the bourgeois tradition. This literature 

is naturalistic, not in the narrower sense of the nineteenth century 

literary convention, but in the more general sense that it deals with 

life directly. In the Middle Ages, this tradition was opposed to the 

courtly convention; it dealt primarily with the more commonplace and 

more animal aspects of life; it lacked pretension, reverence, and 

decency. In neither style nor content did it reveal the least idealism, 

although Huizinga's words on idealism must constantly be kept in mindt 

Blench authors like to oppose "1'esprit gaulois" to the 
conventions of courtly love, sis the natural conception and 
expression opposed to the artificial. Now the former is no 
less a fiction than the latter. Erotic thought never ac
quires literary value save by some process of transfigura
tion of complex and painful reality into lllusionary 
forms. The whole genre of Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles 
and the loose song, with its wilful neglect of all the 
natural and social complications of love, with its 
indulgence towards the lies and egotism of sexual life, 
and its vision of a never-ending lust, implies, no less than 
the screwed up system of courtly love, an attempt to substi
tute for reality the dream of'a happier life. It is once 
more the aspiration towards the life sublime, but this time 
viewed from the animal side. It is an ideal all the same, 
even if it be that of unchastity. Reality at all times has 
been worse and more "brutal than the refined aestheticism of 
courtesy would have it be, but also more chaste than it is 
represented to be by the vulgar genre which is wrongly 
regarded as realism.5 

In style this tradition was lively, insistent on brevity, 

sensory, and without embellishment. It was a style adapted to a 

5. Johan Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages (Garden 
Cityi Doubleday, 196*0, P.H2. 



specific world — a naturalistic, material and practical universe, tied 

to time and space. It was, however, based on a limited literary con

vention which finally had to stand on its own, apart from its relation 

to social levels and genres. It is, in fact, "linked less to a certain 

social class or to a particular genre than it was to a specific set of 

attitudes, to an outlook on life."^ It is a style which is keyed to 

expressing a medieval naturalistic view of the world. It is not in 

any way limited to the bourgeoisie, and to call it the "bourgeois 

tradition," as Charles Muscatine does at times, conforming to the old 

name, is extremely misleading. 

In his discussion of the new literary tradition, Muscatine has 

admitted that he uses the terms bourgeois, naturalistic, and realistic 

loosely."^ He has insisted on the separation of style from social class. 

He often uses bourgeois in quotation marks to indicate that the asso

ciation of the literary tradition and social class is false. Yet 

inconsistently, he continues to interchange the terms, and to equate 

the'?. In view of the connotations of the term "bourgeois tradition" and 

5. '-is inescapable stress on either the social origins of the tradition or 

social class of its public, it may be more useful and more accurate 

to " »e the term, "naturalistic tradition" when speaking of this outlook 

on life and its expression in medieval literature. It is time to discard, 

once and for all, the term "bourgeois tradition." The new name, 

6. Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the Rrench Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957)t p. 66. Hereafter 
called simply Muscatine. 

7. Muscatine, p. 59. 



"naturalistic tradition," would afford a new emphasis, one of outlook 

and style rather than of genre and social class. The tradition tran

scends the limits of genre, and its public spans many social classes 

and various areas of life. 

It may be suggested that this particular medieval orientation 

might be called a "realistic" tradition rather than a naturalistic 

one. The term "naturalistic" was chosen because it is more inclusive. 

It is consonant with the general attitude of the fabliaux, a human, 

non-idealistic outlook. It stresses the natural, the concrete, the 

ordinary. It is not always, however, consistent with the real. Although 

terms such as "realism" and "naturalism" are, to a certain degree, fluid 

and relative, it might be said that, though the fabliaux portray a 

"real" world in a philosophical sense, in a literary sense they are not 

as "real" as we would like them to be, Nykrog pointed this out when he 

wrote: "Le fabliau prend trop souvent le caractere d'une charge outree 

pour qu'on puisse dire qu*il soit d'une inspiration authentiquement 

# R 
realiste." The fabliaux, especially with respect to plot, lean more 

toward the possible than toward the probable, "Naturalistic," then, is 

a more accurate term, and one which has room for fewer exceptions} for, 

although true realism appears in the fabliaux sporadically, and often 

on one level only (the philosophic level), their naturalism is ever 

Q 
present,' 

8, Per Nykrog, Les Fabliaux: etude d'hlstoire lltteraire et 
stylistique medlevale (Copenhagen: Hunksgaard, 1957)# P. 229, 

9, See Chapter h of this study for further discussion of 
realism and naturalism in relation to the fabliaux. 



The fabliaux, moreover, Illustrate what Muscatine calls the 

"free literary currency of the naturalistic tradition in the Middle 

Ages.""1-® They transcend the limits of both social class and genre. 

These tales, a so-called bourgeois genre, delighted the nobility of 

the courts; they were at times composed by aristocratic poetsf and 

they contain, occasionally, courtly elements. In turn, some courtly 

genres were at times "contaminated"11 by the bourgeois spirit of the 

fabliaux. Muscatine, as we have seen, lays this Intermingling of 

styles and tones to the "widening area of choice that the literary 

12 
development in the Middle Ages brings." In other words, the free use 

of the naturalistic style makes it reasonable to expect an increasing 

use of the style in medieval literature, whatever its genre. 

Both Bedier and Nykrog, on the other hand, have different 

theories on the presence of courtly elements In the fabliaux, and on 

the reasons for the mixed style that occurs often enough in the tales. 

It is on this point that both are open to question. Each puts great 

emphasis, unduly It seems, on the audience of the fabliaux. Bedier 

insists repeatedly on the primarily bourgeois character of the tales, 

notes the opposition between the courtly and non-courtly elements he 

finds In them, and attributes the basic difference to the social 

distinctions in the audiencet 

10. Muscatine, p. 66 

11. This is Bedier's term. See Joseph Bedier, Les Fabliaux» 
etudes de litterature populaire et d'hlstolre du Koyen Me. 5th ed. 
(Paris; Champion, 1925), P. 383* Hereafter called Bedier. 

12. Muscatine, p. 66. 



Nous sommes en presence de deux cycles completsj l'un qui va 
des fabliaux au Roman de Renart et au Roman de la Rose: c'est 
1'esprit reallste des fabliaux; 1'autre, qui va des poesies 
lyriques courtoises aux romans de Lancelot et de Perceval le 
Gallois: c'est 1'esprit idealiste de la Table Ronde. 3 

He reaffirms this even more strongly further on: 

Ces deux groupes d'oeuvres litteraires correspondent a deux 
publics distincts, et le contraste qui les oppose est le 
raeme qui divise les classes sociales, d'une part le monde . 
chevaleresque, d'autre part le monde bourgeois et villain. 

Yet later in his study he alters this theory considerably, recognizing 

* 15 
a certain "confusion des genres et promiscuite des publics," 

Nykrog, in refuting Bedier, has almost certainly misinterpreted 

the extent to which Bedier champions the "genre bourgeois" theory for 

the fabliaux.^ He sets up an opposing theory, claiming that the 

17 
fabliaux belong "3. l'interleur de la litterature de la noblesse," 

and he explains away the non-couartly elements he finds in the tales as 

a sort of burlesque of courtly life and courtly love. In fact, for 

Nykrog, both the courtly and the non-courtly elements play a part in 

this burlesque — a kind of inverted satire of the courtly world, which 

only an aristocratic audience could appreciate. To Nykrog, then, the 

13. Bedier, p. 368. He does not underline the titles in this 
paragraph, 

14. Ibid., p. 371. 

15. Ibid.. p. 385. See the following chapter for further 
discussion of Bedier's theories. 

16. See the following chapter for more on this. 

17. Nykrog, p. 18. 



fabliaux axe meant to poke fun at the refined tzadltlons of the aristo

cracy via a burlesque of the low life of the bourgeoisie and the 

peasants, which is nothing more than a foil for courtly life* 

Nykrog, like Bedier, places what may be considered undue em

phasis on the audience of the fabliaux, and falls to provide an answer 

to the statements of the tales themselves, which tell us that the poems 

were recited at fairs, taverns, and other haunts of non-nobles. The 

audience was certainly not exclusively courtols, Nykrog himself is 

led to admit that there is, in the fabliaux, "une attitude qui non 

seulement se distingue de celle de la litterature noble mal3 qui va 
ng 

jusqu'3. contraster fortement avec celle-ci." 

Neither Nykrog nor Bedier could prove that the audience be

longed for the most part either to the bourgeoisie or to the nobility. 

Both authorities devote many pages to the question of the fabliau 

public, and this seems to constitute almost a literary fallacy. Though 

the fabliaux do form part of an originally oral tradition, in which the 

audience characteristically plays a large role, for us they have become 

literary works with a life of their own. It would seem wiser to con

ic 
sider the stylistic approach, hinted at by Rychner' and further 

developed by Muscatine. To do this properly, some kind of an inductive 

study is necessary. One very serious failing of the Bedier-Nykrog type 

of approach to the fabliaux is its assumption, not only of a relatively 

18. Ibid., p. 227. 

19. Jean Rychner, "Les Fabliaux: Genre, styles, publics." 
La Litterature narrative d'imagination. Colloque de Strasbourg, 
(Parist PUP, 1961). 



homogeneous public of one type or another, but of a stylistic unity 

to suit such a public. Jean Rychner has justly questioned such 

assumptions. Speaking of the respective theories of Bedier and Nykrog, 

he comments: "Ces deux thSses ont ceci de commun qu'elles impliquent 

1'existence, la coherence, et 1"unite stylistique du genre. Or, & 

y regarder de pres, cette unite est problematique."2° Rychner has made 

a valuable contribution in questioning this unity, but it is doubtful 

21 whether anyone, with the possible exception of Dr. Norxis J. Lacy, 

has taken the trouble to even begin to examine this stylistic "unity" 

in detail, fabliau by fabliau. The assumption of such a unity without 

an examination of the component parts — each individual fabliau — is -

a deduction based on the premise that, since the fabliau public is 

bourgeois or courtois, according to the theory proffered, the genre 

has one style, to suit the social class of the audience. Apparently, 

neither Bedier nor Nykrog has studied individual fabliaux in detail to 

determine what actually is the style) each has preferred to believe that 

the style of all the fabliaux Is the same and that it is adapted to the 

social class of the public. In short, the largely deductive method used 

by both authorities leads to questionable conclusions based on a premise 

that is both irrelevant and unrelated to a real investigation of the 

facts. These facts lie hidden in the individual texts. The way to 

establish the presence or absence of stylistic unity (and this may be 

20. Ibid., p. 48. 

21. Norris J. Lacy, ed,, La Feeme au tombeau; Anonymous 
Fabliau of the Thirteenth Century (Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana 
University, 196?). 
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Important to the establishment of what truly constitutes the genre) is 

through an intensive, inductive study of each text, Vhen this has been 

done for all the tales we call fabliaux, some valid judgments may be 

made on whether such a unity exists for the fabliau genre. 

If what Muscatine says is true* the naturalistic style of the 

fabliau is of much more significance than an element such as its public. 

The style should lead back, not so much to a specific social class, or 

even to a genre, but to a characteristic set of attitudes. These 

should, in turn, tell us more of the tales and of their role in medieval 

life and letters, 

Muscatine places the fabliaux at the beginning of a naturalis

tic tradition which, with the Renart. and in a more complex mode, with 

the Rose of Jean de Meun, begins to play the naturalistic view of life 

against the idealistic. The two views, he says 

, . . Live in the literature — and in the culture of many a 
capacious medieval soul — quietly, if somewhat uneasily, 
side by side, for more than a hundred years. That they 
collided on a major scale and in a major cultural crisis, is 
seen by the fifteenth century, when the literature shows 
them to be everywhere athwart each other in ironically 
grotesque ways .... In literature, then this conflict 
seems not to have begun in earnest until well into the 
thirteenth century: the battle lines are clearly drawn for 
the Roman de la Rose of Jean de Meun. The poem was for a 
long time the center of a historically well-documented 
doctrinal debate. From our point it is preeminently, how
ever, a stylistic monument. Coincident with its doctrinal 
position is an exploitation of style that raises the 
bourgeois idiom to a new power in French literature. No 
longer an instrument of therapeutic laughter, it is marshaled 
toward the support of a seriously philosophic view of life — 



and toward a meaningful position vis-a-vis the courtly 
view. In the artistic management of the bourgeois 
style, then,„Jean's poem stands between the fabliaux 
and Chaucer, 

The fabliaux, then represent, according to Muscatine, the 

initial stage of the naturalistic style brought to its medieval 

culmination in Chaucer and his approach to the material world. 

They play an important role in the birth of naturalism in Old 

French literature, and they deserve to be studied individually and 

in depth, especially in their relation to this naturalistic tradi

tion. 

The fabliaux represent a span of more than a century, many 

different authors, known and unknown, many different geographical 

and linguistic areas. They are, in short, a group of distinctive 

poems; yet they have never been studied according to their in

dividual components, but have been glossed over as if they were a 

homogeneous unit. 

It is possible that they may have just such a unity, but to 

date evidence is far from valid, certainly not inductive. 

It is true that in recent years several editions have been 

made of the fabliaux of a single author (Les Fabliaux de Jean Bodel. 

edited by Pierre Nardinj Le Jongleur Gautler le Leu, edited by 

Charles H. Livingston). There have been, as well, editions of single 

22. Twice in this paragraph Muscatine refers to the "bour
geois" tradition. He is, as he himself has admitted, loose In his 
use of the term (p.59). He does mean the naturalistic tradition 
which has been discussed in this chapter when he says "bourgeois" 
tradition, and he does not wish to imply an inherent association 
with the bourgeoisie or any other class. See page k of this chapter, 

23* Muscatine, p. 71. 



fabliaux (Norris J. Lacy's edition of La Feeme au Tombeau: Veikko 

Vaananen's edition of the Segretain Hoine). There have been perhaps 

twenty or more editions of Individual fabliaux since the latter part 

of the nineteenth century. There have been miscellaneous collections 

as well, such as the recent Twelve Fabliaux, edited by T, B. W. Reid, 

and Johnston and Owen's edition, entitled simply Fabliaux. 

There has been, in all, considerable work done on the fabliaux. 

Yet, as Lacy says, "in most cases, modern, careful editions of the 

fabliau texts are lacking. What is perhaps a more serious omission 

is the fact that there has been no serious attempt to date to pull the 

fabliaux apart, to analyze them one by one, with a view toward putting 

them together again, to synthesizing them, and to placing them, if 

possible, in some meaningful place in the medieval literary world. 

The collective editions and other types of studies, such as Bedier's 

and Nykrog's, for example, have often synthesized without adequate 

analysis. The individual studies and some collective editions have 

made no attempt to reach out beyond their own special limits. Other 

collections seldom have a central unity* apart from belonging to the 

same manuscript, or having the same common author. It is time to 

consider the search for more meaning and more continuity in the study 

of the fabliaux, but a meaning and a relationship based on facts, not 

on suppositions, as has often been the case in the past. The task is 

formidable} but the search is worth the effort) and direction and order 

2k, Norris J. Lacy, op. clt., p. 6. 



in the research can only serve to dispel the confusion and vagueness 

that now abounds. Our current views on the fabliaux are based on a 

bird's-eye view of the forest, not on an examination of the trees. It 

is time, in our scientific age, to refuse, like Adelard of Bath, to be 

satisfied by anything but the real thing. 

It will be the purpose of this study* then*to make a beginning 

contribution toward this end, by studying in detail four fabliaux. 

These tales will be studied in three ways. First, each fabliau will 

be presented here in a new edition. The four fabliaux selected are 

anonymous tales found only in Manuscript 837 of the Bibliotheque 

Rationale, Paris. They are found in no other manuscript. All were 

last edited by Anatole de Montaiglon and Gaston Raynaud in 18?2 and 

may be found in Volume I of their Recuell General et Complet des 

Fabliaux des XIIIe et XIVe Siecles.2̂  This is an impressive work, 

including all the fabliaux known at that timet but it is a diplomatic 

edition, virtually without notes, and it lacks modern critical appara

tus. The need for a review in the light of modem critical techniques 

and approaches is pressing. 

Each of the four tales chosen was singled out for notice by 

Charles Muscatine in his Chaucer and the French Tradition, a recent 

work which marks a new stylistic approach in Chaucerian criticism. 

Muscatine's sensitive work was the starting point for this study, 

25. Anatole de Montaiglon and Gaston Raynaud, Recuell general 
et complet des fabliaux des XIIIe et XIVe siScles (Parisj Librairie 
des Bibliophiles, 18?2-1890). 

26. Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957). 



whose aim Is to begin to explore the whole Held of the fabliaux from 

the same naturalistic approach which Muscatine sponsors* and to begin 

to collect inductive data on the Old French tales, so dismally ne

glected in this respect* Reference to Muscatine's work will show that 

the fabliaux play an essential role In the development of the natura

listic tradition in the Middle Ages. This present work will* hopefully* 

place the four tales treated here in this tradition and open the way 

for a new approach to the fabliaux. 

The second aim of this study will be, then, to review the 

fabliaux selected in the light of the naturalistic tradition. If 

they are truly naturalistic, and if, as Muscatine suggests,2? natura

lism involves a technical discipline which must be learned, then 

subsequent naturalists including Chaucer could not have written 

without the exploratory work of this fabliaux* The tales then would 

represent an Indispensable link in the development of naturalistic 

writing in the medieval era. 

Not only are the fabliaux potentially important in the natura

listic tradition, but they have been called "the best narrative art of 

the Middle Ages." There are those who would be more circumspect in 

29 
their praise of the fabliaux' artistic excellence, but it is 

27. IMd., p. 71. 

28. Walter Morris Hart, "The Fabliau and Popular Literature," 
PMLA. XVI (1908), p. 239. 

29. See, for example, Bedler, pp. 3^1-3^7. 
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certainly valid to suggest that even the great Bedier had not devoted 

enough attention to a detailed study of the art and style of the 

fabliaux. It is to the point to quote Clem C. Williams herei 

Bedier's brilliance and learning show on every page of his 
book, and in many ways, especially in its chapter on the 
authorship of the fabliaux, his book is rich and suggestive. 
But its success in describing and interpreting the fabliaux 
themselves is severely limited. The reason, as Per Nykrog 
helps to make clear, is that its approach to these tales 
is at once too much centered on their subject-matter and 
too condescending about their genre and arts it is not 
nearly literary enough .... And in seizing directly upon 
the "spirit" of the fabliaux he bypassed the ways in which 
their form and style were rooted too in their medieval 
Rrench milieu, on the whole overemphasizing the stripped, 
unliterary, bluntly functional aspect of their art.2° 

The fabliaux may be artless and unsophisticated in a sense* Yet what 

is the justification for Hart's statement and for Williams' thesis? 

Why should Leclerc say that the fabliaux are "peut-etre le plus riche 

heritage que nous ait legue le vieil esprit fran^ais"?^ It will be 

useful, since the four fabliaux selected are to be given detailed 

attention, not only to examine their naturalistic elements, but to 

examine how their naturalism is expressed — to study, in other words, 

their narrative style. The third point of this study will be, then, an 

investigation of the narrative art in the tales selected. 

This work is, then, an exploratory study to determine whether 

the fabliaux chosen are, indeed, naturalistic and possessed of a 

30. Clem C. Williams, The Genre and Art of the Old French 
Fabliau (Yale University Dissertation, 1961. Ann Arbor: University 
Microfilms, 1968), pp. 46-47. 

31, Victor Leclerc, "Les Fabliaux," Hlstoire Litteralre 
de la France, XXIII (1856), p. 69. 



certain narrative artistry* If this is truef it nay toe assumed, as a 

kind of a working thesis, that other fabliaux may be similar. It will 

show that the fabliaux in general merit further study* They require 

inductive study which will lead to an accurate* particularized know

ledge of each fabliau, and which might possibly lead to a redefinition 

of the genre, or to a reclassification of certain tales* It will 

suggest that many approaches to the study of the fabliaux are valid, 

and that an approach from the viewpoint of the naturalistic tradition 

is an important one among these* It will indicate a new method, 

induction,-^ for detailed work on the individual fabliau text, rather 

than a deductive method based on outmoded literary theories. It will 

present new editions of the tales treated here, on the theory that 

close study of the texts, stylistically or linguistically, requires 

an accurate, recently edited text. 

It will show, in brief, that the fabliaux studied represent 

narrative art of a high calibre, in a medieval naturalistic tradition 

that reflects a major attitude in the thought of the Middle Ages* 

It will, finally, offer to the modern reader the opportunity 

to find his own comic delight in these early Old French works* 

32. Induction is not, of course, a brand new method) but it 
is a new one for fabliaux criticism. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE CLASSIC DEFINITION OF THE FABLIAU 

BSeller's "simple definition" is indeed somewhat oversimplified: 

"Les fabliaux sont des contes a rlre en vers," he says.*" They are 

more, however, as Bedler well Knew and proceeded to explain. As he 

elaborates, it becomes clear that his conception of the fabliau is 

much the same as that of Montalglon and Raynaud, quoted here: 

, • • Ce qui est le vxai Fabliau, c'est-St-dlre • • • un 
recit, plutot comique, d'une aventure reelle ou possible 
meme avec des exageratlons, qui se passe dans les donnees 
de la vie humaine moyenne . • . . Un Fabliau est le 
recit d'une aventure toute particuliere et ordinairej 
e'est une situation, et une seule a la fois, raise en 
oeuvre dans une narration plutot terre 3. terre et 
railleuse qu*elegante et sentimentale . ... II est 
plus naturel,bourgeois si l'on veut, mais 11 est 
foncierement comique, souvent, par malheur, jusqu'a 
la grossierete. C'est enfln, et a l'etat comme 
lndivlduel, c'est-a-dira, relativement court, sans 
former de suite ni de serie, un conte en vers, plus 
long qu*un conte en prose, mais qui n'arrive jamais a 
Itre nl un roman ni un poeme.2 

What is of the essence, then, is not merely that the fabliau is 

a short tale in verse created to provoke laughter. By definition it 

1. Joseph Bedler, Les Fabliaux: etudes de lltterature tx>pu-
lalre et d'histolre litteralre du moyen age, 5th edT (Paris: Champion 
1925) t p. 30 • Hereafter called Bedler. 

2. Anatole de Montalglon and Gaston Raynaud, Recueil general 
et complet des fabliaux (Paris: Libralrie des Bibliophiles, 1872rl&90) 
pp. vil-viii. Hereafter called MR. 

17 
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3 
must concern itself with only one "aventure," or situation, at a time;-' 

and this situation must reflect everyday life. It must stand on its 

own, independent of other tales, and it must reflect a certain spirit. 

Virtually all of the fabliaux were created to be recited. Both Bedier 

and Nykrog, however, accept as a fabliau Le Prestre Qui Fust Mis au 

Lardler, which its author called a "chanson," apparently intending that 

it be sung. Bedier and Nykrog both claim that it is non-lyrical. 

"Accueillons-la," says Bedier, "comme 1*unique specimen d'une variete 

„ if, 
rare du genre: le fabliau chante." This is a rare phenomenon, if the 

fabliau in question is truly a fabliau. All of the 160 tales accepted 

K 
by Nykrog, except the Prestre qui fut mis au Lardier, mentioned above, 

are in octosyllablic couplets and Here meant to be recited, not sung. 

Even the medieval trouveres and jongleurs themselves used the 

term "fabliau" loosely,^ setting a sort of precedent which lasted until 

3. As T. B. W. Reid remarks in his edition, Twelve Fabliaux 
(Manchester University Press, 1958)# P« xi, n. 2: "Sometimes, of course, 
two or more distinct episodes are linked together in a single fabliau." 
The key word here is distinct. There is, then no single plot of 
several parts, but two separate incidents, two distinct "aventures" 
in a single fabliau, 

k. BSdier, p. 32. 

5. Per Nykrog, Les Fabliaux> etude d'hlstoire litteralre et 
de stylistlque medlevale (Copenhagen: Munksgaaxd, 19577* Hereafter 
called Nykrog. 

6. For a discussion of medieval meanings and uses of the words, 
fablel, fabliau, and fableau, as well as for comments on their current 
usages, see Jean Rychner, "Les Fabliaux: genre, styles, publics," in 
La Litterature narrative d'imagination (Paris: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1961), pp. 41-5^. 



the late 19th century, when Montaiglon and Raynaud pointed up the need 

for clearer thinking and followed a strict classification in selecting 

"true" fabliaux for their own edition. Bedier, too, set forth precise 

7 
standards for inclvision in the genre, and more recently Nykrog has 

adapted his predecessors' thinking to form his own listing, differing 

8 
from Bedier's by some twenty additional fabliaux. 

The matter of exact classification, then, is not at all simple. 

Since their beginnings^ the fabliaux have been confused with lais, 

contes devots, miracles, fables, chansons, debats, petlts romans 

d'aventure, dlts, exemples, and chronlques hlstoriques rimEes.*0 

Often enough the lines which divide these genres are fine, and depend 

upon a subjective or Intuitive interpretation. Perhaps a good summary 

of these distinctions is supplied in a general way by Montaiglon and 

Raynaud: 

Tout ce qui est invraisemblable, tout ce qui est historique, 
tout ce qui est pieux, tout ce qui est d'enseignement, 

7. As mentioned, Bedier agrees substantially with Montaiglon 
and Raynaud on the definition of the fabliaux: it is his application 
of the definition to specific works which results in the difference 
in the selection. Bedier counts 1^7 fabliaux, having dropped sixteen 
and added six to Montaiglon and Raynaud's selection. See Bedier, 
PP. 28-37. 

8. Nykrog, p. 15. 

9. Recent theories propose that the fabliaux flourished from 
the very end of the 12th century (ca. 1190) till the beginning of the 
14th (ca. 1320-13^0), centering primarily in the Northeastern area 
of "Prance," in Picardy, Artois, Champagne. 

10. The French terms are used to avoid confusion which might 
arise from the translation. 
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tout ce qui est de ifantaisie romanesque, tout ce qui est __ 
lyrique ou meme poetique, n'est a aucun titre un Fabliau. 

In other words, the spirit of the fabliaux, that certain spirit which 

was said to be an essential part of these tales, generally excludes 

12 piety, moralizing, romantic fantasy, true lyricism, remoteness 

from everyday life, and the historical. These may and will be found 

in the other genres mentioned on the preceding page, and are 

at times the means of distinguishing such genres from the fabliaux; but 

13 
they do not, in general, characterize the fabliaux. ^ 

What, specifically, is the spirit of the fabliaux? It has been 

said that "it would be wrong to impose on the fabliau as a genre a 

strict unity of conception and purpose .... The subject matter, 

purpose, and tone of the fabliaux that have been preserved are enor-

14* mously at variance." It is nonetheless true that there is a common 

spirit which is easy to identify in many fabliaux, and that this spirit 

forms a part of a naturalistic tradition, as opposed to an idealist 

11. MR, I, p. viii. 

12. Through "morals" may be found in the texts of numerous 
fabliaux, it is generally believed that the "morals" are not to be 
taken seriously. The didactic element is subordinated to the humorous. 
See Johnston and Owen, Fabliaux (Oxford: Blackwell, 1957)» 
pp. xiii-xviii, 

13* Such elements may be found, at times, in the fabliaux} in 
such cases they are incidental and not an integral part of the tales. 
When they do occur, they raise the question of the classification of 
the poem in which they are found. Is it truly a fabliau? 

14. Robert Hellman and Richard F. O'Gorman, Fabliaux: Ribald 
Tales from the Old French (London: Arthur Barker, 1965)# P. 1B4. 



tradition. With the naturalism1** there is a certain irony, so that the 

incidents of the fabliaux, "grotesque and unsavoury though they often 

are, know no temporal or racial boundaries} they show human society 

ridiculing itself, and that is by no means an unhealthy occupation, 

It may be said that in most of the fabliaux, there is a cer

tain "esprit gaulois," which reveals Itself in the varied, aspects of 

the tales: there is a verve, a kind of light good humor mixed with a 

particular irony . • . a tendency to laugh good-naturedly and Kith 

very little provocation, Bedier says of this attitudes 

II est sans arriere-plans, sans profondeur; il manque de 
metaphysique; il ne s'erabarrasse guere de poesie ni de couleur: 
il n'est ni 1'esprit de finesse ni l'atticisme. II est la 
malice, le bons sens joyeux, l'ironie un peu grosse, precise 
pourtant, et juste, II ne cherche pas les elements du comique 
dans la fantastique exageration des choses, dans le grotesquei 
mais dans la vision railleuse, legerement outree, du reel, 
II ne va pas sans vulgarite; il est terre a terre et sans 
porteej . , . . Satirique? non, mais frondeur: "egrillard 
et non voluptueux, friand et non gourmand." II est a la 
limite inferieure de nos qualites nationales, a la limite 
superieure de nos defauts .... Mais il manque a cette 
definition le trait essentiel, sans lequel on peut dire que 
1*esprit gaulois ne serait pas: le gofit de la gaillardise, 
voire de la paillaxdise. ' 

In all of this there is, of course, something very French, and if 

leclerc says that the fabliaux are "le produit du sol de la France, 

15. Naturalism and its definition are discussed elsewhere 
in this study. Here the word is used merely to describe a tradi
tion that tends to see life as it is, without the embellishment 
that an idealist tradition might lend it. 

16, Ronald C. Johnston and D. D. R. Owen, Fabliaux (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1957)# P. xix. 

17. Bedier, pp. 317-318. 



l'oeuvre des poetes populalres,"1® he is evoking more than historical 

fact. The fabliaux are, "by their very spirit, a French genre. They 

exist nowhere else."^ Medieval Prance is unique in this. 

18. Victor Leclerc, "Les Fabliaux," Histolre LittSralre de 
la France. XXIII (Parisj 1856), p. 69. 

19. There are several "English" fabliaux, written in Anglo-
Norman, not English, originating from the period when England was -
under French rule, or perhaps from a slightly later period when 
England still felt the French influence strongly. Chaucer, of course, 
has written fabliaux, modeling his on the original French tales. 



CHAPTER 3 

BfiDIER AND NYKROGi A FAJ-T-AflTfflTS APPROACH TO THE FABLIAUX 

Bedier's Theories 

It was Bedier who first defined the fabliaux as "contes H rire 

en vers."1 Bedler's work is magisterial. His thesis, however, is hard 

to determine. At times he seems to favor the "fabliaux, genre 

bourgeois"theory which is often attributed to him, A close examina

tion of his work, however, will show that it is somewhat simplistic to 

say, as Nykrog2 and others have done, that Bedier*s thesis is that the 

fabliaux are a bourgeois genret it is to the point here to trace in 

some detail Bedier*s involved thinking on this matter. Such a study 

will show that, although his work begins by proposing the "genre 

bourgeois" theory, it develops and concludes with theories that are 

far beyond the original one. 

Discussing the nature of the _abliaux, Bedier opposes the 

realistic spirit of the fabliaux to the idealistic spirit of the 

stories of the Round Table: 

1. Joseph Bedier,, Les Fabliaux:" etudes de lltterature popu-
lalre et d'hlstolre du Hoyen Age, 5th ed. (Paris: Champion, 1925), 
p. 30. This work is hereafter referred to as Bedier. 

2. Per Nykrog, Les Fabliaux: etudes d'hlstolre litteralre 
et styllstique medievale (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 19577* Hereafter 
called Nykrog. 
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Nous sommes en presence de deux cycles corapletsj l'un qui 
va des fabliaux au Roman de Renart et au Roman de la Rose) 
c'est 1'esprit realiste des fabliaux; 1*autre, qui va des 
poesies lyriques courtoises aux romans de Lancelot et de 
Perceval le Gallois; c'est 1?esprit idealiste de la Table 
Ronde.3 

He continues, linking the difference in spirit to a difference in the 

public and claiming that the fabliaux belong to a bourgeois public: 

Ces deux groupes d'oeuvxes litteraires correspondent a deux 
publics distincts, et le contraste qui les oppose est le 
mSme qui divise les classes sociales, d'une part le raonde 
chevaleresque, d'autre part le monde bourgeois et vilain. 
Les fabliaux sont bien, comme les nomme un vieux texte, 
les fabellae ignobllium. lis sont la poesie des petites 
gens. . • . II y a d'un bourgeois du XIIIe si&cle a un baron 
precisement la meme distance que d'un fabliau cl une noble 
legende aventureuse. A chacun sa litterature propres ici 
la poesie des chateaux, 13. celle des carrefours. 

Bedier maintains, as well, that the fabliaux have a bourgeois origin: 

"II est exact, en effet, que les fabliaux sont originairement l'oeuvre 

des bourgeois, Le genre naquit le jour oil se fut vraiment constitute 

une classe bourgeoise."^ 

Some, however, he begins to temper his theory of "genre 

bourgeois." He is faced with evidence which does not fit the theory: 

De ce qui precede, il parait bien ressortir que le public 
qui ecoutait Perceval ou les chansons courtoises n'etait pas 
le meme devant qui l'on disaiit l'aventure de la Pucelle qui 
abrevait le polain ou la Sorisette des estoupes, Hon; mais 
les contes qu'ecoutaient les chevaliers, c'etalent le Valr 
Palefrol, le lal de 1'Ombre, le dit de la Folle largesse de 
Philippe de Beaumanoir, le lal d'Arlstote. Le reste etait 
pour les bourgeois, apr6s boire, ou pour le menu peuple.® 

3« Bedier, p. 368# 

4. Ibid,, p» 371' 

5. Ibid.. p. 371. 

6. Ibid., p. 376. 



Bedier begins to recognize distinctions in tone and in audience. He is 

forced to admit, upon investigation of the prologues, that not all of 

the fabliaux are addressed to bourgeois.^ Even with respect to the 

crudest of the tales, he admits: "Nous savons que les societes les 
O 

plus aristocratlques du temps admettalent d'etranges propos." Finally 

he concedes: "Ainsi ces publics, bourgeois et chevaleresques, si 

opposes tout l'heure, se rapprochent etrangeraent."^ 

Bedier is no longer on the solid ground of "fabliau, genre 

bourgeois," He moves on, vaguely trying to escape now from the narrow

ness of his first statements. He had said that the fabliaux were 

opposed to the Round Table (p. 36^), He had elaborated! "Void qui 

s'opposent soudain 2. la gauloiserie, la preciosite; a la derision 

le r&vej £. la vilenie, la courtoisie, etc. Jamais, plus que dans les 

fabliaux et dans la poesie apparent!e du XIII0 siecle, on n'a rime 

de vilenies."10 And again: "Alors, en regard des fabliaux qui . . . 

se confinent dans leur etroit realisme . . . He had insisted, in 

short, on the contrast with the literature of the Round Table, and had 

emphasized the crudeness and baseness of the fabliaux. Now, pressed, 

and contradicting what he had said previously, he changes his 

direction: 

7. Bedier, p. 376, 

8. Ibid, p. 38I. 

9. Ibid., p. 382. 

10. Ibid., p. 365. 

11. Ibid.. p. 368. 



. , • S*I1 est vrai de dire que les fabliaux sont l'oeuvre de 
1*esprit bourgeois, les textes ne nous montrent pas qu'ils 
fussent consideres comrae un genre meprisable, bon pour le 
seul popellus, pour la gent menue. lis n'etaient point, 
comme des serfs, proscrits des nobles cours; mais, 
indistinctement, ils prenaient rang aupres des poimes les 
plus aristocratiques, ^ 

Yet he says not very much later that the aristocratic genres could be 

"infected" by the spirit of the fabliaux and that the fabliaux "ont 

contamine les genres les plus aristocratiques,""^ Continuing, he 

creates a favorite expression, "confusion des genres," maintaining that 

manuscripts contain many different types of literary creations, and 

that the jongleurs had to appeal to audiences of varied tastes. He 

concludes the pointi "Ki les bourgeois n'etaient si prosaiiques que 

nous l'avons suppose, ni les chevaliers si idealistes."^ Then he 

concludes the section, "il semble done qu'il y ait au XIIIs siecle, 

jusqu'3. un certain point, confusion des genres et promiscuite des 

publics."1̂  

He is now far from the statement he originally made that the 

bourgeoisie and the nobility each have their own literature.^ 

In a subsequent chapter, Bedier gets close to a more open, 

more modern approach, one based on an outlook on life: "La creation 

de cet ensemble d'oeuvres suppose un etat de l'Sme singulier, une 

P* 382. 

13. Ibid., p. 383. 

14. Ibid., p. 384. 

15. Ibid,, p. 385. 

16. See BSdier, p. 371* 
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conception speciale de la vie."^ Then he immediately reverts back 

to his "fabliaux, genre bourgeois" theory; he cannot handle its 

inconsistenciesi 

T ft 
Nous avons defini cet esprit; il nous a semble le signe 
et la marque d'une classe soclale distincte, L'esprit 
gaulois, c'est 1*esprit bourgeois, vilain, II reste vrai 
eju'on peut diviser par caste les genres bourgeois du moyen-
age, qu'il existe des genres clericaus, aristocratiques, 
bourgeois, Pourtant, non sans surprises, nous avons vu de 
seigneurs, voire des grandes dames, ecouter volontiers 
d'lgnobles fabliaux; , . . les boutiquiers d* Arras rimer 
des chansons d'un sentimentalisme aussi raffine qvie celles 
de Thlbaut de Champagne; inversement Thibaut composer des 
jeux-partis qui choqueraient par la grossierete le bourgeois 
Jean Bretet; en un mot, 1*esprit des fabliaux infecter^' 
les genres plus aristocratiques. Ainsi les castes du 
moyen-Sge, si tranchees dans la vie sociale, se melent des 
qu*il s'agit de litteraturesi une etrange promlscuite 
confond les publics et les genres, chevaliers et marchands, 
romans de la Table Ronde et fabliaux,^ 

Bedier, then recognizes the contradictions he has set up for himself. 

He must find a way out. This is how he attempts to do so, Ke asks, 

"Comment cette indistlnction des publics et cette fusion des genres 

sont-elles possibles?" He suggests an answer: "Nous avons chance 

17, Ibid.. p. 386. It is easy to agree with Bedier on this. 
In fact, if he had developed this point further, and along different 
lines, he might have arrived at a more accurate and consistent approach 
to the problem, 

18, Bedier has just said, "La creation de cet ensemble 
d'oeuvres suppose un etat de l'ame singulier, une conception speciale 
de la vie," Apparently he is referring to this when he uses "esprit," 

19, Infecter again, after he has just said that the fabliaux 
"prenaient rang aupres des po&mes les plus aristocratiques," and that 
they were not considered a genre "neprisable," See footnote 12 of 
this chapter. 

20, Bedier, p, 386, 



de le savoir si nous considerons maintenant les conteurs de 

fabliaux." Then he follows with a very short mention of the goliards, 

and a longer section on the jongleurs. Maintaining that the jongleurs 

were the creators of the fabliaux and that it was they who were 

responsible for the popularity of the fabliaux with both the nobles 

and the bourgeoisie: 

•» * 

Bourgeois et chevaliers les accueillent egaleraent, egale-
ment se plaisent a leurs contes ironiques — dont eux-memes 
sont les heros bafoues — parce que les jongleurs ne tirent 
pas plus a consequence que les bouffons et les montreurs 
d'ours, et le succ&s des fabliaux est fait pour une grande 
part de cette dedaigneuse indulgence. ̂  

Here again Bedier is explaining away and contradicting some of his 

former statements on the character of the fabliaux public and on the 

fabliaux themselves. He will try to resolve the dilemma of the 

"public" by concentration on the author. 

From this point on, Bedier proceeds to explain the decline of 

the genre, and here he seems to forget that he has been insisting, 

since his first change of heart, on the dual nature of the fabliaux 

public. Yet he claims in this conclusion that, since the fabliaux 

were a bourgeois genre, once the .jongleurs had ceased to address the 

bourgeois, the genre died. Ve are back, again, to his first theory, 

that is, a largely bourgeois public. We quote himi 

Les fabliaux etalent le produit de deux agents: 1*esprit 
bourgeois, 1*esprit du jongleur: les jongleurs sont 

21. Ibid., p. 386. 

22. "Les" refers to the jongleurs. 

23. Bedier, p. 118, 
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devenus des gens de lettxes, qui ne s'adressent plus.. 
jamais aux bourgeois; des lors les fabliaux meurent. 

What he is saying, it appears, is that the jongleurs changed character, 

became courtly minstrels, and no longer had bourgeois as their audience. 

So the genre disappeared. Yet he swings back, two pages later, to 

an emphasis on the variety, socially, of the jongleurs' audience, 

giving the impression that the jongleurs did not have to depend solely 

on the bourgeois for their support. Speaking of the fabliau, he says: 

On sait encore son prodigieux succSs: comment il anime de 
ses tendances des genres voisins, coexiste avec les plus 
pures legendes chevaleresques, contamine parfois les 
po&mes les plus nobles: comment il ne reste pas confine 
dans les foires et les carrefours mais comment, porte tan-
tot par les pires goliards et les plus humbles jongleurs, 
tantot par des chevaliers comme Philippe de Beaunanoir, il 
penStre dans les salles seigneuriales et jusque dans les 
"chambres des dames"} comment enfin on peut le suivre, avec 
Jean de Cond&, jusqu'au seuil des solennelles cours 
flamandes — quand soudain il meurt,2-5 

Bedier provides, at this point, other theories on the decline 

of the fabliaux (without rejecting the one he has recently set forth — 

the new type of jongleur who no longer sang for the bourgeois audience). 

He says, "C'est la satire qui a tue le fabliau , • . — that is, 

a polemical political tone which crept into all art. He continues with 

still another theoryi "Voici une cause plus directe, plus reelle . . . 

c'est 1'avSnement de la litterature reflechie."^ He elaboratesi 

24. Ibid.. P. 426. 

25. Ibid., P. •
 

CO 1? 

26, Ibid.. P. 430. 

27. Ibid., P. 430 
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Plus d'auditeurs, des lecteursj un public non plus d'occasion* 
mais stable; une minorite lettree, ayant ses goflts propres, 
se3 preferences, dlverses selon les cours. Le jongleur a 
vecuj le poete nait, ou plus precisement, l'homme de _ 
lettres « , . l'art se substitue peu a peu a 1'instinct. ° 

Shortly he reverts to the question of the coexistence of diverse 

genres, "romans de la Table Ronde et fabliaux," and he finds a new 

explanation: 

On comprend des lors que ces genres, si divers d'aspects, 
romans de la Table Ronde et fabliaux, aient pu coexister, 
car lis ne satisfont l'un et 1'autre, par des moyens 
divers, qu'a un merae et unique besoin: 1'amusement. Qu'ils 
aient plu aux meraes homines, ce n'est plus qu'un fait 
historique curieux, qui nous prouve une sorte de parente 
entre le monde des chevaliers, plus grossiers qu'on ne le 
soupeonnerait, sous son elegance superficielle, et le monde 
des bourgeois, plus raffine qu'il ne semblerait sous sa 
grossierete fonciere; ce n'est qu'un fait de detail, qui 
peut s'expliquerj car, malgre la division des classes 
feodales, notre race est une, ° 

Bedier is now minimizing the importance of the social class of the 

audience. He minimizes, as well, the "coexistence" of the differing 

genresi "On accepte de lui,-^ indifferemaent, fabliaux et legendes 

chevaleresquesj qu'il amuse, peu importe la manieres toute poesie 

n'est alors qu'une risee et un gabet."^ 

So this most recent, almost the final conclusion of Bedier is 

that both the fabliaux and the aristocratic genres — the romans de 

28. Ibid,. p. 4-31. 

29. Ibid., p. ky*, 

30. From the .jongleur, that is. 

31. Bedier, p. hy*. 

I 



la Table Ronde, etc. — had the sane socially-n&xed public because 

both aimed to amuse — something all men can understand. "Toute 

poesie n'est alors qu'une risee et un gabet."^ 

This seems to be a rather facile conclusion to almost 200 pages. 

It certainly, however, does not lead to the conclusion that Bedier 

was a convinced advocate of the "fabliau, genre bourgeois" theory, 

as Nykrog suggests he is.^ 

It seems to the point here to raise the question of whether or 

not it may be affirmed that Bedier actually set forth any one theory. 

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to pinpoint such a 

theory, as the citations above show. It would seem that Bedier*s 

work, monumental, elegant, pioneering in a sense, nonetheless lacks 

a certain consistency; and it errs, as well, according to modem criti

cal theory, by placing undue stress on both the author and the 

audience, and by proceeding under the premise that all the fabliaux 

are alike, an assumption that Bedier made a priori, without carefully 

documented inductive evidence. 

Surprisingly enough, Hykrog who misinterprets Bedier*s 

theories and sets up a theoiy of his own which is meant to contra

dict Bedier*s alleged theory of "fabliau, genre bourgeois," falls 

into many of the same pitfalls. Nykrog*s impressive work, based on 

the same fragile a priori frame of reference as Bedier*s study, is 

discussed in the following section. 

32. Ibid., p. hty. 

33. See the following chapter. 



Nykrog's Theories 

3/j, 
Nykrog's rather recent work-' is perhaps the most impressive of 

contemporary Korks on the fabliaux. Yet* surprisingly, Nykrog, 

though he supports a theory which, he says, is "diamfitralement oppo-

see" to Bedier's, falls into many of the same snares as his pred

ecessor. It is easy to understand some of Nykrog's difficulties if 

his point of view is understood. He says at the beginning of his 

work, "Le problSrae fondamental [pour une Stude qui s'occupe des 

fabliaux dans la littSrature du XIII6 si&cle^ est celui de dSterminer 

la condition sociale du public auquel s'adressaient les conteurs" 

(p. 20). Granted that medieval literature, and especially early 

medieval literature, may have been more dependent, in some respects, 

on its public than is modem literature, it is nonetheless surprising 

to find Nykrog, who says his position is diametrically opposed to 

Bedier's, approaching the whole problem of the fabliaux from the 

same area — the social class of the fabliaux public. Nor is it tin-

expected to find that Nykrog is, therefore, finally faced with almost 

Jk, Per Nykrog, Les Fabliauxi Stude d'histoire UttSraire 
et medievale (Copenhagen 1 Munksgaard, 195?). Hereafter called Nykrog. 
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the sane insoluble contradictions that Bedier confronted. Nykrog's 

thesis is that the fabliaux axe a type of courtly genrei 

L*etude qu'on va lire se propose un but principal qui est 
de demontrer que les textes ainsi determines* non seule-
ment etaient lus et goutes dans les rallieux courtois, 
nais qu'ils sont si profondement penetres de la fayon de 
penser de ces milieux que pour les bien comprendre, il 
faut les considerer comme une sorte de genre courtois (p. 18), 

He continuesi 

C'est cette intention qui a determine le plan de 1'etude, 
qui se divise en deux parties. La premiere partie etudie 
les fabliaux sous les aspects qui paraissent indiquer que 
la place du genre est 5, chercher S. cote de, et raene 5. 
l'interieur de, la litterature de la noblesse (p. 18). 

Nykrog, then, has already narrowed his thesis: the fabliaux are not 

merely "une sorte de genre courtois," but they are " & l'interieur 

de la litterature de la noblesse" (p. 18). Nykrog's theory is, 

clearly, opposed to the 'fabliau, genre bourgeois" theory, which 

Nykrog somewhat inaccurately attributes to Bedier. It cannot be said 

that B&dier is a convinced advocate of that theory. Yet Nykrog de

votes the second part of his study to examining "ceux des carac-

tferes des textes manuscrits qui ont determine BSdier et tant de 

savants aprfis lui & distinguer fortement les fabliaux de la littera

ture noble et Si rompre tous les liens qui auraient pu les y attacher" 

(p. 18). A quick reference to the preceding chapter will show that 

Nykrog is exaggerating to a considerable degree here in his remarks 

about BSdier. Indeed many of Nykrog's sallies attacking Bedier are 

founded on weak evidence. For instance, opposing B&dier, Nykrog 



maintains that the proofs against the "fabliau* genre bourgeois" the

ory are obvious. These are the proofs* as Nykrog sees thems 

1, The formulas* using polite titles* which the poet used 

to introduce his work: ("Seignors, vallez, et 

damoisels ..."). 

24 The fact that the principal manuscripts which contain 

fabliaux contain many other varied genres, including 

the "aristocratic" genres. 

3. The description in the texts — in the stories them

selves — of recitation sessions where fabliaux are 

recited before characters "dont le rang social nous 

est connu" (p.21). 

How easily these three arguments may be dismissed furnishes a clue to 

the weakness of some of Nykrog*s propositions. It is for this 

reason alone that they are mentioned here. Nykrog dismisses the 

first point* concerning the formulas of address, himself: "On peut 

dire 'Seignor' et meme 'Selgnor Baron'* indifferemment eI un 

groupe de vilains, de bourgeois, ou de nobles" (p. 21). Bedier 

has made the same point.^ It is surprising, then, that Nykrog 

uses it at all in his "proof." 

The third point is especially weak, it seems, for it con

fuses fact with fiction (the events in the tales themselves). The 

35. Bedier, p. 377. 



fact that there are characters in the story "dont le rang social nous 

est connu" does not inevitably lead to the conclusion that the stories 

were intended for nobles alone. Nykrog does cite three to five 

fabliaux where recitation before nobles ("devaat contes", "Ce sont 

risees pour esbattre Les rois, les princes, et les contes") is speci

fically mentioned. He refers to no more than these few. If there 

were more, would he not have mentioned them, to strengthen his argu

ment? As it stands, he offers proof based upon less than five of a 

possible 160 fabliaux (See his pp. 21-22). Of this he says in the 

conclusion to the chapter: 

On peut trouver que les textes qui etablissent les fabliaux 
dans les milieux superieurs de la societe ne sont pas Men 
nombreux, mais il ne faut pas oublier en pensant ainsi, 
que c'est a peine si on peut releguer deux en faveur de la 
thSse de Bedier (p, 50)• 

The evidence is, indeed, thin for both theories. 

The second point has more validity than the other two. The 

manuscripts do indeed include genres of many types. Nykrog is 

correct in this. Yet this very point leads him to contradict his 

own theory. Having just shown that the manuscripts contain mixed 

genres (and they do), he continuest "Nous retrouvons partout ce 

melange des genres, taut chez le public roturier, que ohez le public 

aristocratique" (p. 26). Then he addst "II n'y a aucune raison pour 

croire que le fabliau prononce devant les nobles soit different de 

celui qu'on debite aux bourgeois" (p. 27). Finally he concludest 

Pour ma part je me bomerai 3. dire cecii il n'y a pas de 
distinctions sociales absolues dans la litterature du 
XIII6 sieclei tous les genres ont eu cours partout oil 
l'on s'interessait 3. la litterature, soit parmi les 
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seigneurs, soit parmi les bourgeois, solt m&me parmi les 
vilains aises qui pouvaient offrir l'hospitalite & des 
clercs ou a, des jongleurs de passage" (p. 27)• 

It would seem that here Nykrog is moving away from the strict theory 

on "genre courtois" and "litterature de la noblesse" which he has pro

posed on page 18 (see our page 2 of this Chapter). He now seems 

willing to admit a few bourgeois and even vilains. Yet in the very 

next paragraph on page 27, he claims that the fabliau was destined 

mainly for the privileged rich. We quote the entire paragraphi 

Evidemment, cela3^ n'est vrai que d'une fa9on generale; dire 
que les fabliaux furent gotltes par la noblesse, ne veut pas 
dire que tout chevalier et toute dame les approuvaient. 
Nous reviendrons sur cette question dans notre huitieme 
chapitre. Mais pour le moment, tenons pour donne que lorsqu'un 
jongleur, ou tout autre poete, compose un fabliau, il le 
destine en premier lieu I ceux qui sont ses clients 
principaux: les riches, seigneurs, ou grands bourgeois 
(p» 27)• 

Here Nykrog is contradicting what he has just said on the same page 

about the lack of social distinctions in thirteenth century audiences* 

Throughout the entire discussion, Nykrog struggles with in

consistencies, which lead him into numberless contradictions. He, 

like Bedier, insists on the importance of the public and maintains 

throughout his study the thesis that the "central problem is that of 

the fabliaux public'(See his page 20), It is difficult to understand 

how Bedier could have been caught in such a web of contradictions and 

not seen his way out. It is even harder to see why Nykrog, writing 

in 1957* 3-et himself be trapped by such a theory. As in Eedier's 

work, there are moments when Nykrog too seems close to escaping from 

36, Cela, that is, what he has just said, and what we just 
quoted from his page 27. 
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the dilemmas "C'est dans 1*ensemble de la litterature medievale qu'll 

faut leur trouver une place, et non pas dans un enclos 2. part." 

(p. 50). Yet, he falls back upon his "fabliaux, genre courtois" 

theory almost immediately, and just as Bedier had been helpless in his 

"genre bourgeois" vise, so is Nykrog imprisoned in his "genre courtois" 

and caught in the same numberless contradictions. His recurring thesis 

is that the fabliaux are a courtois genre. They belong to the nobility. 

"Les fabliaux, loin d'etre une chose vulgaire et courante, etalent 

consideres comme des creations artistiques au meme titre que les lais, 

les romans, les pifeces lyriques" (pp. 50-51)* 

In the very conclusion to his entire study, Nykrog is again 

in the midst of this "genre courtois" theory and its contradictions! 

Une des premieres conclusions que nous avons pu faire est 
qu'il est Impossible de separer le fabliau des milieux 
courtois. Notre genre a trouve son public principal dans ces 

_ . cercles, il reflete les idees litteraires et sociales qui 
leur sont propres, et enfin sa force comique presuppose 
tres souvent chez les auditeurs line assez bonne connaissance 
de la litterature specifiquement courtoise. D'un autre cote, 
le fabliau prend, sur un grand nombre des points Studies, 
une attitude qui non settlement se distinque de celle de la , 
litterature noble maJLs qui va jusqu'3. contraster fortement 
avec celle-ci (p. 227)• 

Like Bedier, Nykrog too claims he has reconciled this dichotomy! 

De ces deux contestations contradictoires, nous avons 
dSgage notre these sur les fabliaux: tous nos fabliaux 
peuvent fitre considSres comme des contes courtois en ce 
sens qu'ils ont ete destines au meme public que les romans 
nobles, mais un groupe particulier d'entre eux, les contes 
erotiques, contracte des rapports de structure si 
particuliers avec la litterature erotique d'inspiration 
sublime,37 qu'on doit les considerer plus specialement 

37* Sublime . . . surely a controversial word used by Nykrog 
here. It is open to question whether it designates the "inspiration" 
or whether it can be applied even indirectly to the fabliaux. 
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conune un genre courtois burlesquet leur force comique 
derive directeraent de la doctrine de 1'amour courtois, 
dont ils prennent systematiquement le contre-pied (p. 228). 

His claim is based on his belief that the humor in the fabliaux is di

rected against those who are not "courtois", and so, he maintains, 

"elle doit partir de l'interieur m8me de la courtoisie, et de la 

courtoisie authentique. Jamais on ne se moque des vrais courtois dans 

les fabliauxi la raillerie vise ceux qui singent leurs manieres tout 

en restant fonci&reroent grossiers." 

Nykrog's first thesis of "fabliaux, genre courtois" is fal

lible because it is based on his theory of the social level of the 

audience. His theory of "fabliaux, genre courtois burlesque" is just 

as fragile, for it is based upon just one group of fabliaux, those 

Nykrog calls "erotic,"3® and it proceeds from the assumption that 

only the "courtois" segment of the population could make fun of 

courtoisie. He offers another argument in favor of his thesist 

On pourrait aussi, pour ebranler notre these d'une facon 
differente, penser que les fabliaux auraient ete ecrits 
pour des "courtois moderes," qui, tout en acceptant les 
idees fondamentaJ.es de la courtoisie auraient garde les 
pieds sur terre. Les fabliaux servent alors a comprendre 
comme un antidote destine a ramener les tfites trop echauff^es 
par les subtilites roraantiques, vers une conception plus 
realiste de la condition humaine (p. 229). 

Nykrog's own statement (not accepted in this study) that the fabliaux 

are a "burlesque courtois" would, if it were valid, indicate that, in 

his opinion, there did exist a certain subtlety, a particular irony 

which comes from a realization of the other side of the coin, from 

38. The division is based upon the theme. Nykrog says there 
are approximately 100 erotic themes in the 150 or so fabliaux. 
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a coxisclousness of a certain distance between the real and the Ideal, 

between what Is and what should be. Yet Nykrog Insists that there Is 

no such awarenessi 

Le XIII® siecle Ignore absoluraent le conflit tragique de 
1*Ideal et du reel qui donnera naissance a l'oeuvre de 
Flaubert et de Zola, Le public des fabliaux se gausse tout 
simplement de la vie et des moeurs sordldes de ceux qui 
vlvent — socialement ou moralement — sur un plan inferleur. 
II n'y a ombre de conflit la dedans, blen au contraire 
(pp. 229-230). 

By this statement he sets up a conflict of sorts; for In his conclusion 

he Insists that there Is a double view.' 

L'orientation intellectualle des lettres du XIII® siecle 
etalt double. Ce qu'il ne faut jamais oublier quand on 
essale d'etablir les relations entre la litterature 
medievale et son public historique (p. 237)* 

He continues, still contradicting what he had said earlier.on pages 

239-230 and elsewheret 

Tout au contraire, il faut se figurer le public litteraire — 
et la societe mondaine en gSnSral — comme fortement mSle. 
Non seulement parce <ju*ils sont composes d'individus et de^ 
groupes ayant des idees personnelles, mais aussi parce qu'a 
1*interieur de chaque individu — depuis les plus eleves, 
intellectuellement parlant, jusqu'aux plus modestes et mime 
obtus — s'opposent des tendances contralres, Et parmi ces 
tendances les plus importantes en la circonstance sont celles 
de 1'education mondaine d'un cote et les penchants naturels 
et ancestraux de 1'autre (p. 237). 

With respect to the flexibility of the human spirit, it is 

easy to agree with Nykrog, Yet it is difficult to understand how he 

reconciles this statement with his thesis. It is, in fact, startling 

to read his closing sentences at the end of his work, for he no longer 

speaks of "genre courtois" (his page 18) or of "la condition sociale 

du public" (p. 18), or of fabliaux which were "si profondSment pene-

tres de 2a fa^on de penser de ces milieux que pour les bien comprendre 
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11 faut les considerer comme une sorte de genre courtois" (p. 18). 

He has almost reversed his position. He now saysi 

. • . Toute la periode qui nous occupe ici, etait une 
epoque intellectuelle. CerteSj elle etait — sur le plan 
mondaln et litteraire — dominee par la doctrine courtoise, 
mads cette doctrine etait militantej elle se trouvait en 
opposition permanente avec des idees qui etaient ses 
contraires et qui trouvaient leur force dans les milieux 
intellectuels du clerge et des reunions guerrieres de 
seigneurs feodaux, done les milieux purement masculins. 

La lutte entre ces deux tendances opposees ne se 
limitait pas au niveau social: elle se prolongeait 
probablement jusque dans 1*esprit de chaque individu, les 
idees nouvelles des milieux mondains cherchant a 11 arracher 
S. la domination de Is. grossierete archaique # en lui inposant 
une fa^on de penser cultivee des goCrts raffines, tant en 
matiere de litterature qu'en psychologie et en comportement 
social (p. 2*1-0). 

Nykrog does, then,finally recognize an intellectual ambivalence which 

existed in the 13th century, though he does, perhaps, attribute it to 

the wrong sources. He moves from "grossierete" to refinement, which 

is almost the contrary of the historic actuality from chivalry to 

naturalism. Yet he never develops this line of thought further, and to 

the very end, he insists that the fabliaux and the "litterature noble", 

with emphasis on the social class, are inescapably intertwined: 

Ce contraste intellectuel trouve son expression appropriSe 
dans la litterature medievale: la litterature narrative 
profane en ancien franyais se presente a nous comme un Janus 
1 deux visages, sans pour cela cesser d'etre un tout 
indivisible. Nous avons vu a quel point il faut tenir compte 
de la litterature noble en lisant les fabliaux; de meme il 
faut toujours, auand on cherche l'homme medieval a travers 
la litterature noble, garder une arriSre pensee pour les 
fabliaux, car ils en sont un complement historique et un 
supplement d'importance fondamentale, C'est la la significa
tion de la page "fabliau" dans l'histoire de 1*esprit humain 
(P. 2^1). 



Thus ends Nykrog's study, Kith a dogged insistence on the fabliau's 

association with "la litterature noble" — although by now the tales 

have become but a "complement", a "supplement" to "la litterature 

noble." 

It is extremely difficult, in reading the fabliaux, to accept 

the statement that, even though such a struggle between what Nykrog 

calls "les deux tendances" existed, the fabliaux reveal only, or even 

primarily, the courtly side of it, and show themselves to be quite 

courtly. Apparently, this lack of Intellectual unity, according to 

Nykrog, had no effect on the fabliaux, which, he says, were "si 

penetres de la fa^on de penser de ces milieux ̂9 que pour les bien 

comprendre 11 faut les considerer comme une sorte de genre courtols" 

(p. 18). Yet there are, nonetheless, a substantial number of fabliaux 

which reveal "une attitude qui non seulement se distingue de celle de 

la litterature noble, mais qui va jusqu'3, contraster fortement avec 

celle-ci" (p.227)• Nykrog has not been able to reconcile all the 

inconsistencies, even by his clever "genre courtols burlesque" theory 

(since this latter theory, even if it were valid, would hold for only 

about 2/3 of all the fabliaux). He has not been able to do so because, 

apparently, it cannot be done. Bedier could not prove that the public 

was exclusively, or predominantly, bourgeois. Nykrog failed to prove 

conclusively that it was wholly or even largely courtols. This raises 

the question, of course, of whether the public was a mixed one. Both 

39. Les milieux courtols. 
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Bedler's and Nykrog's works would seem to indicate that* for the 

moment at least, we must accept this as true. 



CHAPTER k 

NATURALISM, THE NATURALISTIC TRADITION, AND THE FABLIAUX 

It is extremely difficult to define literary attitudes and 

movements, for they are many-faceted, fluid, relative, and subject to 

several possible interpretations. Although, at first, naturalism would 

appear to be rather uncomplicated and lucid, its intricacies are im

mediately evidenced by the fact that there are two words, naturalism 

and Naturalism, For the latter, Martino's "definition" is conditionally 

usefuli "Naturallsme est un mot dont on s'est servi, presque des 

l'origine, pour caracteriser des tendances qui domin&rent dans la 

litterature apres 1870, dans le roman et au theatre surtout."^ He is 

of course referring to Zola's movement in the late nineteenth century. 

What of the former naturalism with a small n? It is used to 

designate many things: certain attitudes and thoughts based, on natural 

desires or instincts: a philosophic theory favoring the natural over 

the supernatural; a literary theory, not unlike that of Zola*s 

Naturalism, but more inclusive; a quality and a method in graphic art 

and in literature; a religious doctrine; and an ethical theory. Haskell 

Block suggests that it would be more correct to speak of naturalisms.2 

1. Pierre Martino, Le Naturallsme francals (Paris: Colin, 
1969), P. 7. ' 

2. Haskell M. Block, Naturalistic Triptych, the Fictlve and 
the Real in Zola, Mann, and Dreiser (New York: Random House. 1970). 



It is hard to disagree, for even in a literary sense there are many 

"naturalisms") naturalism may be considered an attitude, a method, or 

a style or technique. 

It has been said that the issue between naturalism and its 

opponents is, in the final analysis, a philosophical dispute concern

ing the nature of reality. This is no doubt truej naturalism in phi

losophy or in literature finds its source in certain basic premises or 

attitudes. Yet it should be kept in mind that the naturalistic writer 

may not be committed to philosophic naturalism. More, his creation 

nay not fit perfectly into a theoretical schema-for-the naturalistic-

work. Great art is not created according to some pre-conceived formula 

or pattern) it has its own life, its own justification, and its own 

individual form. It is always uniquely itself. 

It is nonetheless true that naturalism represents not only an 

attitude, tut also a literary tradition and style. It should, then, be 

possible to discover in certain naturalistic works common outlooks as 

well as common devices and techniques. The way in which a naturalis

tic writer looks at "reality" or at life, and the manner in which he 

transforms what he sees into a flctlve reality will show some 

similarity to the conception and technique of other naturalists. 

What is the basic naturalistic outlook? It is a conception of 

man and his world which is keyed to the visible as opposed to the invi

sible) to the natural over the supernatural) to the material and not 

the spiritual) to the present and not to the past or future) to the 

world without rather than to the world within) to the practical, and 

not the ideal) to waking and not dreaming) to the typical and not the 



unique; to the concrete and not to the abstract. Its strength lies in 

its instinctive elements; it appears to be in the nature of man to 

observe, investigate, categorize, and describe the world about him. Its 

weakness arises from its own nature: it can take stock of an ordered 

world; it cannot cope with a world in ferment and flux. Whenever 

reality itself is in question, whenever the familiar workaday world 

begins to fall apart, naturalism has no myths to give meaning to the 

problems and the mysteries. 

In spite of its flaws, the naturalistic outlook is an in

escapable and invaluable element in human life and thought as well as 

in literature. It has directed men's attention toward ordinary human 

living, and it has shown the artist how to make a new creation, a 

fictive reality from the commonplace. In this respect, naturalism is 

not very different from realism. There are those, in fact, who main

tain that naturalism and realism are one and the same thing: "Elle nous 

permet d'affirmer, des le debut, que le realisme et le naturalisme ne 

sont qu'une seule et mSme chose .... Si nous choisissons le mot 

naturalisme et non pas celui de realisme, ce n'est done ni par necessite 

absolue, ni de parti prls. Puisque 1'historien a le devoir d'etre clair 

et precis, il nous faut un nom qui englobe les autres; le naturalisme 

ayant produit plus de chefs-d'oeuvre que le realisme, nous lui donnons 

la preference, 

3. Charles Beuchat, Histolre du Naturalisme Eranyals (Paris: 
Editions Correa, 19^9)» vol. 1, p. 11. 
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Others hold that naturalism is a type of exaggerated realism: 

"lies critiques les meilleurs n'ont-ils pas vu dans le naturalisms le 

„ II 
point culminant du realisme?" 

Or it is often considered a reaction -- against romanticism, 

against the conventional and the false, against the idealistic and 

its literary genres, against the cult of form and the artificial — 

all in the name of simple "reality." 

There is, then, much variety and much ambiguity in the inter

pretation of naturalism, especially in its relation to realism. This 

is perhaps less true of Zola's Naturalism since he leaves little room 

for misinterpretation, very clearly setting forth his criteria in his 

Roman Experimental and in the preface to TherSse Raquin. Martino In

sists that the Naturalism of the Third Republic, Zola's Naturalism, 

that is, and the Realism of the Second Empire are very distinct 

doctrines.^ 

When it is a question of realism and naturalism as general 

currents, however, the distinction is much less clear. It is virtually 

impossible to discover important differences in outlook. The essential 

difference lies in method. In an effort to present reality in a detached, 

objective manner, the naturalist uses any material at hand, whatever it 

-may be. 

k. Ibid.. p. 12. 

5. Pierre Martino. Le Naturalisme francais (Parisi Colin. 
1969). p. 7. 
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The realist selects according to some purpose those details 
which relate to his intent; the naturalist also selects, but 
in his desire to create a definite impression in the mind of 
his reader he reserves unto himself the right to go wherever 
he will for his material. The first distinction of natural
ism, then, is its greater inclusiveness, its greater catho
licity in acceptance of detail . , . . He,will not, like his 
realist brother preach a doctrine .... 

Nor will he attempt to create order if his observations show that none 

exists. He will not, say Thrall and Hibbard, attempt to fit the facts 

to his purpose, as the realist often does. His purpose is, in general, 

geared to fit the facts and not vice versa. 

It has been maintained that naturalist writers attempt to 

depict every detail of each appearance that comes to their attention. 

This is patently impossible, and it is not art — not even naturalistic 

art. It is true that the naturalist concentrates on details, but is 

this attention to minutiae a distinguishing characteristic? No, says 

Philip Rahv, 

I know of no hard and fast rules that can be used to dis
tinguish the naturalist method from the methods of realism 
generally. It is certainly incorrect to say that the dif
ference is marked by the relative density of detail, 
Henry James observes in his essay The Art of Fiction that 
it is above all "solidity of specification" that makes for 
the illusion of life — the air of reality — in a novel; 
and the truth of this dictum is borne out by the practice of 
the foremost modern innovators in this medium, such as Proust, 
Joyce, and Kafka, It is not, then, primarily the means 
employed to establish verisimilitude that fix the naturalist 
imprint upon a work of fiction, A more conclusive test, to 
my mind, is its treatment of the relation of character to 
background, I would classify as naturalistic that type of 
realism in which the individual is portrayed not merely as 
subordinate to his background but as wholly determined by 

6, William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A Handbook to 
Literature (New Yorkj Odyssey Press, 1936), p. 268, 
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it — that type of realism, in other words, in which the _ 
environment displaces its inhabitants in the role of hero,' 

It is the background, then the environment and its dominance, that 

appears to be a unique feature. This is true of naturalism throughout 

the ages. Speaking of contemporary art, Martino makes the same point; 

it is the world around us which becomes an indispensable focus in 

naturalistic workst 

Si l'on cherche a rassembler ce qui de nos jours s'apparente 
encore au naturalisme, on n'y voit guere paraxtre cette 
exigence de verite scientifique qui servait d'enseigne a 
Zola, mais un film de Clement, une "chronique" de Giono, un 
roman d'Aragon, de Genet, ou de Sartre ont ceci de commun 
avec les grandes oeuvres naturalistes, qu'ils veulent creer 
les conditions d'illusion propres a faire sentir la texture 
serree et la presence brutale et prochaine du monde qui nous 
entoure. 

Whenever this primary effort to recreate the texture of the exterior 

world is found, there is naturalism, in a corresponding degree. It has 

its source in human nature itself, and is manifest in all times and all 

areas. In the Western world, the literature of ancient Greece and Rome, 

that of modern Europe and its offshoots (America and Latin America) 

offer numberless examples,^ a universal attitude and a recurring 

literary approach, naturalism in modern Europe saw its beginnings in 

7. Philip Rahv, Image and Idea (Norfolk, Conn.j New'Directions, 
19"*9). PP. 132-133. 

8. Pierre Martino, op. cit., p. 199. 

9. At least in certain areas of their work. Homer and Ovid 
and Caesar, Rabelais, and Chaucer, Fielding and Dickens, Balzac and Zola, 
Cervantes and the picaresque and "costumbrista" currents in Spanish and 
Latin American literatures, as well as Dreiser and Steinbeck and others 
in North America — all may be said to be, in varying degrees, 
naturalistic. How true these generalities are is debatable and calls 
for further inquiry. 
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about the twelfth century, with its scientific awakening* its new 

architectural and artistic vision, its philosophic enlightenment, its 

worldly bourgeoisie beginning to appear; so the literature of the 

time had no choice but to keep pace with the contemporary thinking* 

It nay be said, with few qualifications* that for the modern world, 

as opposed to the ancient classical world, literary naturalism began 

in medieval literature, and French naturalism began in French 

medieval literature. "Notre Moyen-Age n'a rien a envier aux anciens 

et ce qu'on appelle la tradition gaulolse n'est rien d'autre que 

1*avatar du Naturalisms a l'aube de la litterature francaise."^ 

Beuchat places these beginnings of naturalism in about the 

thirteenth century: 

Hals, des le XIII6 slecle* les sculpteurs ouvrent les yeux 
sur la nature exterieure; lis copient des plantes et re-
nonce nt a la flore conventionnelle. Les pontes commencent 
& s'interesser aux moeurs, L'epopee feodale fait place & 
la litterature populaire. On veut depeindre les gestes 
du peuple et meme les intimites domestiques. On developpe 
la raillerie et la caricature, ce qui sera, plus tard, 
une des caracteristiques essentielles du rlalisme de 
Champfleury* C'est l'epoque du Roman de Renart et des 
Fabliaux. Inutile de signaler les scSnes trSs realistes 
du premier. Quant aux Fabliaux, chacun salt que leurs 
auteurs ne redoutaient pas les audaces de description* 
La situation peut etre fausse, les gestes exterleurs 
sont d'un pur naturalisme.^ 

10* Pierre Cogny, Le Naturalisme (Parlst Presses Universi-
taires de France, 1953)» P» 19. 

11* See the Introduction to this dissertation for other 
theories on the dates of the rise of medieval naturalism* 

12. Charles Beuchat, op. clt.. p. 2k, 
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Cogny makes the same point about the birth of naturalism as early as 

the Kiddle Ages, adding that the outlook throughout the centuries 

remains the same, though the approaches and emphases may be different: 

Deja, les themes essentiels du Naturalisme apparaissent 
au cours de cette epoque injustement negligee et si l'on 
n'a pas songe plus t8t a ce rapprochement, c'est que la 
metaphysique des sidcles evolue. Le XKe slScle est 
assombri par le pessimisme de Schopenhauer, alors qu'au 
Koyen Age, malgre les immenses miseres publiques, on se 
raccroche, desesperSment, a une explication optimiste du 
monde. Kais la trame demeure la meme, seuls different les 
procedes de tissage et les coloris dominants. Dans Renart 
ou dans les fabliaux, dans le Roman de la Rose ou dans ceux 
comme dans les Rougon-Macquart, ou dans les contes de 
Maupassant, l'humanite sans artifice que l'on veut peindre."-^ 

Naturalism was, then, very much alive in French medieval life and litera

ture, It shares with naturalisms throughout the ages the same preoccu

pation with the immediate environment, with the world of the here and 

now. Yet it has its own special emphases, its own tone, its own genres. 

The fabliaux are the most protean of these genres, and they are perhaps 

the most outstanding example of pure naturalism that French medieval 

literature has to offer. 

The following chapters will examine in detail how the 

naturalistic tradition is manifested in selected fabliaux; how these 

are both typically and uniquely naturalistic; how, in short, the 

fabliaux studied are an artistic creation unto themselves, and an 

outstanding representation of a long literary tradition. 

- 13, Pierre Cogny, Le Naturalisme (Paris: PUF, 1953) • P. 19. 



CHAPTER 5 

LITERARY STUDY 

The fabliaux as a literary genre have been neglected* and at 

times they have been despised as a vulgar, artless form. They are 

vulgar and artless at times. There are 160 fabliaux, approximately! 

and not all reveal the same art. or the same tone. It is one of the 

theses of this study, however, that the fabliaux have suffered un

deserved scorn, and that they will prove to be, upon close examination 

of each tale, worthy of an important, respected place in French 

medieval literature. It is not the purpose of this study, then, to 

analyze the defects of the fabliaux, but rather to display their 

qualities in such a way that it will be obvious that any accusation of 

the worthlessness of the fabliau as an art form will be carefully con

sidered before it is accepted. The fabliaux, like all art, have their 

defects) this is granted. But they will prove to be, we maintain, a 

unique, skillful, delightful expression, an amazingly neat meshing of 

form and content that animates the commonplace, naturalistic atti

tudes of a medieval setting. 

The four fabliaux treated here have been studied from various 

points of view, to show that there are many aspects of style (both 

form and content) open to consideration. The four studies here are 

meant to be a sample "proof" of the high quality of fabliau art. 

51 
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Even within the limits necessary here, the four studies will under

take to show that Lenient had a point* even if he did seeia to 

generalize a little too easily* when he wrote* speaking of the 

fabliaux: 

Leur langue naive, simple et gracieuse* alerte et sautillante* 
mais depourvue de force et de dignite pour exprimer les grands 
sentiments, excelle a raconter et a medire. Plus tard* La 
Fontaine et Voltaire, dans leurs contes* ne trouveront rien 
de mieux que d'en reproduire la forme et les allures, 

Le Fevre de Creell 

Plot Summary 

In Creeil* a small place not too far from Senlis* northeast of 

Paris* known even today for its metallurgy* a smith hired a servant* a 

likeable, worthy and well-built fellow. Beyond that* this servant* 

Gautier, was ordinary except for the fact that he was unusually well-

endowed* sexually speaking. Almost accidentally* about a year later* 

this came to the attention of the smith, who made much of it. He told 

his wife about it. She was reluctant to discuss it. Or at least she 

appeared unwilling} in fact she wished to appear uninterested. She 

made it very clear, then, that she wanted to close the discussion; but 

her husband was fascinated, and rambled on. She objected again, In

sisting that it had nothing to do with her. She was not, however* 

sincere or unmoved* a fact evidenced by her blushes and her 

1. Charles Lenient, La Satire en France au moyen age (Paris, 
1859)# p. 83. This reference is cited from Bedier (p. 357)V the 1859 
edition of Lenient was not available. 



subsequent paleness. Yet she importuned, the smith again to abandon 

the subject. He became somewhat suspicious of her rather vehement 

protests and announced suddenly that he was leaving for St. Leu the 

next day. He gave his wife instructions to supervise Gautier's work. 

He did not leave, of course. He hid behind the forge. Just as he had 

expected, the lady lost no time in importuning Gautier, offering him 

gifts and other enticements if he would agree to her demands. The 

poor man was highly embarrassed, but at last he ceded to the pressure. 

Before he could complete his work, however, the smith jumped from 

behind the furnace, shouting wildly; he dismissed the unfortunate 

servant. His wife fared little betterj she was overwhelmed by 

screaming reprimands and countless blows. 

The moral is that it is better to cry wolf than to remain 

silent, for if the smith had said nothing, Gautier would have carried 

on, and the lady would have had her satisfaction. This is the end of 

the tale. Hay the Lord preserve us all from shame. 

Literary Criticism 

The Fevre is one of the shortest of the fabliaux and should 

serve on that account as an outstanding example of the artful con

centration to be found in many of the tales. Its 180 lines race 

through a simple plot with an economy that is anything but careless. 

With the exception of the two beginning lines (a typical medieval 

introductory formula) and the last eight lines (another convention), 

every line in the tale serves to accentuate the central theme and 



the chain of events which follow upon it. Nothing is Incidental; 

little is descriptive; all is, in short, movement and life. On line 

three, the scene is set ("Uns fevre manoit & Greeil) and one of the 

principal characters is introduced, with a dearth of particularizing 

detail that is almost shocking. "Uns fevre" is just that; we do not 

learn much more about him. We never know whether he is young, 

heavy, intelligent, handsome, and so on. He has no name. Further on, 

through incidents in the plot and through the dialogue, we do learn 

that he is jealous and sly, somewhat unfeeling, and on that account 

rather unappealing. The author takes no time to tell us more now; he 

apparently feels no need to so so. For by line four another character 

is on the way, "un serjant," who is described much more fully than the 

smith — "deboneres, frans . . . Les rains larges, grailes les flans, 

Gros par espaules et espes ..." (w. 9-11), This description has 

but one aim, to lead to the central "character" of the plot: the 

servant's anatomy. By line 14 ("Quar tel vit portoit, sanz mentir"), 

we are there, and are held there by a prolonged description of some 

twenty-six lines. On line 48, the action begins ("Un jour avint , . ") 

On line 55» a third character, the smith's wife, as amorphous as her 

spouse, appears in the smith's thoughts and-then, on line 6l, in 

person. On line 62, the dialogue starts; it is destined to play not 
• 

only an important part in the plot, but to be used with great 

dexterity to flesh out the hitherto thin characterization with quick, 

vivid strokes. At times, however, the narration itself tells us even 

more about the characters — not only about their physical appearance 



but also about their qualities or about their reactions to particu

lar situations. The wife, for example, has just objected to her 

husband's insistence on discussing Gautier's (the servant's) endow

ments, The narrator commentst 

Qui bien savoit dire de bouche 
Le contrere de son corage 
Mes moult bien pert 5 son visage, 
Que souvent color mue et change, (w. 90-93) 

Again, in two of the narrator's lines, we learn that the smith is wily: 

Or fesoit samblant del errer 
Si s'est souz la forge repus, (w. 112-113) 

On rare occasions the narration is descriptive: 

Qui moult fu sages et soutiz. (v. 117) 

More often, as in w, 112-113 above and in lines 118-119 and in 122-

123 below, it is intimately integrated with the flow of the action: 

"Gautier," fet ele, "tes ostiz 
Est-il ore tels que l'en dit?" (w. 118-119) 

"Teslez dame," fet li valles. 
Qui grant honte et grant vergoingne. (w. 122-123) 

By verse 13^» the story is in full swing, and by line 145 the crisis 

is reached. By verse 159 all of the important .-Incidents are over and 

" ... la dame remest penssive." All that remains is the smith's 

verbal reprimand and the "grant baston" which he uses on his silent 

wife (we hear and see nothing of her reactions). By line 171 he has 

given her so many blows that he is exhausted, and the story line is 

at an end. In the last eight lines, we find the famous medieval 

moral: "Par cest example vueil moustrer ..." (v. 173)• 



The tempo, then is rapid and unerring. The action line is 

lean, unimpeded by either setting, description, characterization, or 

dialogue. All is used to hurry the "aventure," to tell us all that 

happened to what is virtually the central character, the servant's 

unique gift. For in this naturalistic tale, where the individual is 

subordinate to the accidents of the environment, there is no human 

heroj it is the background (or a part of it) that becomes the center 

and the motive of action that propels the characters and determines 

their roles, that directs and mon opolizes the dialogue, as well as the 

narrative description. From line 1^ on, when we learn that Gautier 

is unusual, his anatomical, uniqueness overshadows all. The next 17 

lines serve to describe his distinctness. Immediately following the 

description, the action begins. The form of his body is both the 

immediate and the remote cause of all the action which follows. On 

line 62, the dialogue is introduced, and it centers around the same 

subject! 

A sa fame vient, si a dit, 
"Dame," fet il, "se Diex m'ait, 
Je ne vi onques si grant membre, 
Que je sache ne que moi membre, 
Comme a Gautiers nostre serjanz. (w. 61-65) 

The smith continues on the same topic. His wife replies, protesting 

that she will hear none of it. But her husband will insist> 

Li fevres ne s'en vout pas tere 
De loer le vit au vallet, (w. 79-80) 
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He starts again, amazed at such unusual circumstances, and insisting 

that his wife listen to him: 

"Dame," fet il, "se Diex m'aat 
Onques mes hom de mere nez, 
Ne fu de vit si racinez 
Dame," fet il, "come est Gautiers." (w. 84-87) 

The lady is still reluctant to discuss it: "Sire, "fet ele, 3. moi que 

touche?" (v. 89). It is here that we do learn a bit about the character 

of the wife: 

Qui bien savoit dire de bouche 
Le contrere de son corage. (w. 90-91) 

He discover that she is not as unaffected as she may appear: 

MSs moult bien pert a son visage 
Que sovent color mue et change .... 
Une eure est plus blanche que nape, 
Autre eure plus rouge que feus. (w. 92-93* 98-99) 

Yet whatever we learn about the wife's character in this way is 

dependent on, and intimately related to Gautier's anatomy, beyond 

doubt the center of the story. Of the remaining 80 lines, ̂ 5 consist 

of dialogue (for a total of 6? lines in the entire story). Each of the 

4-5 lines is concerned with Gautier's anatomy, most of them directly, a 

few indirectly. The same is true for the remaining 35 lines of narra

tion. Nothing is extraneous; nothing is gratuitous. Each word, each 
-- • •— 

verse is to the point and indispensable. Narration, dialogue, descrip

tion (of which there is little except for the 26 line description of 

the vit), characterization (which is minimal and never separate from 

the demands of the action), and even the weightlessness of the 

octosyllabic couplets — all contribute to an art which distinctive 

and awesome in its unerring simplicity. Bedier, whose approach, says 
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Dr. Clem C, Williams, is "not nearly literary enough,"2 apparently 

mistakes lack of depth and of elaboration for lack of skill. The 

jongleurs in their exaggeration and farcical distortions made no attempt 

at subtlety or at development. Theirs is a different art, one of bold 

concentration and buoyant dexterity. It is the art of presenting a 

gross subject in a droll tale with such skill that the very art trans

forms the roughness into a tiny gem whose facets are so brilliantly 

simple that they are often overlooked, 

Le Chevalier Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse 

Plot Summary 

In Bessin, near Vire, in Normandy, lived a knight and his lady. 

She was a most gracious wife, well-known for her virtues. Her husband 

trusted her completely, and they lived together happily and in peace. 

One day the lady fell ill; she was sick for three weeks; and, fearing 

the approach of death, she called for a confessor, a holy man who lived 

not far away. Her husband immediately set out to fetch the monk. On 

the way he conceived the idea of playing monk and hearing her confession 

himself. In this way, he thought, he would discover whether she was 

truly as good as she was reputed to be. 

He managed to get the monk's clothes without trouble and 

returned home after dark disguised as a friar. He entered the darkened 

room where the lady was resting and heard her confession. She told of 

2, Clem C. Williams, The Genre and the Art of the Old Fabliaux 
of (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1968), p. k6. 
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her adventures with the servants.^ The monk Has stunned and angry, 

but he urged her on* insisting that her husband must surely be more 

worthy of her affection than the servants. She replied that it was 

very difficult for a woman to cling to one man. Women are naturally 

fickle, she said. And men just never seem to understand how a woman 

could take another lover. "Who was your special lover?" he asked, 

"My Lord's nephew," she answered. "I was madly in love with him for 

more than five years, I am sorry for this now," "It was doubly a sin," 

he told her. "It was natural," she said, "He was sent to watch over 

me, and I turned to him, to keep myself from blame. He came and went 

freely in my chambers. He was free of suspicion, and there was never 

any talk." Her Lord had trusted her implicitly, but she had tricked 

him and had slowly taken control of everything. It was really she, 

she admitted, who was Lord of the manor. 

The monk listened, gave her a penance, and left. He was shaking 

with rage. He returned home the next day, this time as her husband. 

He refused to speak to her, however, although normally he was very 

affectionate when he came home. 

Some days later, she was giving orders to the servants in a 

somewhat haughty way. Hearing her, the knight shook his head angrily. 

3. Hart, in a summary he gave of the tale, says the lady 
confessed to having sinned with "a squire" and to having been intimate 
with the nephew for five years. The text shows there was more than one 
servant involved. See verses 129-130* See W. M. Hart, "The Fabliau 
and Popular Literature," PMLA, XXIII, Ho, 3 (New Series Vol. XVI, 
No. 3). 1908, p,33^. 



"Woman, whence come your pride and haughty airs?" he cried. "I will lay 

you low, I'll kill you with my bare hands. If you'd remember your own 

life, you'd be ashamed to breathe. You are worse than a whore," 

The lady was astonished. She realized that it was he who had 

confessed her, and she answered: "I only regret that I did not tell you 

that I lay abed with everyone in the whole countryside. Your disguise 

was meant to show up my infidelity. But, thanks be to God, I am true, 

I bow down before no one. You do not ffcighten mej I lied in that con

fession j it was a joke, I only regret that I didn't take you by your 

monk's hood and rip it off, I am not sorry for anything I said to you, 

I recognized you! I do not love you, and I will never love you again. 

You're a deceitful traitor, and I will never forgive you." 

So did she speak. She finally shook his confidence, and he 

believed her. The townsfolk had many a laugh at that. 

Literary Criticism 

Une epoque est responsable des recits dont elle s'est amusee, 
meme si elle ne les a pas inventes . , , . Ce qui donne 3. 
chaque recueil sa marque et comme sa physionomie propre, c'est 
la fapon de traiter et de diversifier la matiere brute de 
chaque recit, 

Bedier elaborates on this by adding that each era, and more 

particularly each country, twists a particular theme or story to suit 

its own image. What is a ribald tale in Rrance becomes a bloody tragedy 

in Italy, etc. Even within the same country, differences arising from 

the literary period, from the author's Individuality, etc, color the 

same, basic theme, and give birth to distinct creations, Le Chevalier 

4, Bedier, p, 290, 
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Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse is an excellent example. It tells of a wife 

who cleverly recovers after a disastrous admission of guilt to her 

husband. "De combien de fafons, en effet," says Robert Guiette, "ne 

pourraient etre transposes ou varies les aveux et la retraction, qui 

sont les elements essentiels du theme! Ce n'est qu'une hlstoire de mari 

gruge que l'on peut renovtveler de bien de manieres,"^ 

Of all the many versions of this theme,^ however, none is 

perhaps of more significance in the narrative tradition than the fabliau: 

The debt of a modern Short Story like L'Inutile Beaute to 
popular and medieval narration will now be still more 
apparent. To place the action of one's story in real and 
vivid settings, temporal, spatial, social, is nothing new. 
It is nothing new-to create real characters, thinking, speak
ing, acting, like human beings, differing significantly one 
fioia another. It is nothing new to construct a plot with due 
regard for the unities, proportion, emphasis, suspense, climax, 
to develop it by means of lively and dramatic dialogue and 
of concrete and suggestive action. It is nothing new, finally, 
to abstract from one's story its moral significance, to see 
in it a criticism of life. Modern narrative art at its best 
adds nothing to these technical virtues; it has but elaborated 
what it found ready to its hand.' 

Hart's point may seem obvious and overstated; yet even a comparison of 

several fabliaux and selected medieval courtly romances of the same 

period will serve to confirm his point. The courtly narrative tradition 

5. Robert Guiette, "Notes sur le fabliau du 'Mari-Conf esseur'," 
Revue Beige de Philolofde et d'Histolre. XX (19^1), p. 119. 

6. See Guiette, Ibid.. p. 120, for discussion of the many 
varied treatments of the theme. It is believed that there are many 
varied Oriental versions, and Western adaptations of the story are 
well known: the Decameron. VIII, 5# the Cent nouvelles nouvelles. No, 
78j La Fontaine's "Le Kary Confesseur, conte tire des Gent nouvelles 
nouvelles"i and De Maupassant's 1'Inutile Beaute. 

7. Halter Morris Hart, "The Fabliau and Popular Literature," 
PMLA, XXIII, No. 3, New Series Vol. XVI, No. 3 (1908), pp. 372-373. 
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has a different orientation and a different technique. Its emphasis is 

on idealism, fantasy, a world of the mind and imagination. There is 

little of the mundane'humanness found in the naturalistic narrative 

tradition. It must be granted that Hart's statement is supportable 

only in view of the needs of a realistic or naturalistic type of tradi

tion, and only within certain limitations. What he is saying equates 

substantially with what Muscatine said of the naturalistic convention: 

• . . Naturalism involves a technical discipline which must 
be learned in the same way that the technique of composing 
ballades and invocations must be learned. The recording 
eye and ear are essential to the practice of the naturalis
tic style, but they are by no means all .... Tradition 
guides observation. Henry James could not have written 
before Jane Austen and George Eliotj nor Zola before Balzac 
and Flaubert. Similarly Chaucer, for all his "good ear," 
his knowledge and appreciation of ordinary life, could not 
have written his most naturalistic works without the 
exploratory work of the fabliaux, the mimes, the popular 
preachers, and Jean de Meun before him, 

Le Chevalier Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse is, then, not only one 

representative of the fabliau tradition, but it is also an outstanding 

illustration of the fabliau's naturalistic handling of a theme which 

has been popular internationally in narrative tradition throughout the 

ages. 

The Chevalier, as we shall call it in this discussion, is a 

relatively short fabliau; it has some 285 verses, while the average 

8. Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957)# P. 198. 
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fabliau has from 300-400 lines.^ It is longer than the Fevre de Creeil 

"by some 100 lines, however, and it is correspondingly, though not 

consequently, more complex. Not only is its structure more developed% 

its effect is more sophisticated. The simple, rapid action of the 

Fevre and its lack of character development "brings forth a straight

forward outcomej the smith, who conceived the idea of hiding behind the 

forge, correctly anticipates his wife's reactions to his "absence" and 

steps out just in time to prevent the adulterous catastrophe. No one, 

not even his wife, is too surprised. Even poor Gautier knows that life 

is like that. There is some surprise in the story, not for the listener, 

but for the unlucky pair. There is little or no irony, however. For 

it is all more or less expected. Gautier knows that if he is caught, 

there will be trouble; and the lady knows that she will be beaten. 

There is no real conflict of expectation and reality here, and hence 

there is no dramatic irony. 

Dramatic irony is the irony resulting from a strong contrast, 
unperceived by a character in a story, between the surface 
meaning of his words or deeds and something else happening in 
the same story .... In any story there always is, if not 
for the reader, at least for one character, an element of un
expectedness that gives rise to certain incongruities between 
efforts, expectations, etc. Those incongruities, however, 
cannot create dramatic irony unless at least one of two condi
tions is realized: either the words and deeds that constitute 
one element of the contrast must be something more than the 
natural and adequate reaction of a character to the situation 

9. See YJalter Morris Hart, "The Reeve's Tale," PMLA, XVI 
p. 3. Clem G. Williams, however, claims that the average tale is about 
200 lines. See page 9 of his The Genre and Art of the Old French 
Fabliau (Yale University Dissertation, 1961. Ann Arbors University 
Microfilms, 19&8). 



as it appears to him, or the element of surprise, of the 
unforeseeable, must be absolutely startling in the real 
situation,10 

Such irony does exist, however, in the Chevalier, for the contrast 

mentioned above is manifested in both ways. The unfaithful wife in 

the tale, threatened with virtual annihilation by her husband because 

of her infidelities, ends by deceiving him anew and bending him to her 

will. Her reaction to his verbal threats is an unexpected denial„ 

not the natural acceptance of guilt normal under the circumstances. 

This about-face on the part of the lady comes as a shock to the husband, 

who had expected submission, and to the listener (or reader) as well. 

The husband's threats, which come as a result of his knowledge of his 

wife's sins, are no surprise either to him, or to the reader, but they 

do startle the wife. There is some limited dramatic irony here, for at 

least one character is shaken; but the most important element in the 

irony, the wife's denial of guilt and the pretense that the confession 

was a joke, constitutes true dramatic irony because it is something more 

than a natural reaction to the husband's threats, and also because it 

is something totally unforeseen, by the lady, by the knight, and by 

the reader. It comes as a delightful surprise • , , • even, appar

ently, to the husband, who was eager enough to accept it. Its fun-

filled twist charms us, and its popular theme of the "deceiver 

deceived" satisfies our sense of justice. Its apparent lightness, its 

banality, the everydayness of its background and action — all add to 

10, Germaine Demster, "Dramatic Irony in Chaucer," Stanford 
University Publications in Language and Literature. Vol, 4l, No, 3 
(1932), P. 251. 
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its plausibility and to its effectiveness. Derek S. Brewer has an 

interesting comment which relates to our acceptance of the fabliau's 

irony, although Brewer was discussing Chaucer when he made the remark: 

, , . The subject matter of the fabliaux is nowadays not merely 
less objectionable: it is regarded by some critics as, in 
various ways, truer to life than that of other talesj our 
modern pessimism relishes the "naturalism" of the fabliaux. 
Paradoxically, critics seem to take less interest in the 
sheer comedy caused by reversal of order, perhaps because we no 
longer believe in any fundamental order; having lost our 
sense of Providential justice, we are inclined, to emphasize 
poetic justice; the universe no longer appearing to have a 
moral structure, we seek morality in, of all places, the 
fabliaux.11 

There is little morality here, however, even if the deceiver is de

ceived. For, since there are two deceivers who are themselves 

deceived, when one is winning, the other is losing. When the lady 

tricks her husband a second time, this time by lying, he is justly 

punished, but she is not. Her ultimate triumph is two-fold. Somehow 

or other, however, it is she who has our sympathy; and, with the towns

folk of Bessin, we laugh at the knight's gullibility. The probable 

reason for this rests with the fact that the dramatic irony is centered 

around the fictive events, which are so neatly manipulated as to be 

immensely pleasing to the "irony-poetic justic" sensibilities of the 

reader. 

For it is true in the Chevalier, as in other fabliaux, that the 

action is the dominant element and the characterization is spare. The 

characters, then axe not important to us in and for themselves. They 

11. Derek S, Brewer, "The Fabliaux," Companion to Chaucer 
Studies, ed. Beryl Rowland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968), 
PP. 256-257. 



are not "flesh and blood," He do not feel for or with them. They are. 

In part, types, in part robots to be activated in the plot. They are 

pawns in an action whose conflicts center around an irony created from 

basal, everyday needs and situations. The lady is dying, but there is 

no existential agony, no metaphysical doubt. She is, however, afraid, 

for she has sinned much, and she has the medieval*s fear of divine 

retribution. She wishes to confess. Again, this a simple, ordinary 

need. Her husband responds quickly, without inner soul-searching, hand-

wringing grief, etc. He wishes to please her, so he gets on his horse 

and rides for the monk. The priest, a pleasing type this time, serves 

only to fill a small role in the action — to supply the monk's habit 

for the disguise. He is generous and accommodating, we know, but he 

has no personality apart from the needs of the plot. 

The heart of the action, the confession itself, concerns the 

baser side of the lady's life, her countless misdeeds. Her passion for 

her Lord's nephew is a trifle more serious than the escapades with the 

servants. There is, however, no great love, no heartbreak in question. 

We are, for all intents and purposes, in a world of peccadillos — the 

poor man's*2 capa y espada, a world of almost ludicrous disguises, 

threats of violence, and brave encounters with the deadly sins. We are 

not meant to take it at all seriously. It is the world of humble 

frailty, of matter-of-fact sinning, and angry resentment quickly forgotten. 

The tone, the characterization, the plot — all create a naturalistic 

world of sin and pardon, anger and blows, disguises and lies. It is a 

12. The allusion of "poor man" is not to economic class, but 
to the absence of dignity, prestige, seriousness. 
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universe meant to amuse by its quick irony of circumstance and its happy-

go-lucky acceptance of human foibles. Everyone — the wife, the towns

folk, the reader — laughs, at the expense of the husband, who seems 

not to mind at all. All's well that ends well — even if it happens all 

over again. 

In this tale, we are far from the murderous jealousy of an 

Italian novella, from the penetrating psychological cynicism of a La 

Fontaine, from the brooding melancholy of De Maupassant, We stand, 

rather, before a special emphasis. Speaking of the fabliaux in general 

Clem Williams says: 

' Their emphasis upon the natural basis, the basis in under
lying human nature, of the forces that motivate many of 
their farcical disorders can perhaps be seen as somehow 
the expression of minds imbued with the idea of the 
naturalness of the Seven Deadly Sins; and their emphasis 
upon the opposition or contrast between these forces and 
the respectable appearances of character and occupation 
that meet the innocent eye perhaps expresses a skepticism 
or cynicism especially French. The estccit fiaulois. as I 
have already conceded, cannot be wholly dismissed. 

The Chevalier is, however, certainly no more cynically French than the 

work of a La Fontaine or a De Maupassant, It is, however, a unique 

expression of the esprit gaulols. It is gaily cynical, to its very 

roots. There is a sincere light-heartedness here, a humane tolerance 

that seldom appears in La Fontaine or De Maupassant. There is no 

moralism, no psychological probing, no metaphysical search for meaning. 

The material world is accepted for what it is, and not too much 

13. Clem C. Williams, op. cit., p. 45. 
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attention is paid to it* Not only* then, is it, to some degree unique 

as humorous poetic narrative in the French medieval milieu, but it is 

also of a tone that is seldom met with elsewhere. 

For it is not, of course, so much in the stories they tell as 
in the way in which they tell them that the fabliaux attain 
their real uniqueness; and their verbal art, or lack of art, 
is not only the thing that confronts their reader most 
directly but also what, most decisively determines the total 
impression they make, ^ 

Les Trols Dames Qui Troverent l'Anel 

Plot Summary 

Three ladies had a wager that she who could best deceive her 

husband would receive as prize a ring that they had found. They set 

themselves immediately to the task. 

The first lady sent for her lover, who came right away. They 

loved each other very much. Next she sent for some very strong wine 

and for a monk's habit. She gave this wine to her husband, who was 

unaccustomed to drinking, and who got very, very drunk. When he was 

fast asleep, they shaved him, cut his hair into a tonsure, dressed him 

in the monk's clothes, and deposited him at the door of a nearby abbey. 

He did not awake until the next morning. Vhen he saw himself, he was 

startled and afraid. Soon, however, he pulled himslef together, saying 

to himself, "How did I ever get this tonsure? Is it by your will, 0 

Lord? Of course, it isj none but You could have worked this. You wish 

me to be a monk. So I will be, without delay." He got up in great 

14. Ibid., p. 50. 



haste and knocked on the abbey door. The abbot answered* and when he 

saw him there alone and on foot, he asked, "Brother, who are you?" 

"Sire," said the man, "I am a man who wishes to be a religious. I am 

your neighbor who lives close by. Yesterday morning, I never imagined 

anything like this could happen, but the Lord has shown me such kind

ness and has dealt so graciously with me that you see- me here now, all 

shaven and tonsured, dressed like any other monk. Let me send for my 

wife and I shall get her to agree to all this. I shall give my half of 

the property and our goods to you, for the abbey." Ttie abbot wished to 
* 

get his hands on the land, so he sent for the lady. She came quickly, 

for she knew why the abbot had sent for her. When she entered, she 

saw her husband and she cried out, "By the Lord above who made us all, 

you wish to become a monk! I cannot bear it." She fell fainting to 

the floor. She cunningly remained on the ground a long time. She pre

tended that her heart was broken. The abbot said to her, quite directly, 

"This grief is in vain. You should be delighted that your Lord is on' 

the right path, God wants him." She accepted it with some difficulty. 

Later, a boy took her home again, where she found her lover waiting. 

Many a man has been betrayed by a woman and her loose ways. 

This poor soul stayed in the monastery for many years. So I warn every

one who hears this tale that he must never trust his wife or anyone in 

the household, unless he has already proven to himself that these people 

are very virtuous. Many a man has been deceived by woman and her cun

ning, This one became a monk against his better judgment, a man who 

never would have thought of it if his wife had not tricked him. 



So did the first lady make her try for the ring. The second 

lady really wished to have the ring. She made many plans to get it. 

She was full of deceit. This is what she did. One Friday her lord 

was at the table; he had six eels on his plate* They were salted and 

smoked. "Woman," he said, "take these eels and cook them," "There is 

no fire," she answered. "But someone around here must have a fire," 

he said, "Take them quickly." She took the fish across the street to 

her lover's house. When he saw her there, he was delighted, and so was 

she. She stayed for a week .... until the same time the following 

Friday, At noon, she called a boy and said, "Go to my house and find 

out what my husband is doing." "He's eating," the boy reported. She 

knew exactly what she was going to do. She went back to her own 

neighbor's house and said, "I have come to cook some eels for my 

husband. We haven't eaten all day. He's upset because he's hungry." 

Soon she left with the roasted eels. She arrived home and put the 

cooked fish before her husband, "My, I'm roasting," she said. The 

husband looked at her. He jumped to his feet like a madman. "You 

whore, where have you been?" he screamed. She cried out, "Help! 

Good people, help!" Her neighbors came running. She said to the next-

door neighbor, "Come quickly. My husband has lost his mind. I don't 

know what's wrong with him, I just left the house for a few minutes." 

"No, you whore, you left last Friday," screamed the husband. When they 

heard him say that she had left the previous Friday, they grabbed him, 

tied his hands and feet, and left the house. When people asked the 

neighbors where they had been, they would reply, "At John's house, the 

one who is crazy. What a shame. He just began to rave, and he wants 



to kill his wife." The lady, meanwhile, sent for her lover, and 

through a little hole in her bedroom wall, he could see the husband 

bound and beaten in the next room, overcome by his wife's guile. This, 

then, was the second lady's bid for the ring. 

The third lady had a lover too, and they loved each other much. 

When she sent for him, he came promptly. "Good friend," she said to 

him, "I have loved you madly for a long time. I shall go crazy if you 

do not marry me tomorrow." "Lady," he cried, "for the love of God, how 

can I do that? You already have a husband." "I'll take care of that, 

if you will do what I tell you." "I am at your command," he answered. 

Then she arranged to have her lover bring her husband to Huistasse's 

house on the pretext that the lover wished to maxry the husband's niece, 

who was very pretty. Meanwhile, the lady would go to Huistasse's ahead 

of time, and, with Huistasse's help, would have herself disguised as 

the niece. They would be wed by the priest, and she would be given 

away by her own husband. The lover would say to the husband, "Good sir, 

in the name of God you give me possession of this woman." Of course 

the husband would be happy to do it. When he agreed, the girl would 

remind him that it was not just a temporary gift, or a loan; and so it 

happened. The husband gave his wife away in marriage to her lover. 

And she stayed with him for the remainder of her days, and never 

returned to her husband. 

Now tell me which lady should have the ring. The one who 

turned her husband into a monk? The second, who had her husband bound 

and beaten because he could not keep track of time? Or the last one, 
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who managed to get herself married to her lover? Tell roe truly, 

who should have the ring? 

Literary Criticism 

Fas un seul auteur de fabliaux n'a invente un vice feminin 
qui n'ait trouve sa place dans ce plaidoyer courtois contre 
les femraes, et il sera done commode de prendre le savant 
theoricien comrae notre Virgile pendant une descente dans 
cet Inferno qu'est l'&me de la femme. ̂  

Nykrog is discussing Andre le Chapelain's Remedlum Amorls. Andre 

tells us< 

, . . Mulier omnis non solum naturaliter reperitur avara, 
sed etiam invida et aliarum maledica, rapax, ventris 
obsequio dedita, inconstans, in sermone multiplex* 
inobediens et contra interdicta renitens, superbiae vitio 
maculata et inanis gloriae cupida, mendax, ebriosa, 
virlingosa, nil secretum servans, nimis luxuriosa, ad omne 
malum prona et hominem cordis affectione non amans. 

One has the impression that there are not just seven deadly sins, but 

at least twice that number, and their name is Woman. It would be dif

ficult indeed for anyone, even a fabliau author, to invent another. 

Women are truly despised. This is not a typically medieval, a 

typically bourgeois, or a typically French phenomenon. Yet it does 

reflect a general attitude of realistic-naturalistic thought in the 

Middle Ages. It is, again, certainly opposed to the idealistic 

current that elevated women, during the same period, to a position 

15. Per Nykrog, Les Fabliaux (Copenhagenj Munksgaard, 1957)» 
P. 195. 

16. Andreas Capellanus, De Aroore, ed. £. Trojel (Copenhagenj 
Gadiana, 1892), p. 3^0• 
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that is, perhaps, unmatched in history. Some authorities lay this 

disdain of women to the monastic culture of medieval Christianity. 

"The whole strain of Christian misogyny, from Jerome and Augustine to 

Aquinas," says H. V. Routh, "came to a culmination here .... By 

the mid thirteenth [century] the clergy had ceased to marry, and the 

harangues and invectives against women, which arose in early monastic 

misogynism, had increased enormously in volume and in bitterness."^ 

There were, doubtless, other reasons, economic, political, social; but 

these are not of prime importance for this discussion. The concern 

here is, rather, how these attitudes were presented in the literature 

of the period, and more particularly, in the fabliaux. For it is 

ceirtainly true that antifeminism in the fabliaux is a specific expres

sion, .distinct stylistically from the scorn of women found occasionally 

even in courtly literature, in Jean de Meun's Rose, in the Renart, and 

in theological literature. Each expression has its own character and 

style. It is nonetheless true that, as naturalistic attitudes spread, 

and as courtly attitudes declined, antifeminism in secular literature 

increased. Prom the sporadic manifestations of antifeminism in courtly 

literature, where it struggles for life with the dominant exaltation of 

women, to the clarity of Jean de Meun's position is but a short step. 

It is Jean, however, who gives a firm philosophical basis and a 

respectability to antifeminist ideas, Jean de Meun can do this 

somewhat easily as he is moving with the culture. 

17. Harold V. Routh, God. Man, and Epic Poetry. A Study in 
Comparative Literature (Cambridgej Cambridge University Press. 1927). 
p. 218. 
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This shifting of the whole scale of values a little earth
ward is not Jean's personal peculiarity • . . . Raison, 
indeed, first launches the naturalistic ideas which are 
passed down the poem to become with Genius a doctrine of 
procreation and with the Duenna a philosophy of promis
cuity .... In this textual and cultural context, even 
Jean's comic realism is less extreme, less purely jest than 
it would have been a century before. If the views it sup
ports are still comic and still reprehensible, they are 
nonetheless more tenable .... This conversion of comic 
realism to the ends of more respectable art can be clearly 
seen if we look a century before Jean, and then beyond him 
to Chaucer. Perhaps few in Jean's audience would have 
embraced publicly and wholeheartly his Duenna's unreserved 
glorification of sex for its own sake. Yet we may observe 
a certain progress in the relative sympathy and respectability 
of the idea over the course of two centuries.1" 

What is the place of the fabliaux in this development? How 

does the emphasis on naturalistic attitudes, on the glorification of 

sex, on women's wiles and lust, manifest itself in the fabliaux? It 

must be remembered that, for all intents and purposes, it may be said 

that the courtly tradition, Jean de Meun, and the fabliaux are con

temporary, time-wise. Thought-wise, however, they do represent a 

development, that of the rise of the naturalistic outlook, and in this 

progression the fabliaux do play a part, which must be judged in terms 

of attitudes and not in terms of chronology. For, though they are 

contemporaries of la courtolsle and Jean de Heun, many individual 

fabliaux cannot be dated precisely (or have not been so fax); the body 

of the fabliaux collection, moreover, spans more than a hundred years. 

18. Muscatine, pp. 76-77. 
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In terms of viewpoint, however, a quick survey ' of the fabliaux 

would seem to indicate that they belong between courtly indications of 

antlfeminism and that of Jean de Meun, What was an ambiguous, hesitant 

antifeminism in some of the courtly romances, becomes an open, natural, 

happy scorn of women in the fabliaux and a serious philosophic attitude 

in Jean de Meun. 

Bedier said that the fabliaux were nothing more than "una rlsee 

pQ 
et un gabet." They are meant to amuse; but can we assume, for in

stance, that they represented a serious effort to denigrate women? 

Many of them were authored by the jongleurs or by the goliaxds. Can it 

be said that these "moines manques" as Bedier called them, made a 

concerted effort to spread antifeminist propaganda through the fabliaux? 

It is quite probable that some of the hatred or scorn of women found 

in the fabliaux is due to the goliards. The majority of the fabliaux, 

however, as Bedier affirms, were not written by goliaxds: "Les clercs 

errants ne forment guere, nous l'avons dit, qu'une sous-famllle parmi 

les jongleurs, Ce sont des jongleurs de profession qui, pour la 

21 plupart, sont les auteurs des fabliaux." For this reason, and 

because the tone of most of the fabliaux is, in general, light» it is 

19. Since one of the primary purposes of this study is the 
approach to the fabliaux collection through each individual fabliau, 
this statement involving a "quick survey" must be taken as a theory 
which introduces the study of one fabliau, Les Trols Dames Qui 
Troverent L'Anel. 

20. Joseph Bedier, Les Fabliaux (Paris: Champion, 1925)* 
p. ky*. 

21. Ibid., p. 399. 
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easier to agree with Muscatine's statement that the antifeminism in 

the fabliaux does not represent any kind of a serious philosophical 

viewpoint. Speaking of the naturalistic tradition as manifested in 

the fabliaux, he saysi 

Its anticlericalism 1b not, ultimately, an attack on the 
Church, or on religion, "but presupposes an orthodoxy against 
which the abuses are projected. Not dissimilarly, its view 
of woman comprehends divergencies from the bourgeois 
standard of a faithful, useful wife, but it does not seri
ously go beyond this system to examine other versions of 
Woman, to examine the utility and economy of courtly love, 
or of courtesy. Its plentiful antifeminism does not, except 
by remote implication, aim to discredit the central symbol 
of the other great secular tradition; the quick-witted, 
sensual, materialistic, sharply seen woman of the fabliau 
does not cast her reflection, through their common sex, on 
the palely beautiful, remote, and idolized lady of romance. 

Antifeminism is rife, however non-serious it may be, in the fabliaux. 

It will be to the point, then, to examine Les Trois Dames from the 

point of view of its antifeminlst elements and in terms of the style 

in which these are set forth. 

Of the countless feminine vices listed by Andre le Chapelain, 

several are to be found in this fabliau: greed, lying, lust. Several 

not specifically mentioned by Andre, but surely included in his "ad 

omne malum prona," are also included here: marital infidelity and 

unmitigated guile. How are these set forth? 

As in the Fevre. but perhaps even more bluntly, the author 

presents a story — or rather three stories — with an incredible 

economy of plan, in this case a mere 275-odd lines. It is to be 

expected, then, that the description and the characterization will be 

22. Muscatine, op. clt,. p, 69. 
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minimal, and that the plot will play the largest role in the structure* 

advancing either through narration or through dialogue* Each of the 

tales of this three-part fabliau, however, shows us, explicitly or 

implicitly, how very wicked women axe. 

Within the first eight lines we discover they are greedy, 

deceitful, and unfaithful in marriage. Each of the three wives in the 

story is willing to deceive her husband because she wants a rings 

Oiez, selgnor, un bon fablel. 
Uns clers le fist por un anel 
Que trois dames un main txoverent, 
Entre eles trois Jhesu jurerent 
Que icele l'anel auroit 
Qui son maxi miex guileroit 
For fere a son ami son buen 
L*anel auroit et seroit suen, (w. 1-8) 

We learn something else of importance as well in these first 

eight lines. He learn that "uns clers" originated the story. We 

expect, then, that it will be full of antifeminism. Ve will not be 

disappointed; for as the story continues on line nine, we are told 

again that the first lady is greedy and spends much of her time 

thinking of how she might get the rings 

La premiere se porpenssa 
En quel guise l'anel aura. (w. 9-10) 

Then we are told in the very next line (for the second time in the 

story) that she is unfaithful: 

Son ami a tantost mande. (v. 11) 

Then she gets her husband drunk, readies him to be a monk, and abandons 

him in front of a monastery. He know now what kind of a woman she is. 

Yet not an adjective has been used to describe her. We know nothing 

of her appearance, nothing of her social class, nothing about where 
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she lives or her home, nothing about her age, her family, etc. We do, 

however, know a great deal about her wicked ways. We learn more; for, 

as the story goes on, she Is with the abbot In the monastery. Here 

she feigns heartbreak; and finally, when her simple husband Is enclosed 

for life In the monastery, she returns home to her lover. 

Andre le Chapelain was indeed right. Women are prone to all 

kinds of evil, as this fabliau tells us. 

The second wife is no less vicious. She, too, is greedy 

(verses 109-HO). She is calculating and deceitful (verses 111-112). 

She too has a lover, and she is willing to risk shaking her husband's 

sanity and his reputation in order to spend time with her lover. It 

is easy to see she is ruthless and lustful. She knows how to lie to 

achieve her ends, and she does. She feigns helplessness when she finds 

herself In a bad situation she has herself created. She is mean enough 

to laugh and take pleasure in her husband's misery: 

Par un pertuis 11 a moustre 
Com 11 vilains estoit liie. 
Bien l*a mate et cunchiiS. (w. 192-19^) 

This woman has no name; we know nothing of her appearance, but we do 

know of her faults. 

Just as faceless is "la daerraine", the last wife who plots 

day and night to get the ring (w. 202-203). She sends for her 

lover, who, like the others in this fabliau, comes Immediately. This 

wife is unashamedly lustful and aggressive. She tells her loverj 

Moult serole fole et musarde. 
Maus feus et male flambe m'arde. 
Se vous james o moi glsez, 
Se vous demain ne m'espousez. (w. 217-220) 



She is either extremely unreasonable or impulsive, He feel; for, her 

lover tells us, she already has a husband (and she wants to marry the 

lover). We find, however, that she is merely calculating. She tells 

the lover that she has a plan whereby she will manage to get her hus

band to give her in marriage to her own lover. The lover will tell 

the husband at the ceremonyt "Good Sir, in the name of God you give 

me possession of this woman." This wily specimen is, then, not only 

shrewd in planning; she mocks marriage, and blasphemes God. She causes 

others to sin, and deprives her husband of his lawful wife. She is 

lying, unjust, cheating, deceitful, blasphemous, calculating, un

faithful, and greedy. She is not, as Andre le Chapelain may have 

accused her of being, overtalkative. She is extremely efficient in her 

machinations, and neither she nor the tale takes time out to waste 

words. 
f 

The dialogue, however, plays and important part in all three 

sections of the fabliau. In the first section of the total 109 lines 

devoted to the first lady's adventures, 3^ consist of dialogue. More

over, of the 3^ lines of dialogue, seven axe monologue, something rare 

enough in the fabliaux. When the drunken husband wakes up in the 

morning in his monk's habit, he talks to himself. Both this monologue 

and the longer speech the husband makes to the abbot, telling him how 

he happened to be at the abbey, serve to advance the plot, but they 

also tell us how simple, gullible, and unsuspecting the husband is. 

The rest of the dialogue, coming from the abbot and the wife, serves 

the same function: it furthers the action, but it also tells us 
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that the abbot is a greedy nan and an insincere one (w, 86-90) and. 

that the wife is lying and deceitful (w. 78-90). 

In the second section of the fabliau, 27 of the total of 82 

lines are dialogue. This, as in section One, again furthers the plot 

and the characterization. We learn from the husband's quick retort 

to his wife, when she tells him that there is no fire, that he is 

impatient and domineering (at least in this situation) (w. 122-123) • 

We leaxn again of the lady's deceit when she tells the neighbors that 

she has just cone from her own house to cook some fish on their stove 

(w. 146-150). We see the husband's frustration and his quick temper 

when he screams at her and accuses her of being unfaithful (w. 160-161). 

He see this again in verse 173: "Voire, pute, des vendredi." He is 

at the end of his rope. His wife continues to lie (w. 168-171), 

binding him in a psychological net from which he will not readily 

escape. We see how convinced the neighbors axe of his insanity by 

what they say in lines 184-187. 

The dialogue In this section serves two other functions. It 

gives us a sense of very present time, of an action unrolling right 

before our very eyes. The wife asks a boy to run to her house and 

tell her what her husband Is doing. "He's eating," says the boy; and 

we can see the furious husband, sitting at the table full of things he 

is about to eat. There is an Immediate quality to the whole passage, 

dialogue included., that makes it worth quoting: 

La dame apela un garfon 
"Gars," dist ele, "va en meson, 
Et saches que mon seignor fait." 
Li gars moult tost & l'ostel valt. 
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La table ert mice, et BUS deus pains* 
£t li preudom lavoit ses mains. 
Asseiir devoit malntenant. 
Li gars vint arriere corant 
Et dist, "Vostre mari menjue." (w, 13^1^0) 

Another kind of immediacy* a kind of naturalistic touch un

related to time but bound to circumstance and character, is found in 

line 15?« "Huis," dist el, "je sui eschaudee." The lady is pretending 

6he is overheated from "bending over a hot stove" cooking her eels. 

This evokes a response that is just as naturalistic and real to uss 

the husband jumps up instantly, with all the erratic impulsiveness of 

a madman: "Sor ses piez saut cone derve" (v. 159)* 

The dialogue in this second section, then, serves several 

purposes; it is bound closely to the action and characterization, and 

it brings in several touches that give the tale almost the quality of 

an animated cartoon. 

The third section is the shortest, 78 lines. It also moves 

most rapidly, probably because more than half of the tale is dialogue. 

This gives an urgency and an immediacy to the action. At times it 

gives an urgency to a particular aspect of the action, as when the 

wife insists that she is burning up with the desire to be wed to her 

lover. We see here too a force, an impulsiveness in her character, 

which we can detect just from her words. We can also sense the 

lover's confusion from his response: "Dame," dist il, "por Dieu merci, 

Ji avez vous vostre marl" (w. 221-222). Much of the humor here comes 

from the brevity and expressiveness of the dialogue. We learn, too, 

from the dialogue that the wife is the stronger of the twoi "Mes vous 

ferez a mon talent" (v. 227)* She speaks much; a good part of the 



story consists of her directions to her lover. He can sense her 

cleverness, her guile* her energy item what she says* It happened 

just as she said, the tale tells us — in the past tense. But while 

she is telling it, it is in the present tense, and it comes to life 

before us. The dialogue, here and in other parts of this fabliau, 

is a major vehicle of the vitality, the color, the charming directness 

of the story. 

The whole fabliau, then, in spite of the fact that it has 

three parts, moves along in a close unity of plot and dialogue, to 

give us a picture of women who are very much alive, but very wicked, 

in an ordinary sense (if not in the fabliau sense), The unspoken irony, 

if we may call it that, lies not in the tale proper, but in its so-

called epilogue. For the author asks to whom we shall award the 

ring as prize. Who shall be rewarded for her deceit and greed? If 

there is any seriousness here on the author's part (and there is pro

bably absolutely none), perhaps Pearcy2̂  correct when he says that 

the fabliau author often reveals his own attitudes by what he does 

with the outcome of a story. In this case, the three women triumph 

almost without real opposition. Feminine victory is common enough in 

the fabliaux plots, says Pearcy, There axe severed possible reasons 

for this. Peaxcy suggests that possibly the sympathy of the author 

is, almost incidentally, with the wicked women because it is more 

seriously against the stupidity and gullibility of the husbands. 0rf 

23. Roy J, Pearcy, Humor In the Fabliaux (Ohio State University 
Dissertation, 1963, Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 196*0, p. 62. 
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again as Pearcy says,^ It may be expressive of an attitude which 

favors freedom over restraint, even If the freedom Is somewhat 

anarchic and the restraint duly traditional. In fact, that is the 

whole point. It may be that the attitude reflected in a fabliau where 

women's wiles triumph is a kind of anti-establishment outlet* 

Pearcy may well be correct. Or Muscatine may be on more 

solid ground when he states that the antifeminism of the fabliaux is 

not reflective of any serious attitude toward women. The fabliaux 

most certainly do express very definite attitudes, consciously or 

unconsciously. But do they do this with any other purpose except to 

amuse? This is a question which will require further study. Merely 

reading the fabliaux, we are led to believe that neither the fabliau 

characters, nor the author, nor the listener are expected to do any 

serious thinking about the story. All this lustful, lying activity 

is to be taken for granted. That is the way things are. We are 

meant to laugh at the world and enjoy it. 

This we can be certain of: Woman, as she appears in the 

Trois Dames (and, we suggest, in others such as Le Fevre, Le 

Chevalier Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse. and even Aloul) is just what 

Andre le Chapelaln said she is: , ad omne malum prona." 

Zk. Ibid, p. 66 
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Aloul 

Plot Summary 

Aloul was a rich but miserly peasant who had newly married a 

lovely wife. He was very, very jealous of her* and watched her day 

and night. This made her very unhappy* and she quickly came to hate 

Aloul* She was often troubled and lay awake at night. One night, in 

the lovely month of April* she got up at dawn to walk in the garden. 

The air was soft* and the nightingale was singing. It was a time 

made for love. As she walked in the dew, a priest* who lived nearby, 

entered the garden. He saw her there, and had to restrain himself, 

since she pleased him much by her good looks. He approached her 

and greeted her politely, inquiring why she had risen so early. "The 

dew is fresh at this time, and it soothes me to walk here. The doctor 

recommends it," she told him. N1 know of a better medicine*" he said. 

"It's just made for you," he told her. Then he began to demonstrate 

the benefits of his remedy. It was very fortunate that Aloul did not 

know of this adventure. He was in his bed, asleep. As he slept, the 

lady and the priest vowed to meet again at night} she told him of her 

troubles with Aloul, of the jealousy, of her pleasure in justifying 

Aloul's suspicions. The priest left, in a happy mood; the lady went 

back to her husband. Now awake, he asked hen "Woman* where were you?" 

"I came from the garden*" she said. "You went without my permission?" 

He threatened her, and did not hesitate to show his anger. Little by 

little his jealousy came to the fore, and he was tortured by suspi

cions. He went to the garden, and he did indeed find traces of the 



"aventure" in the grass and in the dew. He vas enraged, and burning 

with jealousy. But he decided to keep his knowledge secret* That night 

when they were retiring, he insisted that she lie near the wall, on the 

inside. Ultimately, she succeeded in persuading him to let her sleep 

on the outside, claiming that she would be extremely uncomfortable on 

the Inside. Soon he fell asleep. The priest approached, very quietly. 

He had had some trouble with the watchdog, but now he was safe, and 

close to his beloved. Just as he neared the bed, however, Aloul awoke. 

He had just had a dream in which a priest seduced his wife. He was 

uneasyj he grabbed his wife in bed and drew her to him. She complained 

that she had no room, and he angrily pulled away. He turned over and 

fell asleep. Then the priest got in and made love to the lady. Aloul 

half awoke again, and noticed that the bed was bouncing. He grabbed 

the priest under the covers and pulled him. He screamed aloud for his 

servants to come to his aid. "He's taken my wife," he cried frantically 

• • 

His cowherds got up and armed themselves with clubs. The priest, 

bruised but happy because he succeeded in love, fled and hid in the 

sheepfold. The servants were hot on his trail\ but they could not find 

« 

him. They returned to Aloul, insisting that it must have been a dream. 

Aloul would not hear of this, and he finally persuaded them to continue 

the hunt by offering them an extra ration of grain. The priest was now 

in some danger of being caught. Before the cowherds arrived, however, 

Hersent, an old maidservant, passed through the sheepfold, and after 

having her own "aventure" with the priest, she agreed to help him. 

She managed to shame the servants, embarrassing them by implying that 

they doubted their mistress's integrity. They agreed to go back to 



bed, blaming Aloul's jealousy. The house was then quiet, except for 

the verbal battle between Aloul and his wife, who were in bed, Aloul 

turned his back on his wife, and started to sleep. He was not sleeping, 

however; he was only pretending. The priest, thinking Aloul slept, 

again approached the bed. Aloul knew very well that the priest was 

in the bed* He thought it over, however; and being no hero, deciding 

that there were two against one, he slipped out of bed, took his sword, 

and roused the servants. They were ready for revenge. Hersent, the 

old maidservant, had, meanwhile, overheard all of this, and she warned 

the priest. He was preparing to flee, but he lingered just a little 

too long — something which he would regret to the end of his days. 

For, on his way out, he ran right into Aloul, Aloul jumped him. The 

servants grabbed him and beat him. He managed, however, to get away, 

and he fled into the darkness. He set up a defense on the top of a 

ladder, with the help of a large winnowing basket. He was in a fairly 

good spot. 

Poor Aloul, however, was being beaten by his own men, who mis

took him for the priest, in the dark. The confusion was quickly settled, 

and they lit a fire in preparation for a final attack. Rogiers, one of 

the servants, mounted the ladder to do battle, but was properly clouted. 

Aloul himself, went up for a short discussion with the priest. There 

was no treaty possible, however, and the grand battle was on. 

Now it was Robin's turn to attack. He had a good chance of 

succeeding, for he was very enterprising. It came to nought, however; 

Robin and his aides were beaten back, some of them falling into the 

fire they themselves had recently built. But the priest was not 



destined to prevail* I'll tell you how he was outdone. Berengiers, a 

truly worthy cowherd, one of the best In spite of the fact that he was 

squint-eyed, and lame In one leg, joined the fray. He grabbed the 

priest by one leg, yelled for help, screaming that he was going to 

castrate the priest. The priest heard this, of course, and frantically 

pulled away. He lost his boot in the process. They all grabbed sticks 

and pursued him. He hid in a storage bin. They hunted and hunted, but 

they could not find him. They could not understand why, and began to 

fear that he might have been a sorcerer. They decided to tell Aloul 

that he had escaped. "Oh, no! None of that," said Aloul. "Find him. 

He made a cuckold of me, and I will have my vengeance. Get him." 

After some grumbling, the servants agreed that they would eat something 

and then begin to look again. Rogiers sent £erengiers for some pork 

from the store house. Berengiers was scouting about in the darkened 

store house for a likely piece of pork to cutt he came, unknowingly, 

upon the priest, and almost cut him up. The priest panicked, and fell 

upon Berengiers. Berengiers never realized what had happened. He 

returned to the fire to get the others to help him re-hang the pork. 

They took lights and went to the storehouse. All was In order when 

they got there, and they made fun of Berengiers. They said he was 

getting too nervous; that he was afraid of the priest. "It might have 

been the priest," said someone. "Let's look." It was Berengier 

again who came very, very close to the priest. When the priest knew 

he would be discovered, he clouted Berengiers with his fist, knocking 

him over. "That's the only absolution I know how to give," said the 

priest. "Ask your friends if they want to be absolved like that. Let 



them share in this benefit." They came, in droves. They took the 

priest. There was such a din, they awoke Aloul, who had gone to bed. 

"Shall we kill him?" he asked, "Let's castrate him," they said. 

"Fine," he agreed. "Get the razor." When the priest heard this, he 

pleaded! "Aloul, for the love of God, have mercy on a poor sinner." 

They beat the priest, then they tied his legs. "I'll cut him," said 

Berengiers. He was bent over the priest, when the lady had her maid

servant hurl a stool at Berengier's back. She almost killed him. Then 

Hersent took a hook and hit him in the back. The men fled before the 

feminine assault. The priest got awayj he was in a bad state, ragged 

and terrified. He had escaped a great torment. 

Literary Criticism 

The fabliaux, like most farce, obviously face in at least 
two directions at once, and if one of these is radically 
fantastic, the other is the direction of actual human life. 
In the long run, their capacity to catch and illuminate the 
real human scene — its characters, manners, and attitudes — 
is certainly the thing that counts:^ this is the serious and 
delightful aim of all comic forms. 

It is interesting and somewhat ironic that Aloul, one of the longest 

of the fabliaux, almost four times as long as the Fevre, for example, 

shotxld contain more farce than any of the other three fabliaux studied 

here. For farce comes from a Late Latin word, farsus, which is con

nected with a verb meaning "to stuff." Originally a farse was an 

addition, "squeezed into" the church liturgy. Later, it became any 

23* Clem C. Williams, op. clt., p. 73* 



extemporaneous addition in a play* speaking "more than was written 

down." Iff however, the "stuffing" implies a certain tightness or 

crowding, the idea of adding indicates some expansion and lengthening. 

The fact that Aloul is both lengthy and farcical should not, then, he 

too surprising. What is more surprising is that, for all its length, 

it is neither the most complex, the most subtle, nor the most artfully 

developed of the four fabliaux treated here. Of these four it is, by 

sheer volume, the most farcical: it is full of low comedy — exagger

ated, full of almost pointless violence, moving with oversized, 

boorish characters, in a sea of vulgar language and ideas, and little 

else. It rollicks in grotesqueness — and to very little purpose. 

Nykrog, who apparently did not like this tale, says of it: "C'est 

done un fabliau brutal, grossier, du type le plus trivial qu'on puisse 

26 27 
trouver. Perhaps one reason that Aloul arouses an impatient re

action on the part of a reader like Nykrog is the fact that it is, 

precisely, very lengthy, and yet it reveals neither the artistic skill, 

nor the perception, nor, most importantly, the humor which might be 

expected from its extended development. It is humorous, in spots 

(when, for example, the unholy priest clobbers Berengiers with his fist 

and then tells him, "That's the only kind of absolution I know how to 

give." w. 869-879)• But Its comedy seldom delights and surprises vis 

26. Per Nykrog, Les Fabliaux: etude d'histolre litteralre 
et de styllstique medieval (Copenhagen: Kunksgaard, 1957)# P. 72. 

27* Apparently Nykrog resents its baseness, but this cannot 
be the sole reason for his dislike of the tale, since many a fabliau 
is as low or lower, and Nykrog has not manifested the same degree of 
aversion. 



as does the Chevalier Confesseur, almost at every turn. Nor is it 

artistically sound of structure, as is the short Fevre. Lastly, 

unlike the Trois Dames, it offers few ideas beyond its own nonsense. 

It is, then, from these angles alone, disappointing, and clumsy as well. 

It seems, at first look, to have few merits. This is probably true, 

relatively speaking. It is worthwhile, however, to examine its quali

ties, for in several respects it actually does outdo its companions. 

As Williams has pointed out, farce faces in two directions.at 

once, toward the fantastic, the improbable, and, on the other hand, 

toward real human life. When Aloul faces the fantastic, it presents 

situations that are no more improbable than many in other fabliaux. 

Sometimes, indeed, they are less improbable. They are not likely, 

however, to happen in a non-fabliau world. 

It would seem that the insistence upon the fantastic in the 

fabliau action is keyed toward an emphasis on the baseness of the low 

world in question, and on its chaotic tendencies. In Aloul, for 

instance, Eerengiers, the club-footed, cross-eyed hulking cowherd is 

surely a grotesque creation. Yet he contributes importantly to the 

tone of the disorderly world around him. He is crude, crashing, 

boisterous, and base. He is a brainless boaster. He makes the world 

around him more vulgar and more grotesque by what he is and by what he 

does. 

Even the traces of chivalric or courtly diction and life that 

are found with some frequency in this tale serve the same end, the 



exaltation and accentuation of the low life. When these elements are 

studied in Aloul» it becomes almost impossible to concur with Muscatine, 

who saysj 

In the remainder, in poems of mingled style, the courtly 
elements are most often inoperative artistically, petri
fied fossils of expression that have been introduced for 
lack of something better. They are neither readily 
assimilable to the dominant realistic pattern, nor are they 
countermarshaled in the interest of parody or irony.2" 

Muscatine is speaking of many fabliaux; and it is difficult, it is 

impossible to refute him on the basis of one fabliau. But what he 

says does not apply to all of the courtly elements in Aloul. It is 

quite possible that the early setting of the garden at the beginning 

of the tale is a totally gratuitous element of courtly diction, and 

has no real meaning for the fabliau, as a courtly fragment. In other 

words, it does tell us that there was a garden, that the morning was 

.fresh and lovely, etc. But we could have learned the same facts in 

truer, baser fabliau language, and the effect would have been the same. 

It is quite possible that this fragment of courtly diction has no 

significance whatever, beyond relating the facts. It is not meant, 

then to convey tone. It is possible, on the other hand, that it was 

inserted to shock the reader by contrast with the low-life in the 

story, that it was meant to accentuate the difference between the two 

worlds and bring this before the listener's mind. It is difficult to 

say. 

28 • Muscatine, p. 67• 
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There axe other elements of epic convention in this tale which 

do not seem in the least useless, in spite of what Muscatine has main

tained, Scattered throughout the tale* are verses which could have 

cope verbatim from the Roland, Renaud de Montautaan. or some of the 

"braver of Chretien de Troye's tales, "Vols por les vaus, vois por 

les mons," Aloul tells the servants who want to quit the search. Ve 

hear the horn of Roland sounding over the hills — just for a moment. 

Then in the very next verses (w. 318-322), we are brought back to our 

crowded, concrete, ugly world: "Quant je le ting orains tout droit, 

A mes ,ij, mains, et vous, que dites? Comment, s'en ira il done 

quites? Alez le querre en eel mesteir, Et sus et jus en eel solier, 

Et gardez soz eel degre , . . ," This is not a chance happening. The 

author does this repeatedly. Verse 638 makes us think of Roland 

again: "La ou en a trois cent ou mil, N'i a il plus hardi qu'il est," 

Verse 609* "Les mons, les tertres, et les vaus," is, again, epic diction. 

One wonders, however, if this line has not been inserted for rhyming 

purposes. This is probably not the case, for just a few lines further 

on in the tale, there is an extended passage which is pure burlesque 

of epic battles: 

Lors recommence la granz guerre 
Entre le prestre et les bouviers , . , , 
Et il si bien d'aus se delivre 
Qu'il n'i a si hardi ne tel 
Ne une ne autres enz l'ostel, 
Tant soi garnis ne bien couvers, 
Qu'il le trebuche a envers 
Jus de l'eschiele maugre sien . . , (w, 614-629) 
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These echoes of a lost glory, however, do nothing but heighten the 

contrast with, and sharpen the effect of the naturalistic elements 

which are scattered throughout the very same passagei 

Au degre sont tuit assemble 
Li bouvier qui moult sont trouble* 
For lor seignor sont couroucie. 
Ja ont tant fet et tant drecie 
Tout environ et bans et perches* 
Seles* eschieles, eschamperches • • • (w. 615-622) 

This world is one of jealous peasants* lustful priests* grotesque 

servants* smokehouses and breeches, creaking beds and flying cudgels — 

a world to be seen, felt, smelled, heard, and even tasted* Nothing 

will get in the way of its dominant sensuality. The epic elements in 

this particular fabliau* then, must be regarded, it would seem, as 

virtually accidental reminiscences which the jongleur almost sub

consciously draws from the back of his mind and inserts in the fabliau. 

There are, it appears, too many of them and some of them are too long 

for this to be the case. If they are not accidental fragments, they 

are elements which have been consciously drawn from a courtly matrix 

and marshaled in the Interest of naturalism to lend extra life and 

color by contrast. They add, moreover, a certain ironic humor at 

times. These passages in Aloul seem to be assimilated to the 

dominantly naturalistic pattern. They are not, at least in this 

fabliau, "inoperative artistically, petrified fossils of expression 

29 
that have been introduced for the lack of something better," as 

Muscatine says they are. They are rather an adjunct — almost 



sophisticated in their capacity to counterpose two attitudes at 

once — whose nock-heroic tone becomes a ridiculous analogue and 

a supporting contrast» which confirms and enezgizes the low life 

celebrated in the tale. 

With the characterization( which in Aloul is somewhat more 

developed (as we might expect because of its greater length) and 

with the rapid-fire octosyllables which accentuate the life and 

the humor of the tale* they form part of the basic decor of the 

fabliau. They lend a certain chiaroscuro effect to the tale. They 

give color and almost a certain depth to its human scene* its 

swarming universe) and they make its fantastic action• its hurly-

burly din, all the more ridiculous. They illuminate both faces of 

the farce. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE TEXTS 

The Manuscript 

The manuscript (Paris, BibliothSque Nationale, Ponds Franfals 

Number 837, Former 7218) is a large one containing some 250 different 

works of varying genres. It contains more fabliaux*** than any other 

single manuscript. Bearing the single title, "PoSmes," it has 3^2 

parchment leaves, in folio, measuring 315 x 210 mm. The script is a 

small, neat gothic, set up in two columns of fifty lines each. 

Large initials, 4 x 3 cm. or 4 x 4 cm., at the beginning of each poem, 

and one larger one at the beginning of the entire work, represent the 

basic ornamentation of the text. These are done in gold on a blue or 

red background. Smaller initials painted within the text of the poem 

are alternated in red or blue. 

The title of each fabliau is found in the Explicit, at the 

end of each tale. Later, probably in the late fourteenth or fifteenth 

century, titles were added, in lighter ink and in the same type 

1. Nykrog counts 59 in this collection (p. 310), Bedier 
finds 62 here. The difference in count is due to a difference in 
classification. See Bedier, pp. 436-440. 

2. Other manuscripts containing numerous fabliaux are the 
Berne manuscript, Biblioth&que de la Bourgeoisie 354, which contains 
42 tales 1 the Berlin manuscript, Deutsche Staatsbibliotek, Hamilton 
257• which has 30j Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Number 1593, with 
23 fabliaux; and Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Number 19152* with 
27* See Nykrog, p. 310. 
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of script, at the beginning of each poem in the entire manuscript* 

along with a number in the top margin, referring to the chronological 

3 
order of the poem in the manuscript collection. 

Most authorities agree that the manuscript belongs to the late 

thirteenth century and that, though dialectal traits are present, 

4 
the language of the scribe is Francien. 

5 
Although several other critics were less enthusiastic, B&Uer 

editing the Chatelaine de Vergy, found the manuscript "presque 

irreprochable" (p. xv), and Omont has said that it is "depuls 

longtemps consider^ corame le plus c£lSbre, sinon le plus important 

et le plus ancien corpus de po&sles de nos vieux jongleurs du moyen 

3. Henri Omont, Fabliaux, dlts. et contes en vers franyals 
du XIIIe slfecle (Parisi Leroux, 1932), pp.v-vi• 

4. See Norris J. Lacy, ed., La Feeme au Tombeau (Indiana 
University Dissertation, 1967) for a discussion. See pp. 73-74. 

5. See Jean Rychner, Contribution a 1'etude des fabliaux 
(Genevei Droz, i960). Vol. I, pp. 136-137. I 

6. Omont, op. clt.. p. v. 



Le Fevre De Creell 

Or entendez .j. petltet, 

N'i feral mie grant abet. 

Uns fevres manolt 3. Creell, 

Qui por batre le fer vermeil* 

Quant 1'avolt tret du feu ardant, 

Avolt aloue un serjant 

Qui moult estolt preus et legiers. 

LI valles avolt non Gautlers. 

Koult ert deboneres et frans, 

Les rains larges, gralles les flans, 

Gros par espaules et espes, 

Et si portolt du premier mes, 

Qu'll covlent aus dames servlr, 

Quar tel vit portolt, sanz mentlr, 

Qui moult ert de bele feture, 

Quar toute 1 ot mlse sa cure 

Nature qui forme 1*avolt 

Devers le retenant avolt 

Plain polng de gros, et .1j. de lone. 

Ja 11 treus ne fust si bellonc, 

For tant que dedenz le mei'st 

Qu'aussl roont ne le feist 

Com s'll fust fez a droit conpas. 

Et des mallllaus ne dl je pas 



Qui li sont au cul atachie, 

Qu'il ne soient fet et taillie 

Tel comme a tel ostll covlent. 

Toz en aguisant se tient 

For retrere delivrement, 

Et fu rebraclez ensement 

Gomme molnes qui gete aus poires, 

Ce sont paroles toutes voires. 

Rouges comme olngnon de Corbueil. 

Et- si avolt si ouveirt I'ueil 

Por rendre grant plente de seve, 

Que l'en 11 peiist une feve, 

Lombarde tres parmi lander 

Que ja n'en lessast son pissier, 

De ce n'estuet 11 pas douter, 

Ne que une oue a gorgueter 

S'ele e'ust mengie un grain d'orge. 

Li valles qui maintient la forge 

D'une part avoec son seignor, 

Ne peust pas trover aleillor 

En la vile de ce mestier. 

Bien ot este un an entier 

Avoec le fevre li valles 

Que de lui servir estoit pres 

Un jor avint qu'il fu aroit 

Et que son vit fort li tendoit. 



Ses sires le trova pissant, 

Et vit qu'il ot un vlt si grant, 

De tel fayon et de tel tallle, 

Com je vous ai conte sanz faille 

Et penssa, se sa fame set 

Qui tel ostll ole ne het, 

Comme Gautlers lor serjant porte, 

Ele voudrolt miex estre morte 

Qu'ele ne s'en feist doner. 

Far tens la voudra esprover. 

A sa fame vient, si a dit, 

"Dame," fet 11, "se Diex m'aat, 

Je ne vi onques si grant membre 

Que je sache ne que mol memlxre, 

Comme a Gautlers nostre serjanz. 

Quar se ce fust uns granz jaianz, 

Si en a 11 assez par droit. 

Merveille est quant 11 est aroit 

Je le vous di tout sanz falose." 

"Quar parlez a mol d'autre chose, 

Fet cele cui samble qu'el hee 

Ce dont ele est si entarasee, 

"Quar, par la foi que je vous doi 

Se plus en parlez devant mol, 

Je ne vous ameroie mie. 

Tel honte ne tel vilonie 



Ne devroit nus preudom retrere." 

Li fevres ne s'en vout pas tare 

De loer le vit au vallet. 

Plus que devant s'en entremet, 

Et dist qu'en tel ostil ouvrer 

Ne sot miex nature esprover, 

Qu'en rien que ele onques feist. 

"Dame," fet il, "se Diex m'aat, 

Onques mes hom de mere nez 

Ne fu de vit si racinez. 

Dame," fet il, "comme est Gautiers, 

Je croi qu'il fout moult volontiers 

"Sire," fet ele, "a moi que touche? 

Qui bien savoit dire de bouche 

Le contrere de son corage, 

Hes moult bien pert a son visage, 

Que sovent color mue et change, 

Ja de sens ne fust si estrange 

Home qui garde s'en prexst, 

Qui bien ne seust et ve'ist 

Que talent en ot fort et aspre. 

Une eure est plus blanche que nape, 

Autre eure plus rouge que feus. 

"Certes moult estes anieus, 

Qui si parlez vilainement, 

Je vous avoie bonement 



Prole que vous vous teUssiez. 

Bien tere vous en deiissiez." 

"Ha dame* puis que il vous plest, 

Je ID'en teral." Atant se test* 

"Or lais ceste parole ester, 

Dame," fet 11 sanz arester, 

"M'en irai a Saint leu demain. 

Prenez du feu, fetes 5, plain 

Gautier nostre serjant ouvrer." 

Or fesolt samblant del errer 

Si s'est souz la forge repus. 

La dame s'est levee sus, 

Et parent du feu, porte & Gautier, 

Et cil comenfa a forgier, 

Qui moult fu sages et soutiz, 

"Gautier," fet ele, "tes ostiz 

Est il ore tels que l'en dit? 

Quant est aroit, se Diex t'ait 

De la besoingne fere pres? 

"Tesiez dame," fet li valles, 

Qui grant honte a et grant vergolngne. 

"Parlez a moi d*autre besoingne. 

De ce ne vous rendrai je conte." 

"Par Dieu," fet ele, "rien ne monte. 

Quar .11 estuet que je le vole. 

Or endroit sanz point de delaie. 



Par couvent que mon con verras. 

Sez tu quel loler en auras? 

Chemise et braies deliees, 

Blen cousues et blen taillies," 

Quant 11 valles ot la promesse, 

Si trait le vlt dont une asnesse 

Peust Men estre vertoillie, 

Cele qui estre en veut "brochle, 

Se descuevre jusqu'au nombril. 

"Gautier," fet ele, "a ton ostil 

Fai mon con besier une foiz, 

Quar 11 est blen reson et droiz. 

He s'entrevlrent onques mes. 

Si prendront l'uns 3, 1*autre pes." 

Li vis fu roides comme pel. 

Si atasta s'il i ot sel, 

Et si fu pres de hurter enz. 

Mes 11 fevres ne fu pas lenz. 

De derrier la forge est salIlls, 

Et s'escria & moult hauz crisi 

"Sire vassal, traiez en BUS. 

Par mon chief, vous n'en ferez plus. 

Que fet avez, vostre merci. 

Ne remaint pas n'en vous n'en 11 

Que grant honte ne m'avez faite. 

Vostre services ne me haite, 



Ne ne me plest dore en avant. 

Alez vous en, jel vous commant, 

Que vous n'entrez janes ceehz." 

Gautiers e'en part triste et dolenz. 

Et la dame remest penssive, 

Et 11 6ires & 11 estrivet 

"Par Dieu," fet 11, "de grant ardure 

Vous venoit, et de grant luxure. 

Vous ne le poez pas noier 

Que vous voliez Men que Gautier 

Lessast les oevres de ses mains 

For marteler desus vos rains. 

Ja en aurez vo guerredon,** 

Lors avoit prls .i. grant baaton, 

Si la vous commence & paler 

Si que les os 11 fet ploier. 

Se li a tant de cops donez 

Qu'il est sor li trestoz lassez. 

Par cest example vueil moustrer 

C'on doit ainfois le leu huer 

Des bestes qu'il i soit venuz. 

Se li fevres se fust teiiz, 

Que Gautlers eust boute enz, 

La dame eust fet ses talenz. 

A cest mot flnerons no conte. 
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Explicit du fevre de creeil. 
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Le Chevalier Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse 

En Beesin, moult pares de Vire, 

Une merveille j'oS dire 

D'un chevalier et de sa fame* 

Qui moult estoit cortoise fame* 

Et moult proisle en sa contree. 

A la meillor estoit contee. 

Et 11 sires tant se flolt 

En sa mollller, et tant l'amoit, 

Que de rien cure ne prenolt. 

Tout li ert "bon quanques fesoit, 

Que ja nule riens ne feist 

Se il seust qu'il ne vousist. 

Ainsl vesquirent longuement, 

Qu'entr'eus n'ot point de mautalent, -k-

Fors tant, ne sal par quel maniere 

Que la dame, qui moult fu chiere, 

Devint malade et acoucha. 

Se .iij. semaines ne leva. 

Grant paor ot qu'el ne oorust, 

Tant que son terme venu fust, 

De son provoire fu confesse. 

Du sien dona et fist grant lesse. 

Ne se vout pas atant tenlr. 

Son seignor fist a li venir 



Et Be li dist, "Biaus sire chlers, 

Du consell de moi fust mestlers. 

Una moines maint moult pares de ci, 

Salnz hom est moult, c'avons o'i. 

A m'ame fust grant preu, ce cult* 

Si je fusse confesse a lui. 

Sire* par Dieu, sanz nule aloingne, 

Quar me fetes venlr le moine. 

Grant mestler al d'a lui parler." 

"Dame," dist il, "vez m*i aler, 

Nul meillor mes de moi n'i a. 

Je cult jel vous anenral ja." 

A ces paroles s'en torna 

Sor ,i. cheval qu'il ot monta. 

A la vole se mist amblant, 

Et de sa fame moult penssant, 

"Diex," penssa, "s'il tant a este 

Geste fame de grant bonte, 

Ce saurai je, se Diex m'ait, 

S'ele est tant bone com l'en dit. 

Ja n'i aura confession. 

Par le cuer Dieu, se de moi non. 

En leu de moine a li vendrai, 

Et sa confession orrai." 

En ce qu'en cest pensse estoit, 

Et devise qu'estre en porroit. 



Chies le parlor en vlnt manois, 

Qui fu preudom et moult cortois, 

Et quant le prleor vlt 11, 

Encontre lul moult blau sal111, 

Bel 1'apela, sel fist descendre, 

Puis si a fet son cheval prendre* 

Puis 11 a dit, "Par l'ozdre De, 

Or m'avez vous servi a gre, 

Quant vous m'estes venuz veolr, 

Con votre ami et remanolr. 

De herbregier grant jole en al, 

Por vous la cort amenderal." 

II chevaliers 11 dist, "Blaus slxe 

Grant gre vous sal certes du dire, 

Mes ne puis mle herbregier. 

Venez o mol, 9a consellller." 

Quant 11 l'ot tret a une part: 

"Sire," fet 11, "se Diex me gart. 

Grant meatier al de vostre axe, 

Gardez que ne me failllez mie« 

Se voz dxas nolrs me pocesterez, 

Ainz mienuit toz les r'aurez, 

Et voz granz botes chauceral, 

Et je ma robe vous leral, 

Ceenz avez mon palefrol, 

Et le vostre menrai o mol." 



Le moine tout 11 otrla 

Quanque 11 quist et demanda, 

Et quant fu nuis, les dras vestlt. 

II chanja trestout son abit, 

Desus le palefroi monta 

Au moine, qui souef ambla. 

Lors s'en parti demaintenant, 

En sa meson en vint arablant. 

Dedenz entra, bien fu enbronc, 

Bien s'enbroncha ou chaperon, 

Quar ne voloit, ce cult je bien, 

Que l'en le conneust de rien. 

La meson ert auques obscure. 

Uns gars sal111 grant aleure, 

Encontre lul, por lui descendre. 

A line fame se fist prendre 

Par la gonnej sel mena droit. 

La ou la dame se gisoit, 

"Same," dist el, "le moine est ci. 

Que vous mandastes des ier ci." 

Et la dame si l'apela 

"Sire," dist el, "seez vous 9a, 

Delez cest lit, quar moult m'empire 

Hon mail si crleng que je me mulre, 

Que nuit ne jor point ne me cesse. 

Si vuell de vous estre confesse." 



"Dame," dist 11* "ce sera sens, 

Tant comme avez et lieu et tens, 

Quar nus ne nule ne set rale 

Esmer de sol, ne de sa vie. 

Por ce vous di( ma douce dame* 

Qu'aiez raerci de la vostre ane, 

Pechie cele, ce truls escrit, 

L'ame et le cors ensamble oclst. 

Por ce vous di et vous chasti 

Que vous aiez de vous merci." 

Et la dame, qui ou lit fuf 

Trestout en autre siecle fu. 

De son selgnor ne connut mie, 

Por le grant mal qui l'ot saisie, 

Quar sa parole entrechanjoit. 

En la chambre lumlere n'ot 

Fors d'un mortier qu'iluec ardolt. 

Point de clarte ne lor rendolt, 

Ne gent, n'avolt en eel ostal. 

Qui seussent gueres de mal. 

"Sire, moult ai este proisie, 

Mes je sul fausse et renoxe, 

Sachiez de voir tele est blasmee 

Qui vaut moult miex que la loee. 

G'estoie je qui los avoie, 

Mes moult mauvese fame estoie, 



Quar a mes garcons me livroie, 

Et avoeques moi les couchole, 

Et d'aus fesoie mon talent. 

Mole coupe, je m'en repent." 

Et quant 11 chevaliers l'ox 

De mautalent le nez fronci, 

Moult par vouslst et deslrrast 

Que mort soublte l'acorast. 

"Dame," dlst 11, "pechie avez. 

Dites avant, se vous savez, 

Mes "bien vous deussiez tenir, 

Dane, s'11 vous fust a pleslr 

A vostre espous, qui moult vaut miex, 

Ce m'est avis, par mes «ii. lex, 

Que li garcons. Moult me merveil." 

"Sire, se Diex m'envolt conseil, 

A ceste ame je vous dirai 

La verlte, si com je sai. 

A paine porroit l'en choisir 

Fame qui se puisse tenir 

A son seignor tant settlement. 

Ja tant ne l'aura bel ne gent. 

Quar la nature tele en ont 

Qu'els requierent, ce sachiez vous, 

Et li mari si sont vilaln 

Et de grant felonie plain. 



Si ne nous oson descouvrir 

Vers aus, ne noz besoins gehir, 

Quar por putains il nous tendroient 

Se noz besoins par nous savoient. 

Si ne puet estre en nule guise 

Que n'aions d'autrui le servise," 

"Dame," dist il# "bien vous en croi 

Dites avant, se savez qoi," 

"Sire," dist ele, "oil assez, 

Dont li miens cors est moult grevez 

Et la moie ame en grant freor. 

Que le neveu de mon seignor 

Tant l'amoie en mon corage, 

Ce m'estoit vis, que c'estoit rage, 

Et sachiez bien que je morusse, 

Se mon plesir de lui n'eusse, 

Tant fis que je o lui pechai 

Et que .v. anz, je cuit, l'amai 

Or m'en repent vers Dieu, Aie." 

"Dame," dist il, "c'estoit folie 

Que le neveu votre seignor 

Amiiez de si fole amor, 

Li pechiez doubles en estoit." 

"Sire, se Diex conseil m'envoit, 

C'est la coustume de nous fames 

Et de nous aaisles dames. 



Quar eels dont l'en mains gaxde aura* 

Entor eels plus se tornera. 

For le blasme que je cremoie, 

Le neveu mon seignor amoie, 

Quar a mes chambres bien sovent 

Pooit venir, veant la gent. 

Ja n'en fust blasme ne parole* 

Ainsi l'ai fet si fis que fole, 

Quar mon seignor ai greve si 

Qu'a poi que ne l'ai tout honi 

Que du torteau puant li gart 

Li ai bien fet mengier sa part. 

Tant li ai fet, tant l'ai mene 

Que il croit plus en moi qu'en De. 

Quant ceenz vienent chevalier, 

Si com droit est por herbregier, 

Lore demandent il a noz genz, 

*0u est la dame?' 'Ele est leenz.' 

Ja le seignor n'ert demande 

Quar je l'ai tout aneante 

Ne ja ostel n'ert H honor 

Dont la dame se fet seignor. 

Et fames ceste coustume ont, 

Et volontiers toz jors le font, 

Qu'eles aient la seignorie 

Sor lor seignors, por cest honie, 



Mainte meson qu'est sanz mesure 

Et fame avoire par nature." 

"Dame," dlst 11, "ce puet bien estre. 

Del vrai Dieu le souveraln prestre 

Onques riens plus ne 11 enqulst, 

Mes sa coupe batre 11 fist 

Et 11 enjoinst sa penitance, 

Et ele mist en couvenance 

Que James jor amor n'aurolt 

A autre home s'ele vivoit. 

Lors s'en parti; moult fu iriez. 

A son cheval est reperiez, 

Desus monta, tost s'en issi, 

D'lre et de mautalent £remi 

For sa fame qu'il seut loer, 

Et tant prlsier et tant amer. 

Mes en Ice se confortoit 

Qu*encore "bien s'en vengerolt. 

A lendemaln quant 11 11 plout 

A son ostel et quant 11 vout, 

En sa meson s'en repera 

Et sa dame si respassa. 

Grant mervellle ot de son seignor, 

Qui 11 sololt moustrer amor 

Et 11 besler et aler. 

Or ne dalngnolt a 11 parler. 



Un jor par sa meson aloit, 

Trestout alnsi comme el soloit, 

Et commandoit moult fierement 

De ses aferes a sa gent 

Et 11 sires sel regarda, 

Ireement le chief crolla. 

Se 11 a dlt, "Pax l'oxdre De, 

Dame, quele est vostre fierte 

Et vostre orguell? Je l'abatrai, 

Quar a mes polns vous ocirrai, 

S'll vous membrast de vostre vie 

Honte eusslez d*avoir baillle. 

Quar nule fame bordeliero 

Ne fu de si male manlere 

Com vous estes, orde mauvaise," 

Lors ne fu pas la dame a alse. 

De son seignor se merveilla. 

Avis 11 fu, de voir cuida, 

Que 11 l*eust fete confesse. 

Moult se doute que mal n'en nesse. 

Puis 11 a dlt de maintenant: 

"Ha, mauves homme souduiant, 

Koult me poise que je ne dis 

Que tult 11 chlen de cest paas 

Le me fesoient nuit et jor. 

Mes pliis m'estoit de ma dolor 



Ha, mauves home trahltier, 

Tu preis ablt d'ermltler, 

For moi prouver a desloial. 

Mes, mere! DIeu, je sul loial. 

Je n'ai voislne ne voisin 

Pjor qui je port le chief enclin, 

j]e ne te criera, la mere! De, 

Quar se] seusses la verite 

Toute] ma honte tost fust seue, 

Quar]] m'en estoie aperceue 

Qu]ant je vous en enquls sordois 

Tout] ce que dis par mon gabois, 

Mouljt me poise par Saint Simon, 

Que] ne vous pris au chaperon, 

NeJ que ne vous deschiral tout. 

Sachiez de voir, pas ne vous dout 

De rien que jonques vous deisse. 

Se Dame Diex mon cors garisse, 

Bien vous reconui au parler. 

Je ne vous doi james amer. 

Non ferai je, se Diex me gart, 

Hauves trahitre de male art, 

Ja ne vous ert mes pardone," 

Tant li a dit et tant contS, 

Que li osta tout son espoir 

Et cuida que deist voir. 



Granz rls6es et granz gabois 

En flrent en Besclnois. 

Explicit du chevalier qui fist sa fame confesse* 



Les Trols Dames Qui Troverent L'anel 

Oiez, seignor, .1. ton fablel. 

Uns clers le fist por un anel 

Que .iij. dames .1. main troverent. 

Entre eles .llj. Jhesu jurerent 

Que lcele l'anel aurolt 

Qui son marl mlex guileroit 

For fere a son ami son buen 

L'anel aurolt et seroit suen 

La premiere se porpenssa 

En quel guise l'anel aura 

Son ami a tantost raande 

Quant 11 sot qu'el l'ot commande» 

SI vlnt a 11 dellvrement. 

Quar 11 l'amoit moult durement 

Et ele lui si n'ot pas tort. 

El meillor vln et del plus fort 

C'on pot trover en cele terre 

Fist la dame maintenant querre, 

Et si ot quis dras monlaus 

Qui assez furent bons et biaus. 

Del vin dona a son marl. 

11 en but tant je le vous di 

Qu'il ne savoit ou il estoit. 

Quant 11 preudom fu endorni, 



Entre la dame et son ami 

L'ont pris et rez et l'ont tondu, 

Et coronei taut ot beu, 

Que l*en le peust escorcler. 

La dame et son douz ami chier 

Le prenent et si l'ont porte 

Droit devant la port a l'abe, 

Dont il erent assez prochain, 

Iluec jut jusqu'a lenderaaln, 

Que Dame Diex dona le jor. 

II s'esveilla, si ot paor 

Quant il se vit si atorne. 

"Diex," dist il, "qui m'a corone? 

Est ce done par vostre voloir? 

0x1, ce puet on Men savoir 

Que nus fors vous ne le m'a fait. 

Or n'i a done point de deshait 

Vous volez que je sole moine, 

Et jel serai Banz nul essoine." 

Malntenant sor ses piez se drece. 

Grant oirre, que ne s'aperece, 

Vient a la porte, si apele, 

Li abes ert a la chapele. 

Qui maintenant l'a entendu. 

La porte ouvrij quant la veu 

A pie et sanz ame toz sousi 



"Frere," fet 11, qui estes vous?" 

"Sire," dlst 11, Mje sui una horn. 

Estre vuell de relegion, 

De cl pres sul vostre voisin. 

Sachlez que encore ler matin 

Ne savole ceste aventure. 

Mes Dame Dlex qui tout figure 

H'en a done si bon talent, 

Et moustre si cortoisement, 

Sire, com vous m'oez conter, 

Quar il m'a fet cl aporter 

Tout corone et tout tondu, 

Comme autre moine revestu. 

Fetes moi mander ma moillier, 

Et se li feral otroier. 

De ma terre et de mon avoir 

Vous feral tant ceenz avoir 

Que toute en aurez ma partie 

For estre de vostre abe'ie. 

Li abes covoita la terre 

Si envola la dame querre, 

Et ele 1 vint dellvrement. 

Quar bien savoit a escient 

Por qoi 11 abes l'ot mandee, 

Et quant el fu leenz entree, 

Et ele a veil son seignori 



"Sire, por Dieu le creator* 

Volez vous moines devenir? 

Je nel porrole pas soufrir," 

A la terre chex pasmee. 

Par faint sarablant s'est demoree 

Une grande piece a la terre. 

Samblant fet que le cuer 11 serre. 

Li abes 11 dist franchementt 

"Dame, cest duel est por neent. 

Vous deussiez mener grant joie, 

Vostre sire est en bone vole* 

Diex l'aime, ce poez savoir, 

Qui a son oes le veut avoir." 

El l'otria a quelque paine. 

Uns gars §. son ostel l'enmalne 

Ou ele trova son ami. 

Maint preudome a este trahi 

Par fame et par sa puterie. 

Cil fu moines en 1' abe'ie. 

Ou ele fu moult longuement. 

Por ce chasti je toute gent, 



Qui ceste fablel oient conter, 

Qu'il ne se doivent pas fier 

En lor fames, n'en lor mesnies, 

Se 11 nes ont ainz essaxes 

Que plalnes solent de vertuz. 

Mains horn a este deceuz 

Par fame et par lor trahison. 

Cil fu molnes contre reson, 

Qui ja en sa vie nel fust, 

Se sa fame nel deceust. 

La seconde a moult grant envie 

De l'aneli ne s'oublia rale. 

Ainz se porpensse comment l'ait. 

Moult fu plaine de grant agait. 

II avint a ,1. ven&redi 

Tout ainsi com vous orrez ci, 

Ses sire ert au mengier assis 

Anguilles avoit jusqu'a .vl.; 

Les anguilles erent salees 

Et sechies et enfumees 

"Dame," dist il, "quar prenez tost 

Ces anguilles cuisiez en rost." 

"Sire, ceenz n'a point de feu," 

"Et ja en a 11 en malnt leu 

Ci pres. Alez i vistement," 

La dame les anguilles prent, 



Et trepassa outre la rue. 

Chies son ami en est venue* 

Quant 11 la vlt moult ot grant joie. 

Com se 11 fust sire de Trole, 

Et la dame grant joie malne. 

Iluec fu toute la seiaalne 

Et 1'autre jusqu'au vendredl. 

Quant vlnt a eure de midi. 

La dame apela .1. gar^on 

"Gars," dlst ele, "va en meson, 

Et saches que mon selgnor fait." 

Li gars moult tost 3. l'ostel vait. 

La table ert mlse, et sus ,ij. pains, 

Et 11 preudom lavolt ses mains 

Asseir devoit maintenant. 

Li gars vlnt arriere corant, 

Et dlst, "Vostre marl menjue." 

Cele ne fu mie esperdue. 

Chles son voisln en est entree, 

Et le preudom l'a saluee, 

Et la dame le resalue, 

"Sire," dist el, " je sui venue 

Anguilles cuire a mon selgnor. 

Nous avons june toute jor. 

Jel lessal or moult deshaitie, 

Qu'il n'avoit encore hul mengle." 



Les anguilles rosti moult tost. 

Quant 11 fu droiz que on les ost, 

Si les a prises en son poing. 

Son ostel n'estoit gueres loing, 

Et ele i fu moult tost venue. 

Tres devant son marl les rue. 

"Huis," dist el# " je sui eschaudee, 

Et 11 preudom l'a regardee, 

Sor ses piez saut come derve. 

"Pute ou avez vous tant este? 

Vous venez de vo puterie." 

Et la dame a haute voiz crie, 

"Harou, aide# "bone gent, 

Et 11 i vindrent esraument 

Et 11 preudom i fu venu 

Chles qui la pautoniere fu 

Por les ,vi. anguilles rostir. 

"Sire," dist el, "venez veir, 

Hesire est de son sens issu. 

Ne sal quel mal il a eu. 

Je me parti ore de ci." 

"Voire, pute, des vendredi." 

Cil entendlrent qu'il a dit 

Qu'ele au vendredi s'en partit. 

Cil de toutes pars l'ont saisi. 

Li preudom fu si esbahl 



Que 11 ne sot qu'll peust dire, 

Chascuns le desache et detire, 

Les mains 11 llent et les plez 

Blen est matez et cunchllez. 

Puis s'en lsslrent de l'ostel 

Quar la pute ne querolt el. 

L'en lor demande ou ont este. 

"Chies Dant Jehan, qui est derve. 

SI est grant duel et grant domage 

Quar orendrolt 11 prist la rage 

Qu'll voloit sa fane tuer," 

Cele ne se volt oubller. 

Alncols a nande son ami 

Et 11 vlnt malntenant a 11. 

En sa chambre l'en a mene. 

Par .1. pertuls 11 a moustre 

Com 11 villains estolt liie, 

Blen l'a mate et cunchlle, 

Et Hen valncu par son baxat. 

LI vilains reproche du chat 

Qu'll set blen qui barbes 11 leche 

Cestui a servl de la meche. 

Kes s'll eust cuer de preudomme, 

II s'en venjast a la parsomme. 

Or olez de la daerralne, 

Qui nult et jor fu en grant palne 



En quel guise l'anel aura. 

Son ami ot que moult ama. 

Sachiez point n'en remest sor lui 

Moult s'entr'amerent ambedui, 

.J. jor l'ot la dame mande. 

Quant il sot quel l'ot commande, 

Si Vint & li tout sanz demeure. 

Et la dame en meisme l'eure 

Li dist, "Biaus amis longuement 

Vous ai ame moult folement. 

Toz jors porroie ainsi muser. 

Bien porroie mon tens user 

En fole vie et en mauvaise 

Se vous de moi avez mesaise, 

Moult seroie fole et musazde. 

Maus feus et male flambe m'arde 

Se vous james o moi gisez, 

Se vous demain ne m'espousez. 

"Dame," dist il, "por Dieu merci, 

Ja avez vous vostre mari. 

Comment porroit ce avenir?" 

"De grant folie oi plet tenir," 

Dist ele, "j'en pensserai bien. 

Ja mar en douterez de rien. 

Mes vous ferez a mon talent." 

"Dame, & vostre commaMement 



Ferai, Ja ne n'ert desdaingnle." 

Lors 11 a la dame enseignle 

Qu'au soir viegne por son marl 

Et si le maint avoeques 11. 

"Chles Dant Hulstasse, le fil Tiesse 

Ou 11 a une bele niece 

Que volez prendre et espouser. 

Se 11 la vous vololt doner, 

Et g'irai lS, sanz demorer 

Ja tant ne vous saurez haster* 

Que je n'i sole avant de vous. 

Iluec nous troverez andous, 

Ou j*aural mon afere fait 

A Hulstasse tout entresait, 

En tel guise que vous m'aurez, 

Se Dleu plest et me recevrez 

Tres par devant nostre provoire. 

Hon selgnor ne saura que croire, 

Qu'll Hi*aura apres lui lesslS. 

Je serai si appareillie 

Que je aural chancglez mes dras 

Que 11 ne me connolstra pas, 

Et me fiancerez demaln 

Tres par devant no chape lain. 

A mon marl dlrezi "Blaus sire. 

El non Dleu et el non Saint Sire, 



Ceste fame me saisissiez," 

II en sera joianz et liez, 

Et blen sal que il me donra 

A vous et grant joie en aura. 

Et s*il alnsl me veut doner* 

Je dl que ce n'est pas prester. 

Issi fu fet, issi avint, 

Toute sa vie cil la tint 

A cui son mari la dona. 

Por ce que il ne li presta 

Ne la pot onques puis r'avoir. 

Mes or vueil je par vous savoir 

Laquele doit avoir l'anel. 

Je di que cele ouvra moult bel 

Qui moine fist de son seignor. 

Et cele r'ot el grant honor 

Qui le suen fist prendre et loier* 

Et par estavoir otroier, 

Et toz les .viij. jors mesconter. 

Ceste se refist espouser 

En tel maniere a son ami, 

Or dites voir, n'i ait menti, 

Et si jugiez reson et voir 

Laquele doit l'anel avoir. 

Explicit des .iij. dames qui troverent l'anel. 



Qui d'Aloul veut oir le conte, 

Si com l'estoire nous raconte, 

Sempres en puet assez olr, 

S'il ne le pert par mesoir. 

Alous estoit uns vilains riches* 

Mes moult estoit avers et ciches 

Ne ja son vueil n'eust jor blen, 

Deniers amoit seur toute rien, 

En ce metoit toute s*entente. 

Fame avoit assez bele et gente, 

Novelement 1'ot espousee 

C'uns vavassors li ot donee 

Por son avoir d'iluec entor. 

Alous 1'amoit de grant amor( 

Ce dist l'escripture qu*Alous 

Garde sa fame com jalous, 

Hale chose a en jalousie. 

Trop a Alous mauvese vie, 

Quar ne puet estre asseurez. 

Or est Alous toz eos provez. 

Qui 8'entremet de tel afere. 

Or a Alous assez k fere 

S'ainsi le veut gaitier toz jors 

Or escoutez comme 11 est lors. 

Se la dame va au moustier, 



Ja n'i aura autre escuier 

Comment qu'il voist, se Aloul non, 

Qui ades est en soupe^n 

Qu'ele ne face mauves plet. 

A la dame forment desplest, 

Quant ele premiers l'aperyoit, 

Lors dist que s'ele nel defoit, 

Dont sera ele moult mauvalse* 

Se lieu en puet avoir et alse. 

Ne puet dormlr ne jor ne nuit, 

Moult het Aloul et son dedult. 

Ne set que face ne comment 

Ele alt prls d'Aloul vengement, 

Qui le mescrolt a si grant tort. 

Peu repose la dame et dort, 

Longuement fu en eel escll 

Tant que 11 douz mols fu d'avril, 

Que 11 tens est souez et douz 

Vers toute gent, et amorouz. 

LI roxlngnols la matinee 

Cante si cler par la ramee 

Que toute rlens se muert d'amer. 

La dame a'est prise a lever 

Qui longuement avoit veillle. 

Entree en est en son vergie, 

Nus piez en va par la rousee. 



D'une pelice ert afublee, 

Et un grant mantel ot deseure, 

Et 11 prestres en icele eiire 

Estolt levez par .1, matin 

II erent si tres pres volsin 

Entre'aus ,11. n'avolt c'une selve. 

Moult ert la matinee bele, 

Donz et souez estolt 11 tens, 

Et 11 prestres entra leSnz 

Et volt la dame au cors blen fet, 

Et blen sachiez que moult 11 plest 

Quar volentiers fiert de la crupe. 

Ainz 1 metroit toute sa jupe 

Que 11 n'en face son talent, 

Avant s'en va tout sagement, 

Come ell qui n'est pets esmaiez, 

"Dame," fet 11, "bon jor aiez. 

Por qu'estes si matin levee?" 

"Sire," dist ele, "la rousee 

Est bone et saine en icest tans, 

Et est alegemenz moult granz, 

Ce dient cil fusicien," 

"Dame," dist 11, "ce cult je blen 

Quar par matin fet bon lever, 

Mes l'en se doit desjeuner 

D'une herbe que je bien connoisj 



Yez le la pres, que je n'i vols. 

Corte est et grosse la rapine, 

Mes moult est toone medeclne. 

N'estuet meillor a cors de fame." 

"Sire, metez outre vo jambe," 

Fet la dame, "vostre merci, 

SI me moustrez se ele est cl." 

"Dame," fet 11, "iluec encontre." 

Atant a mlse sa jambe outre, 

Devant la dame est axestez. 

"Dame," dlst 11, "or vous seez 

Quar au cueillir 1 a mestrle," 

Et la dame tout 11 otrle, 

Qui n'l entent nule figure, 

Dlex, c'or ne set cele aventure 

Alous qui en son lit se gist. 

La dame Isnelement s'assist, 

Ses brales avale 11 prestres, 

Qui de ce fere estolt toz mestres. 

La dame enverse, si l'encllne, 

Blen 11 aprent la medeclne, 

Et ele wisque sus et jus. 

"Sire," fet ele, "levez sus, 

Fuiez de ci, Dlex, que feral? 

James prestre je ne croirai." 

Et 11 prestres resaut en piez, 



Que moult estoit bien aaisiez. 

"Dame," dlst il, "or n*i a plus. 

Vostre amis sul et vostre drus 

Des or vuell tout vostre gre fere. 

"Sire," dlst ele, "cest afere, 

Gaxdez que solt cele moult bien, 

Et je vous donral tant du mien, 

Que toz jors mes serez mananz, 

Pol que dol vous, bien a .1j. anz 

Qu'Alous me tient en tel destrece 

Qu'alnc puis n'oi joie ne leece 

Et si est tout par jalousie. 

Si en haz moult, sachiez, sa vie, 

Quar malnte honte m'en a fete. 

Fols est qui fame espie et guete. 

Des or mes porra dire Alous, 

Si dira voir, que 11 est cous. 

Des or vuell estre vostre amie. 

Quant la lune sera couchie, 

Adonc venez sanz demoree 

Et je vous serai aprestee 

De vous recoivre et aaisier." 

"Dame, ce fet a mercier," 

Fet 11 prestres, "vostre merci. 

Departons nous, huimes de ci, 

Que n'i sorviengne Dans Alous. 



Penssez de moi et je de vous," 

Atant s'en partent enes l'eure. 

Chascuns s'en vaf plus n'i demeure. 

Cele revint a son marl, 

Qui moult avoit le cuer marl. 

"Dame," fet 11, 'Dont venez vous?" 

"Sire," fet el, "de la desous," 

Dist la dame, "de eel vergie." 

"Comment?" fet 11, "sanz mon congie? 

Pol me doutez, ce m'est avis." 

Et la dame se test toz diz, 

Que de respondre n'avoit cure. 

Et Alous se maudist et jure, 

S'une autre foiz li avenoit, 

Honte et ledure li feroit 

Atant remest, s'est saillis sus, 

Trestoz penssis et irascus, 

Moult se doute de puterle. 

Bien le demalne jalousie, 

Qui de lui fet tout son voulolr. 

Ca et la vait par son manolr, 

Savoir s'il 1 avoit nului, 

A cui sa fame eust mis lieu, 

Tant qu'il s'en entre en un jardln. 

Douz tans fesoit et cler matin 

Et garde et voit que la rousee 



I estoit auques defoulee, 

De lieu en lieu par le vergie. 

S'en a son cuer forment irie. 

Avant en vait en une place, 

Iluec endroit li piez li glace 

Que sa fane fu raf etie, 

For son pie qui ainsi li glie. 

II esgarde tout environ 

Et vit le leu ou li talon 

Erent hurte et li orteil. 

Or est Alous en mal trepeil, 

Quar il set bien tout a fiance 

Et li leus li fet demoustrance 

Que sa fame a este en oevre. 

Ne set comment il se descuevre 

Quar n'en veut fere renommee 

S'ert la chose miex esprovee, 

Et plus apertement selie. 

Or est la dame deceue, 

S'ele ne se set bien gaitier, 

Atant est pris a anuitier. 

Alous en sa meson repere, 

Ne veut sa fame samblant fere 

Que de rien l'ait aperceue. 

La mesnie est au feu venue* 

Si se sont au nengier assis. 



Apres mengier on fet les Us, 

Si sont couchie tuit li bouvier, 

Et Alous s'en revait couchler, 

II et sa fame maintenant. 

"Dame," fet il, "couchiez devant 

Dela devers cele paroit, 

Quar je leverai orendroit 

Por ces bouviers fere lever, 

Ja sera tans d'en champ aler 

For noz terres a gaaignier." 

"Sire, vous irrez premier," 

Fet la dame, "vostre merci, 

Quar je me dueil certes ici, 

Sor ceste hanche ci endroit, 

Je croi que clous levez i soit, 

Quar je en sui & grant malaise." 

Atant Alous la dame apaise. 

Que couchiez est et ele apres, 

Mes ne l'a or guetie si pres, 

Que l*uis ne soit ouvers remez. 

Or est Alous moult enganez, 

Quar il s'en dort isnel le pas, 

Et li prestres vient pas por pas. 

Tout droit a l'uis desferm le trueve. 

Puis tout ,i, poi et puis si l'uevre, 

De toutes pars bien le compisse. 



Or avoit el mez une lisse 

Qui fesolt grant noise et grant bralt, 

Et 11 prestres el n'en a fait 

La charnlere va complssler, 

Quar n'a cure de son noisier. 

Quant le prestre aperyoit et sent, 

Vers lui lest corre, si destent, 

SI le seslst par son sorcot 

Se 11 prestres n'esrast si tost 

Dedenz la chambre a lcele eure 

Defors fust male la demeure. 

Tout souef oevre l'uis et clot, 

Et la lisse dehors reclot, 

Quar n'a cure de son noisier. 

Moult het la lisse et son dangler, 

Qu'ainc ne fist gent de son ordre, 

Ades les veut mengier et mordre. 

Or est 11 prestres derrier l'uis, 

Mes 11 est plus de mlenuls. 

Si 8'est ,i. poi trop atargiez, 

Quar Alous se r'est esveilliez, 

Qui longuement ot traveillie 

Por .1. songe qu'il ot songiS. 

S'en est encor toz esbahis, 

Quar en sonjant 11 est avis 

C'uns prestre en la chambre est entrez, 



Toz rooingniez et coronez 

S'avolt sa fame si sorprise, 

Et si l'avoit desouz lui mise 

Qu'il en fesoit tout son voloir. 

Et Alous n'avoit nul pooir 

Qu'il li pe'ust aidier ne nuixe, 

Tant c'une vache prist 3. muire 

Qui Aloul gete de s'error. 

Mes encore ert en grant freor, 

Sa fame acolef si 1'embrace, 

N'a cure que nus tort l'en face. 

Far la mamele prent s'amie, 

Et sachiez qu'ele ne dort mie, 

Des or mes en veut prendre garde. 

Et li prestres pas ne se tarde. 

Vait, pas por pas, tout droit au lit, 

Ou Alous et sa farce gist. 

Ele est forment en grant tormente. 

Fet ele, "Come gis a ente, 

Ostez vo braz qui seur moi gist. 

Traiez en l£l, j'ai poi de lit 

A paine puis r*avoir mes jambes." 

"Diex," dist Alous, "qu'estuet ces fames?" 

Far mautalent est trais en sus, 

Et li prestres est montez sus. 

Tost li a fet le ravescot. 



Et Alous se retome et ot 

Que li lis croist, et crisne( et trarable. 

Avis li est que on li amble. 

De sa fame est en sololtf 

Quar ainsi fere ne soloit. 

Sa main gete desus ses dras, 

Le prestre sent entre ses braz 

Atant se va atapissant, 

Et partout le va portastant, 

Quar a grant paine se puet tere. 

le prestre prent par son afere, 

Et sache, et tire* et huche, et criey 

"Or sus," fet il, "or sus, mesnie, 

Fil a putain, or sus, or sus* 

CeSnz est ne sai qui venus 

Qui de ma feme m'a fet cop," 

Et la dame parmi le cop 

Saisi Aloul et par la gueule. 

Li prestres de sa coille veule 

Les dois par force li desserre, 

Et sache si qu'il vint a terre 

Enmi la chambre sor ,i, aistre. 

Or a le prestre este a maistre 

Hoult a souffertes granz dolors. 

Cui chaut quant c'est tout par amors, 

Et por fere sa volenti? 



Atant eont 11 bouvier leve. 

L'uns prent tinel, l'autxes ma9ue 

Et 11 prestres ne se remue, 

Sempres aura le col carchie 

A ce que 11 sont moult irie 

Por lor seignor qui alnsi crie. 

Toute est levee la mesnie. 

Gele part corent et vont tult. 

Or n'a 11 prestres de redult, 

Fors tant qu'll entre en ,1. toitel, 

Ou brebis gisent et aignel, 

Iluec se taplst et achoise. 

Or fu au lit grande la noise 

De la dame et de son marl, 

Qui moult avolt le cuer marl, 

De ce qu'll a perdu sa paine. 

A paine puet r*avoir s'alaine, 

Tant orent hustlnS ensamble. 

Hes la mesnie les dessamble. 

Si est remese la meslee 

Et Alous a trete s'espee 

Celul quiert avant et arrlere 

Ni remest sellle ne chaudiere 

Que 11 bouvier n'aient remut 

Or sevent bien et voient tuit 

Que par songe est ou par arvoire. 



Que par songe est ou par arvoire, 

Ne tienent pas la chose a voire. 

"Sire," font 11, "lessiez ester, 

Alons dormir et reposer. 

Songes fu ou abuslons," 

"Vols por les vaus, vols por les mons," 

Fet Alous, qui ne marlrolt, 

"Quant je le ting oralns tout droit, 

A mes .lj. mains, et vous, que dltes? 

Comment, s'en Ira 11 done qultes? 

Alez le querre en eel mesteir 

Et sus et jus en eel solier, 

Et si gardez soz eel degre 

Moult ra'aura ell servl a gre 

Qui premiers le m'enselgnera. 

.1j. sestlers de forment aura 

Au Noel outre son loler." 

Quant ce entendent 11 bovier, 

Qui moult covoltent le forment, 

Ca et la vont Isnelement. 

Tout par tout qulerent sus et jus 

S'or n'est 11 prestres blen repus, 

Tost 1 puet perdre du chatel. 

Or avolt 11 enz en l'ostel 

Hersent, une vielle bajasse, 

Qui moult estoit et mole et crasse, 



En l'estable s'en vlent tout droit, 

Ou 11 prestres repuz estolt, 

Tout sanz lumlere et sanz chandellle 

Les txrebls eschace et esvellle, 

En va querant et assentant 

Ou 11 prestres ert estupant. 

S'avoit ses taraies avalees 

Et les collies granz et enflees, 

Qui pendolent contre val jus. 

Or est 11 cus entor velus. 

SI sambloit ne sal quel figure. 

Hersens 1 vint par aventure. 

Ses mains geta sor ses colllons. 

Si cuide que ce soit moutons 

Qu'ele tenoit iluec endroit 

Far la collie qui grosse estolt. 

Et .1. poi met ses mains amont. 

Velu le trueve et bien roont 

En .1. vaucel en le raoiere. 

Hersent se trest .1. poi axriere. 

Si se merveille que puet estre. 

Et cil, qui veille, c'est le prestre 

Hersent salsi par les tlraons, 

Si pres de 11 s'est trals et joins 

ftu'au cul 11 a pendu sa couple. 

Or est Hersent merveille souple, 



Ne set que fere; s'ele crle 

Toute i vendra ja la mesnie, 

SI saurolent tout cest afere, 

Dont 11 vlent 11 mlex assez tere 

Que le crlast ne feist ton. 

Hersent, ou ele vuellle ou non, 

Sueffre tout ce que 11 a fait, 

Sanz noise, sanz cri, sanz bralt. 

Fere l'estuet, ne puet autre estre. 

"Hersent," fet 11, je sul le prestre. 

A vo dame ere cl venuz, 

Mes j'ai este aperceuz. 

SI sul cl en grant aventure. 

Hersent gardez et prendez cure 

Comment je pulsse estre dellvres, 

Je vous jur sor toz mes llvres 

Que toz jors mes vous aural chlere." 

Hersent qui fet moult mate chlere, 

"Sire," fet ele, "ne cremez 

Quar, se je puis, blen en irez." 

Atant se lleve, si s'en part 

Hersens, qui auques savolt d'art. 

Samblant fet qu'ele solt lree 

A haute volz s'est escriee, 

Fll a putaln, gar9on, bouvier 

Que querez vous, alez couchler. 



Alez couchler, a pute estraine, 

Comme a or emplole sa palne 

Ha dame, qui tant bien vous fet. 

Moult dit bien voir que ce retret 

Qui vilain fet honor ne bien, 

Celul het 11 sor toute rien. 

Tel loler a qui ce encharge. 

Ha dame n'a solng de hontage, 

Airlz est certes moult bone dame* 

Bon renon a de preude fame 

Et vous 11 fetes tel anui. 

Mes se j'estole com de 11, 

Ceenz n'aurlez oes ne frommage 

S'aurlez restore le domage. 

Des pols mengerez et du pain 

Bien vous nomma a droit vilain, 

Gil qui premiers nomma vo non, 

Far droit avez vilain a non, 

Quar vilains vient de vilonie. 

Que querez vous, gent esbahle? 

Que menez vous tel marlment?" 

Quant 11 bouvier oient Hersent, 

Et 11 entendent la manace, 

S'ont grant paor que 11 frommage 

Ne voist chascun defors le ventre 

Tout malntenant vlenent ensamble 



Por eus desfendre et escondlre 

"Hersent," font il, ce fet no sire, 

Qui nous fet fere son talant. 

Mes ce sachiez, d'ore en avaht 

N*i a celui qui s'entremete. 

No dame done sanz prometre, 

Et si est moult et preus et sage, 

Et noz sire fet grant outrage 

Qui a si grant tort la mescroit. 

Or entent bien avoec, et voit 

Que il a tort, si va couchier." 

Recouchie sont tuit li bouvier, 

Et Alous moult sa fame chose, 

Et dist que ne face tel chose, 

Dont il ait honte en mi la voie. 

"Diex, com puis ore avoir grant joie, 

Fet la dame, "de tel seignor 

Qui me porte si grant honor? 

Honis soit or tels mariages, 

Et honis soit li miens parages, 

Qui a tel homme m'ont donee, 

Ne jor ne soir ne matinee 

Ne puis avoir repos ne bien, 

Et si ne set ne ne volt rlen 

Por qoi il me mescroit issi. 

Moult aura lone afere ci, 



S'ainsi me veut ades guetler, 

Des ore a moult a espier. 

Assez a encarchie grant fais," 

"Dame," fet il, "lessiez ra'en pais, 

A mal eur aiez repos." 

Atant li a tome le dos, 

Et fet samblant que dormir doie. 

Et li prestres qui ne s'acoie, 

Qui en 1*estable estoit repuz, 

De rechief est au lit venuz. 

Si se couche avoeques s'amie. 

Et Alous qui ne dormoit mie, 

Sent que li prestres est inontez. 

En lui me'isme est porpenssez 

Que il sont dui, est il est seus. 

Si n'est mie partiz 11 geus, 

Quar il est seus et 11 sont dui. 

Tost 11 porroient fere anui 

S'il commenyoient la meslee. 

Tout coiement a pris s'espee 

D'iluec se lieve, si les lait. 

A ses bouviers irlez revait, 

"Dors tu," fet il, "va, Rogelet, 

Foi que doi ti, revenuz est, 

Cil qui ma fame m'a fortret. 

Estrange honte m'aura fet. 



Esveille tost tes compaignons. 

S'alons a lui, si l'assailions, 

Et se par force prendons l'oste, 

Chascuns avira ou chape ou cote; 

Et bon braioel a sa mesure." 

Si s'afiche chascuns et jure, 

Quant il entendent la promesse, 

Que maus cus lor chantera messe, 

Se le pueent tenir aus poins, 

Hersent, qui n'estoit mi loins, 

Qui n'ert encore recouchie, 

S'estoit a ,i. huis apoie 

D'iluec entendoit tout le fet 

Et tout I'afere et tout le plet, 

Comment Alous porquiert sa honte. 

Au prestre vient et se li conte. 

Mes or se liet et si se gart, 

Et li prestres d'iluec se part, 

Mes trop se taxde a destorner. 

Ce li porra sempres peser, 

Qu'Aloul en mi sa vole encontre. 

"Diex," fet li prestres, "bon encontre, 

Et Alous saut et si le prent 

Par les cheveus ireement. 

"Or pa," fet il, "fil a putain, 

• Or i metez chascun sa main, 



Esforciez vous du retenir." 

Qui lors veist bouviers venlr 

Se 11 uns fiert, 11 autres boute, 

Corarae ell qui n*i voient goute, 

For le prestre ont Aloul alers 

les os 11 froissent et les ners* 

Del retenir s'esforcent tuit, 

Et 11 prestres saut, si s'en fult, 

Net set quel part, quar 11 est nuis, 

SI ne set assener a l'uls. 

Moult volentiers vuldast l'ostel 

Tant que il trueve .1. grant tinel 

Et taste a terre et trueve .1* van. 

Fez ert en mezsme eel an, 

Li vans ert moult et grans et lez, 

Apoiez ert a uns degrez. 

Le van a pris et si l'en porte, 

Sus les degrez, et s'en fet porte, 

Iluec vaudra estal livrer. 

Bien saura son parrin nommer, 

Qui la vaudra a lul venlr, 

Tant comme 11 se porra tenlr. 

Or ert 11 prestre en forterece, 

Et Alous est en grant destrece, 

Que 11 vilain ont entre piez 

Vilainement fust ja tretiez 



S'il ne se fust si tost nommez 

Ours ne fu onques mlex foulez 

Que 11 vilains prist au "hroion 

S'il ne nommast si tost son non. 

Quant il sevent que c'est lor siret 

Si ne sevent entr'aus que dire 

Que moult en est chascuns iriez. 

"Sire," font ilf "estes bledez?" 

"N'aie," fet il "j'ai pis eu. 

Mes or tost alumez le fu, 

Et si fetes au couvenant." 

Le feu alument raaintenant 

Par la meson qulerent le prestre, 

Rogiers, qui ert toz 11 plus mestre, 

Son seignor veut servir a gre. 

Contremont puie le degre 

Dont 11 prestres 1'entree gazde, 

Mes Rogiers qui se s'en prent gazde, 

Sempres aura une cacoute 

Le van qu'il tint enpaint et boute 

Si qu'il le perce et qu'il I'eslosche 

Et li prestres vers lui s'aproche. 

Tele li pale sor l'eschlne 

De son tinel, que tout l'encline 

Jus del degrS enrol la place. 

Or a Rogiers ce que 11 chace. 



Se Rogiers a rlen qui 11 poist 

Ce m'est avis c'est a bon droit. 

Qu'alolt 11 querre la folie. 

Ez vous Aloul, et sa raesnle, 

"Diva," fet 11, "es tu hurtez?" 

"Sire," fet 11, "mal sul menez. 

Tout ai froissie et cors et vis, 

Que je ne sal quels Antecrls 

M'a si feru seur eel degre. 

Pres va que n'ai le cuer creve, 

Mestier auroie de couchler." 

Sor les degrez vont 11 bouvler 

"Par le cul bleu, qui est ce dont?" 

Lor buissons lievent contremont. 

Savolr vuelent ce que puet estre, 

Et gardent et volent le prestre, 

Qu'est apoiez deseur la porte 

Et volent le tlnel qu'il porte 

Si se tralent chascuns arriere 

Quar paor ont que 11 nes fiere. 

Et Alous saut, s'espee trait, 

Haxdlement vers lui en vait. 

Com cil qui moult est airez, 

Contremont puie les degrez, 

Monte .iiij. eschalllons ou .11j,. 

Les prestre escoute, s'est toz cols. 



Fet 11, "Qui estes vous la sus?" 

"LI prestres sui, estez en sus, 

Qui fortune grieve et deraalne. 

Est-il ore jors de quinsaine? 

Je cuidole qu'il fust Noel. 

J'ai grant paor que cest tlne£l] 

Ne vous vlegne parmi le col 

Bien se porra tenlr por fol 

Qui sentlra combien 11 poise." 

Dont recommen9a la grant noise 

Entre le prestre et les bouviers. 

Alous qui auques estolt fiers, 

Tant a ale qu'il vint au van, 

Si en abat le meillor pan 

A s'espee, qui blen tranchoit. 

Li prestres, quant il l'aperyolt, 

Que on abat sa forterece, 

Cele part son tinel adxece, 

Et fiert Aloul par tel vigor 

Qu'il 11 fet prendre .1. si fet tor 

Qu'alnc tant comme il mist a descendre, 

Ne trova point de pain a vendre. 

Quant a terre par fu venuz, 

S'est si dolenz s'est si confuz, 

Qu'il ne pot dire .i. tout seul mot. 

"Aloul, ceenz sont 11 malot," 



Fet 11 prestres, "en ce tinel. 

Ne vous vuelent en lor ostel 

Ce m'est avis acompalgnler. 

Mes se leenz eust bouvler 

Qui en eust melllor eilr, 

Viegne 9a sus tout aseur 

Moult bien puet estre de 1*ostel. 

Mes s'll 1 pert de son chatel, 

De rlen n'en revendra a mol 

Quar cist chastlaus est en defoi, 

Dont 1 fet 11 mauves monter." 

Qui done o'ist bouvlers jurer 

Les mons les tertres et les vaus. 

Ainz 1 sera chascuns si chaus 

Et si matez et si dells, 

C'on les porra escorchler vis, 

Ainz qu'il ne l'aient mis a terre 

Lors recommence la granz guerre. 

Entre le prestre et les bouvlers. 

Moult i sera 11 assaus fiers 

Au degre sont tuit assamble 

II bouvler qui moult sont trouble 

For lor seignor sont coroucie, 

Ja ont tant fet et tant drecie 

Tout environ et bans et perches, 

Seles, eschleles, eschamperches, 



Qu'au prestre vienent 2, dellvre. 

Et 11 el bien d'aus se dellvre, 

Qu'il n'l a si hardl ne tel 

Ne .1. ne autre enz en l'ostel, 

Tant solt garnis ne bien couvers, 

Qu'll ne le trebuche a envers 

Jus de l'eschiele maugre slen. 

Quar 11 entent et volt tres bien# 

Que s'il le tlenent a dellvre. 

A deshonor le feront vlvre, 

A grant vergolngne et a grant honte. 

Atant ez Robin qui 1 monte, 

•J. des plus fors de tout l'ostel* 

En sa main tlent .1. si grant pel 

Qu'a grant palne le soustlent 11. 

La ou en a .l?j. ou mil, 

N'l a 11 plus hardl qu'll est. 

Cll passe d'auques Rogelet, 

Quar moult est plus entremetanz. 

Moult se tendra por recreanz, 

Se 11 ne venge son selgnor. 

C'est cll qui porte le tabor, 

Le dlemenche a la carole 

De rlen le prestre n'aparole 

Ainz vient avant si l'empaint outre 

Et le prestre de son pel boute 



Si qu'il le fet torner seur destre. 

Puis vint avant, s'aert le prestre, 

Far les cheveus a lui s'acouple, 

Et oil qui orient perdre sa couple, 

Se dresce, s'a estraint les denz, 

Robin sesi parmi les lenz. 

A ses .ij, mains a lui le tire, 

Et cil resache par grant ire* 

Si s'entretienent vivement 

C'on les peust sus .i. jument 

Porter ans ,ij. se il fust qui, 

Et li bouvier lievent le cri, 

"Seignor," font il, "montons la sus. 

Prenons bastons, tineus, et fus, 

S'alons no compaignon aidier. 

Quant assamble sont li bouvier, 

Si montent tuit communaument. 

Et li prestres quant il entent, 

Que Robins doit avoir aiue, 

Si se resforce et esvertue. 

Tant a Robin a lui tire 

Que desouz lui l'a enverse, 

Toz les degrez outre son vueil, 

Si qu'il li salable que li oeil 

Li soient tuit du chief sailli, 

Mes or sont il si mal bailli 



Qu'il ne se pueent retenlr 

Alius les couvint aval venir. 

Les degrez ont toz mescontez 

Et si les a toz enversez 

Cil qui aloient a l'assaut, 

Tant ert ja chascuns montez haut, 

Que sempres se tendront por fol, 

Li degre chieent seur lor col 

Si les trebuchent et abatent 

Les pis, les testes lor debatent 

Les braz, les flans, toz les costez 

Bien ont toz les degrez contez 

Quant a terre parsont venu 

Si chexrent ensamble el fu 

Qui moult estoit alumez granz. 

Moult soufrirent cil granz ahanz 

Qui desouz furent, ce sachiez. 

Qui plaint ses braz, et qui ses piez, 

Et qui son cors, et qui sa teste. 

Or vous dirai comment le prestre 

Est mal baillis et deceiiz. 

Quant a terre fu parvenuz, 

Si le saisi Dans Berengiers, 

C'est wis vilalns, c'est .i. bouviers. 

Les jumenz seut chacier devant, 

.Ainc ne velstes son samblant. 



L'un oeil a lousque, et 1'autre borgne, 

Toz diz regarde de cllcorgne. 

L'un pie ot droit et 1*autre tort. 

Cil tint le prestre si tres fort 

Par ,i. des piez qu'il ne li loist 

A reperier la ou soloit, 

Ainz huche et crie hautement: 

"Que fetes vous, mauvese gent? 

Venez avant et si m'aidiez 

Que cis prestres soit escoilliez, 

Far les nons Dieu, s'il nous eschape, 

Chascuns aura perdu sa chape, 

Que nous promist, et no cotele." 

Quant li prestres ot la novele, 

Sachiez que point ne li agree, 

Tant a sa jambe a soi tiree 

Que des mains Dant Berengier I'oste. 

Hes il i a lessie sa bote, 

Et son sorcot por son ostage. 

Miex li vient il lessier son gage, 

Que de lessier son autre afere. 

Bien voit qu'il n'a leenz que fere. 

D'iluec se lieve, si les lesse, 

Et chascuns apres lui s'eslesse. 

Qui rue fust, et qui tinel. 

Li prestres entre en .i* chapel. 



Si se pent la sus contremont. 

Ses genouz net tout en .1. mont. 

Si se quatlst que on nel truist. 

Cil i vienent, si font grant bruit. 

El chapel sont trestuit entre, 

Mes il n'ont nule rien trove, 

He .i. ne el, neis le prestre, 

Moult se Kierveillent que puet estre, 

Ce lor samble estre faerie, 

Li plus sages ne set que die. 

Si sont dolant et abosrae, 

Tuit cuident estre enfantosme 

Del prestre, qui les a tarullez. 

Foment en est chascuns irez. 

Del chapel sont tuit fors issu. 

A lor seignor en sont venu. 

Se li ont les noveles dites 

Que li prestres en va toz quites, 

"Quites, deable," fet Alous, 

"Et je remaindrai ci si cous 

N'en serai vengiez par nului 

Des or me torne a grant anui 

Li acointance de ce prestre. 

Se vous volez mi ami estre, 

Si le m'aidiez a espier, 

.Une autre foiz. Alons couchier, 



Que je sul moult bleciez es costes 

Maudiz soit or si fez ostes 

Qui cop me fet et si me blece, 

N'aurai mes joie ne leece, 

Si me serai de lui vengiez," 

Atant se r'est Alous couchlez. 

"Seignor," fet il, "prenez escout 

En cele cort et tout par tout* 

Quar il me samble tout por voir, 

Qu'il soit encore en cest manoir. 

Por ce s'en cest manoir estoit 

Nul lieu repus, trovez seroit, 

"Sire, a bon eur," font li bouvier 

"Mes il nous covendra mengier. 

Que nous avons anuit veillie, 

Si sommes auques traveillie 

N'i a celui ne soit lassez." 

"Ce vueil je," fet Alous, "alez, 

Mengiez et si veilliez trestuit, 

N'i a mes gueres de la nuit. 

De legier le poez veillier." 

Lors se departent li bouvier 

Si font grant feu aus chaufer. 

Entr'aus commencent a paxler. 

Du prestre et de s'aventure. 

Li uns a 1'autre si murmure. 



Quant assez orent murmure, 

Et dit et fet et raconte 

Si reparolent du mengier, 

C'est la coustuiae du bouvler. 

Ja ne n'ert liez s'il ne menjue. 

Rogiers, qui porte la raa^ue 

Desus toz eels de la meson, 

Commande c'on volst au bacon. 

Et aporte on des charbonees, 

Mes qu'eles solent granz et lSes, 

Si que chascuns en ait assez. 

Entrues est Berengiers levez, 

Far le Rogier commandement. 

.J. coutel prist isnelement, 

Qui d'acier est bien esmoluz. 

Tant a a-Le qu'il est venviz 

Droit au chapel, ou 11 bacons 

Estoit penduz sus les bastons.. 

Berengiers va par tout tastant, 

Le plus eras a son esciantf 

Quar 11 set bien que el plus eras 

Est tout ades 11 mieudres lairs. 

Endementiers que 11 le taste 

Le prestre saisi par la nache 

Par leu le trueve mole et dure. 

Si cuide que ce soit presure, 



C'on i seut pendre en tel manlere. 

Avant retaste, et puis arrlere, 

Tant qu'il encontre les genous. 

Si cuide avoir trove os cors 

C'on i alt mis por le sechier. 

Forment se prist a merveillier 

De ce qu'll trueve tel harnas. 

Sa main a mis de haut en bas. 

S'a encontre le vit au prestre. 

Or ne set 11 que ce puet estre, 

Por ce que 11 le trueve doille, 

Se c'est chauduns, ou c'est andoille, 

C'on 1 alt mis por essuer. 

Cell voudra, ce dist, coper, 

Por ce que c'est uns bons morslaus. 

Li prestres ot que 11 coutiaus 

Li vait si pres des genetaires, 

Si ne mist au descendre gaires. 

Seur Berengier chlet a .1, fals. 

Les os 11 a brlslezs et frais. 

Pres va qu'll n'a percie le col. 

Or se tient Berengiers por fol> 

Quant 11 1 vint sanz le craisset. 

Au retomer arrler se met. 

Au feu en va toz esmanchiez. 

"Seignor bouvier," fet ilf "aidiez 



Que cil bacons soit rependuz. 

La hars est route; s'est cheuz. 

Par pou ne m*a le col tout ffcait 

Parmi le col) alt ma dehait 

Li machecliers qui le dut pendre," 

Qui done veist lumiere prendre 

Et alumer par la meson. 

Berengiers les maine au bacon, 

Por esgarder et por ve'xr 

Comment ce fu qu'il pot chexr. 

Quant il parvindrent el chapel* 

N'i troverent ne .1. ne el. 

La sus estoient les bacons, 

Si com devant sor les bastons. 

Tout .xx. N'en ert nes .i. a tire. 

Lors commencierent tuit a rlre, 

Li .i. dient que Berengier 

N'osa le bacon aprochier. 

Li autres dist que bien puet estre 

Que il avoit paor du prestre, 

Por ce fu il si effraez. 

"Seignor," fet il, "or est assez. 

Bien puet huimes ce remanoir. 

Mes je di bien et si di voir, 

Que je senti que uns bacons, 

Che'x sor moi o les jambons. 
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Encore i avoit il presure. 

Que je senti et mole et dure. 

Or esgardons que ce puet estre." 

"Je cult," font il," que c'est le prestre, 860 

Dont Berengiers senti les piez. 

Por nous estoit la sus muciez, 

Gordons par tout que il n*i soit." 

Et Berengiers garde si voit 

Le prestre ester devers ,1. huis, 865 

Mes li obscurtez et la nuis 

Li desfent moult a raviser, 

Le prestre prent a portaster. 

Et li prestres quant il entent 

Que Berengiers le voit et sent, &70 

Si set tres bien que trovez iert, 

Entre col et chapel le fiert, 

Del poing qu'il ot gros et quarre, 

Si qu'a ses piez l'a enverse 

"Ales," fet il, "Dant Berengier," 875 

Avez vous tost vostre loier. 

Destomez vous et levez sus 

Cuites estes, et absolus. 

Ne sai doner autres pardons. 

Fetes venir voz compaignons, 880 

Si auront part en ceste offrande. 

Fols est qui fol conseil demande. 



Ne vous tieng mle trop a sage 

Quant de fere si fet message. 

Aviez seur toz pris le baston, 

Ades vuelent cil vlez bordon 

Lor talent fere et acomplir, 

Fetes voz compalgnons venir, 

S'auront de ce bienfet lor pars." 

Qui done veist de toutes pars 

Venir bouviers a grant folson. 

Sempres aura male leyon 

Li prestres s'il ne se desfent. 

Et Rogiers saut premierement 

Si le saisi par la main destre( 

Et li prestres de sa senestre. 

L'a si feru arriere main 

Que tout le fet doloir et vain. 

Moult fust en males mains Rogiers 

Ne fust la torbe des bouviers 

Qui moult l'angoisse et moult I'apresse 

Des bouviers i avoit tel presse, 

Que tout empllssent le chapel. 

Mes il ont doute du tinel, 

Dont il avoit devant servi. 

Tel noise mainent et tel cri 

Que Alous lor sire s'esveille, 

Qui de la noise s'esmerveille. 



Tantost conme 11 la noise entent 

Aperfolt 11 tantost et sent* 

Que c'est 11 prestres ses amis, 

Qui de rechief s'est leenz mis. 

II saut en piez, si trait 1'espee, 

SI s'en vint droit a la meslee. 

Quant parvenus fu a l'assaut 

Parmi trestoz ses bouviers saut. 

S'aert le prestre par derriere, 

Et cil le fiert parmi la chiere. 

Si qu'il l'abat sor ,i. bouvier, 

Mes que vaudroit a detrier 

De toutes pars chascuns l'assaut 

Et sa desfensse pol 11 vaut 

Retenu l'ont et pris entr'aus 

Par tant si est remez l'assaus. 

Alous a ses bouviers demande 

S'il l'ocirra ou 11 le pande. 

II respondent communement 

Qu'il n'en puet fere vengement 

De qoi on dole tant parler, 

Conme des collies a coper. 

"Coper," fet Alous, "mes noler. 

Et neporquant soit au trenchier. 

Quar vous dites parole volrs. 

Vostre consell vueilje bien crolre. 



Or alez le rasoir querez, 

Dont cil prestres sera chastrez. 

Fetes isnelement et tost," 

Quant 11 prestres entent et ot 

G'on dist de lui itel parole, 

Doucement Aloul aparolet 

"Aloul," dist il, "por Dieu merci 

Ne me desfigurez issi. 

De pecheor ralsericorde," 

"Ja voir n'en sera fete acorde," 

Fet Alous, "A nul jor ne paie." 

Se li prestres des lors s'esmaie, 

De legier le puet on savoir, 

II ont aporte le rasoir, 

Le prestre enversent et abatent. 

Moult le laidengent et debatent, 

Ainz qu'il le puissent enverser, 

,J. taiseron font aporter, 

Por les jarabes miex eslaisier. 

"Liquels s'en saura miex aidier 

Viegnej si praingne le rasoir." 

"Je, Sire," fet Berengiers, "voir 

Je li aural moult tost copees," 

Les hrales 11 ont avalees, 

Et Berengiers jus s'agenoille. 

Si prent le prestre par la coille 



Ja fust le prestre en mal toeillS 

Quant la dame le feu toeille 

Vint acorant a sa baissele 

Devant li trueve vine grant sele, 

Qui moult estoit et fors et granz, 

A ce qu'ele ert fors et pesanz. 

Fiert Berengier si sor l'eschlne 

Qu'ele l'enversa et encline. 

Pres va que n'a perdu la vie. 

Et Hersens prent une harale. 

S1 le flert si parmi les rains. 

Que li craisses li est estains. 

Et li bouvier tout se departent 

Por les granz cops qu'eles departent. 

Chascune tel estor i livre 

Que le prestre tout a delivre 

Ont mis et gete du manoir. 

Et il s'en fuit, si fet savoir, 

Lassez et traveilliez et valns. 

Bien ert cheus en males mains 

Quar si cheveil contremont tendent 

Et les pesques contreval pendent 

De son sorcot et de sa cote. 

En gage 1 a lessiS sa bote. 

Eschapez est de grant peril* 



Moult a estS en grant escll. 

Explicit d'Aloul, 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

"The wise astrologist Ptolomy, should be blessed by everyonet 
for in his Almageste he has this proverb: 'The wisest of ^ 
all men is the one who does not care who rules the world.'" 

The Vife of Bath was surely a woman of the here and now, as her 

words attest. She represents, however, other things as well in medie

val thinking, says Muscatine: 

The Wife of Bath is the most memorable of his characters, and 
furthermore, an antagonist in three medieval controversies: 
she represents practical experience against received 
authority, female freedom as against male domination, and 
unblushing sensuality as against emotional austerity,2 

She represents, in effect, one side of Chaucer's world, and indeed, of 

medieval culture. She is, in a sense, the underside of medieval life 

and thought, which shifted slowly until it became first a parallel of 

its counter-thought, and finally the dominant texture of late medie

val culture. She is the culmination of a medieval naturalistic tra

dition which began, so to speak, with the fabliaux. 

1. Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, edited by R. M. 
Lumiansky (New York: Washington Square Press, 19^0), p. 159. 

2. Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957)» P» 204. 
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My Study has placed the fictlve world of four Old French 

fabliaux within this naturalistic tradition which culminated with 

Chaucer. It has approached each fabliau from a different viewpoint In 

order to investigate how its individual blend of form and content — 

how its style — reflects both its naturalistic outlook and its 

unique expression of that outlook. The Fevre shows how the author's 

Instinct for effective narrative fashions the structure of the tale so 

that the extreme economy of plan serves only to increase the dominance 

of the accidental circumstances of the plot} we are in a world of 

bold, quick action, where things and circumstances, base though they 

nay be, count for more than people or thought. The Chevalier's 

world is no more elevated; its lies and lust, and amusing deceits 

bring us close to the mentality of the Wife of Bath, where practical

ity reigns, and morality counts for nothing. We are carried even 

further, for we virtually rejoice with the triumph of guile, and 

laugh perversely at the tale's dramatic Irony. In the Trois Dames, 

we are confirmed in our lowly attitudes, as we applaud the triumph 

of soulless sensuality, and feminine wiles. The Wife of Bath would 

be at home here} Woman has been liberated in this tale. In Aloul, 

we have seen the author create a world of chaotic, almost burlesque 

violence, where we are again persuaded to rejoice that a licentious 

priest has escaped the just, though somewhat vigorous, punishment of 

his sensuality. In each of the tales we have an overwhelming 

predominance of the practical, concrete, often amoral, everyday 

elements that are part of this naturalistic tradition. 
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In type of content, then, in their naturalism, the tales are 

quite similar. In form there is more diversity. In mere length there 

is a great difference. The Fevre has a mere 200-odd lines. It races 

with a brevity that is almost incredible. The Trols Dames, with some 

300 lines, is even more economical; it tells three stories in 300 lines. 

Aloul. however, has almost a thousand lines. It relies, then, much 

less on plot, and less on dialogue, creating its hurly-burly, farcical 

world with more narration, pure description, and imagery. At a few 

rare intervals, it almost (yet never quite) achieves a certain 

vertical depth of association, not relying solely on its horizontal 

movement. 

This diversity in length and consequent variety in stylistic 

approach suggest several considerations. Because of the nature of 

this study, it was necessary to examine several fabliaux in order to 

make even preliminary comparisons and to show the presence of common 

elements. It can now, it is hoped, readily be seen that each of the 

fabliaux treated here could bear additional study from many other 

points of view. The fabliaux do reflect, as I pointed out, a very 

adequate level of stylistic skill in narration, and much time and 

attention could be devoted to studying the style of even a single 

tale. 

If it is possible to give detailed attention to each of the 

160 or so tales that are now classified as fabliaux, it will be 

possible to form a more accurate judgment as to the body of the 

fabliaux as a genre. Considering but one aspect of their diversity, 
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their length, Clem Williams points out that even such elemental 

variety should lead us to expect a more complex stylistic variety. 

He says: 

The diverseness of the fabliaux in respect to length is of 
course a warning of a comparable diverseness in the kinds 
of treatment and development that are associated with 
length. It is hardly likely that one would find in a 
composition of only 100 or 150 lines either the leisurely 
strung-out multiplication of motifs of the Vllain Mire 
or the amplitude of treatment implied by the numerous 
little scenes in the Prestre Telnt ...» The most 
urgent requisite for the interpretation of this as well 
as the other kinds of diverseness that characterize the 
fabliaux — even the range of variation to be discovered 
in their style and their other intimately literary pro
cedures which we have not yet examined — is a sophisti
cation of our idea of literary genre itself. For the 
real significance of the shared traits that lead us to 
the conclusion that a certain number of compositions 
"comprise" or "belong to" the same literary genre is 
not, I submit, simply that they "establish a genre" and 
thus enable us to isee some sort of order in our literary 
experience. Criticism can hardly do without classifica
tion, but classification is not in itself an adequate 
end for criticism. The real significance of genre it- ' 
self, is the meaning of these traits as artistic 
conventions — the authority with which, once established, 
they function within the individual works.3 

It is time to do the work of modern men — to examine the 

fabliaux individually, from a textual point of view. To facilitate 

this work, I have presented four new fabliau editions. These 

editions were executed in accordance with current critical principles, 

and were urgently needed, since the last edition dates from 1872. No 

modern criticism is valid without close examination of the work 

3. Clem C. Williams, The Genre and Art of the Old French 
Fabliaux: A Preface to the Study of Chaucer's Tales of the Fabliau 
Type (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1968), pp. 41-^2. 
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itself. This study and others to come, depend heavily upon textual . 

accuracy. 

With accurate texts available* it is possible to work induc

tively toward an end that is not yet clear, but felt. Rychner saysi 

"On disceme dans l'epaisseur du genre toute une stratigraphie 

stylistique, due surtout & 1'exploitation des fabliaux par des pro-

fessionnels de talent inegal devant des publics socialement divers,"^ 

My study has shown that both Bedier's and Nykrog's assumption of a 

unity of fabliau public, whether bourgeois or courtly, is a 

fallacious approach whose arguments end in contradictions. I have 

shown, as well, that assuming a stylistic unity or a homogeneous 

public based on social class is an approach that is obviously 

unacceptable since it is, to date, unsupported by inductive evidence. 

The class of the fabliau public is not, I insist, of prime importance. 

It is style as a vehicle of attitude which we seek in literary texts. 

It is time, then, for analysis, for accumulating data, for 

examining traits of style.' Each single fabliau must be studied. After 

this has been done, then only can work validly proceed on the presence 

or absence of common stylistic or generic elements in the fabliau 

group, with the aim of finding the true place of the fabliaux in 

medieval life and letters. We cannot assume a unity of genre, as has 

been done in the past, without amassing inductive evidence to estab

lish the unity, without examining each fabliau In detail. 

4-. Jean Kychner, Contribution 3. 1*etude des fabliaux (GenSvei 
Droz, I960), Vol. I, p. 146. 
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In this study, I have pointed up a method for collecting these 

data, bit by bit. I have presented four new editions, which are 

essential to careful stylistic analysis, and I have shown that in

ductive study is both possible and fruitful. I have suggested one 

approach to such a study of the fabliaux, the naturalistic tradition. 

Within the scope of this small work, the investigation of the 

presence of naturalistic elements in the tales has brought positive 

results. It bids well, moreover, to stand up under further study, 

as does my Investigation of narrative dexterity in the execution of 

the fabliaux. Both areas open a door to a better knowledge of these 

tales, which, for all their limits, are nonetheless delightful, and 

which seem to have a special appeal to the modem man, who,like his 

fabliau forebears, lives in a world that is dominantly naturalistic 

and much in need of that humor which laughs at human foibles. 



CHAPTER 8 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

These notes concern difficult and obscure passages, manuscript 

anomalies, scribal errors, omissions, remarks on phonology* morphol

ogy and syntax, as well as notes on related readings from other 

editions* It is to he noted, however, that an extensive study of the 

language is impossible within the limits of this study. No attempt 

has been made, then, to include all the normalized forms to he found 

in the Montaiglon Raynaud and Barbazan Mlon editions. Further atten

tion to these as Hell as to the almost infinite number of phonological, 

morphological, and syntactical items of interest in the text must 

await a study devoted exclusively to the language of these tales. The 

elements remarked upon in this chapter bring to light, as is expected, 

few conclusions, but they do raise two important questionsi Why are 

there so few Hcardlsms in these fabliaux texts? and Is there not a 

possibility that the four texts in question belong to the early rather _ 

than the later thirteenth-century? There is, again, a need for 

further research to answer these and other important linguistic 

questions. 

The abbreviations MR and BM used here refer to the Montaiglon 

Raynaud edition of the fabliaux published in 1872 and to the Barbazan 

M6on edition published In 1808. 

173 
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La Fevre de Creell 

1, Numerical figures are shorn just as they are in the manuscript. 

3. Creell. a small place not far from Senlis, northeast of Paris, 

known even today for its metallurgical industries* 

6. AlouS. The manuscript is blurred here. Both BM and MR show 

aloue, 

7. Moult, This is the form used throughout for the abbreviation, 

mlt', which is never written out in the manuscript. 

12. Premier. The manuscript is blurred. We follow BM and MR. The 

contracted article du here is preferred to the older forms dou 

and del. 

Ik, Sanz. BM and MR show san. The correct reading is sanz. 

21. The retention of hiatus in several words in this line and in the 

next line (meist. roont. feist), as well as In other parts of the 

text, point to an earlier rather than a later dating of the 

manuscript. 

27. Comma. BM and MR give com. The manuscript gives JL, resolved 

as comma, with the final e transcribed, since it does appear in 

the manuscript. 

28. Toz jors. These words are joined in the BM and MR editions. He 

see no precedent for this. The words are separated in the 

manuscript. See Naxdin, Lexlque. pp. 69 and 121. 

31* Although the manuscript and the BM edition show gete, MR gives 

jete. 



53. Tel is found only In the masculine form when used adjectively. 

BM has evidently tried to normalize this tgr showing tele tallle, 

55* The double s which is found in penssa is found several tines 

in this text. It is an Eastern trait. MR gives pensa here. 

57* Servant. The BM edition shows ferjant. The possessive fora 

lors. which is an earlier form than lours or leurs, is preferred 

in this text. 

58. , Mlex is used for the comparative form of the adverb, in preference 

to ffilels and mleux. See also line 82. 

60. Esprover. Both BM and MR misread this as esprouver. 

63. Membre here rhymes with membre in the next line. The morphology, 

however, is different. 

6k, Hoi membre. The manuscript is blurred here. The BM edition 

gives, incorrectly, mon membre. The verb form is impersonalt 

menbrer. manbrer, mambrer. etc. II me menbret see Heid, p. 142. 

67• BM and MR both show, incorrectly, asses. The orthographical 

confusion shown by the use of final z for final s is a strong 

Francien characteristic, but it also appears in Anglo-Norman. 

86. Fu. BM and MR show fut here. 

103* The manuscript shows a period after Prole. 

105. There are many words where al, e are used interchangeably. The 

text prefers the e form, and words such as fere, meson, mes. and 

the plest in this line are found with the e. 

127. The vole here rhymes with the delale of the next line. The 

rhyming of oi and al constitutes a strong thirteenth-century 

trait. 



Mes. BH and MR have changed the reading to male. The 

manuscript clearly shovs mea. 

The enclitic jel nay be indicative of early dating. 
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Le Chevalier Qui Fist Sa Fame Confesse 

1, Bee sin is a region of Nonnady (Calvados). Vlre is a snail Norman 

town on the river Vire. 

10* Li for the masculine indirect object form is usual in this text. 

Lul almost never appears. See lines 57t 239» et al. 

14. Qu'entre'eus. BM gives Qu*entre'eux. 

15* Quel. BM Incorrectly reads this as quele, 

22, Dona,. MR and BM Incorrectly show donna. 

23. Atant. MR gives this as two words, a tant. as does BM. Both 

forms are used in medieval texts* without distinction. Since, 

however, it appears as one word in this manuscript, that form 

is followed here. 

25. Blaus. This is a Picard form. See also verses 5^ ancl 63. 

26. The BM edition makes the following note herei "(*) Je crois 

qu'il faut lire, de vostre conseil fust mestiersj J'al besoin 

de vostre conseil." The asterisk is BM's. 

31. The manuscript has an Insertion here, above the line, after the 

p and before dleu. P does not appear to have a line through the 

bottom, which line would indicate an abbreviation for par or nor. 

The Insertion is no doubt meant to correct this "omission." 

Whether this insertion was made by the scribe or by a later 

is impossible to tell since the addition is almost illegible. BM 

and MR have transcribed the insertion as pour. It would seem 

that either par or por is a more correct transcription. Par 

has already been used in this text. See line 46, where ̂  is 

transcribed by BM and MR as par in Par le cuer Dleu. 
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33* The BM and MR editions show de here* The correct reading is da, 

transcribed as d'&. 

36, The enclitic jel is an early font. It is one of several enclitics 

used in this text (lines 55. 93* 237)* 

39* The manuscript shows a pen stroke after the a In la, which stroke 

has the appearance of a t. This mark does not, apparently, form 

part of the text. 

53* &L is used as a masculine direct object pronoun here* 

5k, The manuscript is blurred on this line* The reading in BH and 

MR, the reading which appears here, appears to be the correct 

interpretation. 

55* E is uised instead of the equivalent ai in many words in this 

text. Fet in this line and elsewhere is but one example. See 

lines 68, 131, lUO, 188, 207, 227. 233. 236. 

93* Sel. This is the enclitic form of se le. BH shows s'el. 

96* The manuscript shows a mark (*) immediately preceding mandastes. 

There seems to be no explanation for this. 

100. The manuscript shows a dot after mal. 

111. The lack of an analogical s in dl and of an analogical e in 

chasti indicates an earlier form. 

113. Ou has the value of au here. See Naxdin, Lexlque, p» kk, 

114. Fu appears most often in this text without a final t. 

151. This verse should rhyme with the following one. It does not. 

Sven if ont is read as out, the difficulty is not resolved. 

156. There is a dot in the manuscript Immediately after aus. 
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172. BH gives here ce cult. MR shows je cult. The manuscript is 

indistinct, and either reading is possible* although ce cult is 

favored. See line 29* where ce cult is clear. 

196. The script here seems to have been done by either another hand 

or another pen. 

200. BM and MR transcribe the abbreviation for guar as car. 

219. The manuscript gives tost s'en issl. MR and BM show si s'en 

Issi. 

230. Moustrer has a dot under the first r. If this is an expunctu-

ation it results in a strange form. 

230. For aler in this line* BM and MR give acoler. The manuscript 

gives baisler in MR and BM as besler. 

240. The manuscript abbreviation ?ze is resolved in the BM edition 

as vostrei in the MR edition as votre. This abbreviation is 

resolved as vostre in this text* in lines 240 and 241 and 24-3, 

where BM and MR have transcribed the abbreviation as they have 

done in line 240. 

264, Beginning with this line* the forms in brackets are based upon 

the BM and MR editions. The manuscript is torn at the left and 

these words or letters do not appear. MR has a note saying 

simply: "Le manuscrlt est dechirS au commencement de chacun de 

ses vers" (p. 297» Vol. II). 

272. The manuscript is-indistinct here.. The word Simon is blurred. 

BM and MR transcribe the name as Symon. Since £ Is not found 

elsewhere in the text, the i spelling is preferred. 
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Les Trols Dames Qui Troverent L'Anel 

1, Fa"blel (fabel, fabel) is a diminutive of fable. The nominative 

singular and the accusative plural became fableaus in central 

Old French, but fabllaus in the North. Fabliau is, then, a 

northern form. 

3. Uns is written out in the manuscript. Main here is evidently 

meant to convey the Idea of "in the morning." Un main works out 

to something like "one morning.H 

9. Forpenssa. The double s is an Eastern trait. 

26. Dl. No analogical s is used. This usually indicates an earlier 

dating. See also line 53» 55* and 57 (sul)j 170 (eal). The 

analogical s is rarely used here. 

76. Fu has & dot after it in the manuscript. 

82. The symbol sablant is transcribed here by KR and Bm as sanblant. 

Yet two lines later* on line 8*1, the same symbol is transcribed 

in both editions as samblant. 

8k, KR gives 11 cuer here for the manuscript's le cuer. However, in 

the "Notes and Variantes" to the first volume* which are found 

in Vol. 2* p. 296, the editors correct this error. They make 

another error* however* by stating that "Ce fabliau a pour auteur 

HAISIAU (Hist. llttSraire, XXIII, 13*0 • The reference is to the 

Histolre lltteralre by Leclerc. There are two fabliaux on the 

Trols Dames et l'Anel theme. One was written by Haiseau. It is 

found in the Berlin manuscript* Hamilton 257 (Staatsblbliotek). 

It was edited by Montalglon and Raynaud in Vol. VI* p. 1. The 

second fabliau* the one edited here* is anonymous* and is found 
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in Manuscript Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, No. 837* It was 

edited by Montaiglon Raynaud in Vol* I, p. 168. 

9^. Preudome is written out in the manuscript. This is rare in 

this manuscript. 

97. Both BM and MR give this line as Ou 11 1 fu moult longuement. 

The manuscript gives Ou ele fu . . . .. which appears to be a 

scribal error* The scribe seems to be recopying v. 93* which 

begins* Ou ele trova . . . . 

140. BM gives courant for the manuscript's corant. 

1^6. BM shows an s on sul in this line. There is no s in the 

manuscript. 

150. The Qu* at the beginning of the line has been omitted by both 

BM and MR. 

155. Fust is given for fu In BM and MR. The manuscript clearly shows 

fu. 

' 158. Resgardee appears in BM and MR for the manuscript's regardee. 

l6l. Mote the form vo for vostre. This is normally a Pioard form. 

It may have been used here for syllable count* 

I65. BM shows Txrudom for the manuscript's Txreudo. 

169. MR gives Me Sire for Me sire. 

1?8. Chascuns. Here the etymological s is retained. 

180. Matez et cunchllez. Z is used for s here. This confusion is a 

Fraccien characteristic. It does occur, however, in Anglo-

Norman as well. See line 209 (sanz). 237 (sang:). 

183* Lor. This is an earlier form than leur or lour. 

185* Domage. This is not abbreviated in the manuscript. 
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188. Volt. This is an older form than vout or veut. 

190, Li. The disjunctive pronoun for a feminine indirect object. See 

line 209. 

197. Set in this line is but one example of the orthographic confusion 

of ai and e. See, for example, lines 224- (plet), 242 (entresalt), 

244 (pleat). 

202. Fu. This lacks the t here, for the third person singular 

perfect form. Fu is an earlier form. 

208. MR gives commands here. 

211. Blaus is a Picaxd form. In the manuscript the ent of 

longuement is in the right margin separated from the beginning 

of the word, it appears to be an addition where a correction 

had been made. 

215. The first e in meauvaise in this line has been expunctuated 
* • 

(deleted) by the scribe. It does not form, then, part of the 

corrected word. 

233« MR does not capitalize dant, although it is a title. 

252. No for nostre is a Picaxd form. It may have been chosen for 

syllable count, however, in preference to the longer nostre. 

254, MR inserts a de between non and Dlett here. There is no de in 

the manuscript. 

259* This line, and lines 260 and 261, are blurred in the manuscript. 

Possibly the end of each line was added later, although the 

hand appears to be the same. 



Le snen. This is the old tonic fora of the possessive* 

This form changed ty assimilation to the first person form 

sonetlne during the thirteenth century, to become 11 slens. 
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Aloul 

1, Veut is given as veult in MR. This is a misreading of the 

manuscript, which HR corrects to veut. in MR, Vol. II, p. 305* 

8. The nanuscrlpt clearly shovs toute here) yet the HR edition 

gives tote. Rlem this word here means "thing." 

U. Espous&e. The past participle agrees hen with the preceding 

direct object, as does donee in the following verse. See also 

line 236 (mise). 

20. Sos. "Seul." See lines 455 and 457, where seua is used. 

26. The manuscript has what appears to be asculer here, yet the a is 

not the normal a. it is quite possibly an e that is malformed. 

Ve show esculer. as do BM and HR. 

32. Hel, The enclitic form for lie le. 

33. The abbreviation mltf is transcribed throughout as moult. It 

appears nowhere in full In this text. 

37* BM and HR show set as scet. 

47. Toute rlens. Nominative form. (Case endings still persist 

sporadically in this text). The meaning is "everything.*1 See 

note 927. 

64. BM shows mettroit for the manuscript's metrolt. 

69. Matin. SI matin levee means "risen so early." 

76. L'en. The pronoun equivalent of the modern French on. On is 

also used in this text. See lines 612 , 657* 786, 805, 809, all 

showing c'on. 

82. Vo. This shortened form of vostre is used often in Flcazd. It 

nay be used here, however, just for syllable count. 
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84. BM gives se ele as si ele, 

90* Li. The masculine Indirect object pronoun. Lul Is rarely used 

In this text. 

93* The manuscript shows a dot after Aloua. 

99* The manuscript Is Indistinct here. For our volsque. MR gives 

vulsque and BH wlsque. See Godeflrol, Vol. 8, p. 3161 

"Vulsquler, v. n. - echapper en gllssant." Godefrol quotes as 

his sole example this passage from Aloul. La Cuxne de Sainte 

Pelaye (Vol. 9-10, p. 200), lists "wlsquer - etre remnant." 

He too quotes these lines ffcom Aloul. He refers to wlsqueux, which 

fceoomea ulsqueuse. when he actually lists it. "Remuante" is its 

equivalent meaning, with a reference "back to "wisquer." 

123* The manuscript shows sanz here. BM and MR give sans. 

129* The manuscript's sorvlengne appears in MR as sorvengne and In 

BM as serviengne. MR corrects the original form to conform to 

the manuscript's form In Vol. II, p. 305* 

130. Here the manuscript shows penssez while BM gives pensez. The 

double s is an Eastern trait. See also lines 146 (penssis) and 

line 922 (desfensse). 

14-2. Maudlst. The retention of the s_ is common in this text. See 

also line 725 (fust)* 

15L. Nului in this line is meant to rhyme, apparently, with lieu in 

the following line. 

191* Gaalgnler. The hiatus is retained, indicating an earlier form. 

192. Although the manuscript shows lrrez, MR gives 1 lrez and BM 
gives lrez. 
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197. Sul. The final analogical s is lacking* probably Indicating an 

earlier form. See lines 27k (sal)i 372* 572 (sul) j 85^ (dl)» 

855 (sentl). 

205* BM and MR show defferme and defferm respectively* The 

manuscript shows desferm. MR corrects the original reading to 

desferm in Volume II, p. 305* 

215. Both the MR and BM editions emend seslst to read salslt. 

265* The manuscript gives dras. BM and MR have emended this to draz, 

probably to make it rhyme with ttraz in the following line. 

28^, The manuscript shows an illegible insert and correction above 

the line on amors. BM and MR have interpreted this as amors to 

rhyme with dolors in the preceding line* Par amors is a well-

known medieval expression. 

286, Leva, The past participle does not agree with the noun, 11 

bouvieri but in line 292» levSe agrees with its noun, la mesnie. 

293* Corent. The lack of diphthongiaation indicates an earlier form. 

See also line 808, trovS. 

321. Mestelr. This is somewhat indistinct in the manuscript. It 

appears as meatlelx, with the 1 expunctuated. Meatier, however, 

was probably intended, but the wrong 1 was expunctuated. This 

shows a double scribal error, then. In general, however, the 

dearth of expunctuatlons in this text indicates the care and 

precision of the scribe. BM and MR show meatier. 

333* BM misreads the manuscript's chatel as chastel. 

3^7. The manuscript shows a dot after samblolt. 

355. For molere, BM gives roiere and MR shows molere. 
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361* MR and BM have either misread, or emended 11 to ltd. 

373, Vo for vostre Is a Plcar&ism. See line 416, no for nostrei 

line 420, no for nostre; line 422* noz for nostre. 

374, Both BM and MR emend mes to mals, At other times they have 

used mes, 

364, MR misreads Hersens as Hersent, then corrects it in Vol, II v 

P. 305. 

386, Yoix appears for the manuscript's volz in "both BM and MR, 

This reading is corrected in MR, Vol, II, p, 305 to volz, 

402, Domage is written out in the manuscript. 

411, MR reads menace as menace, then corrects it in Vol, II, 

415, BM and MR show deffendre for the manuscript's desfendre, 

424, MR shows entend for the manuscript's entent, 

430, The manuscript abbreviation is transcribed as com, 

441, The manuscript abbreviation guet' is rendered as gueter in MR 

and BM, It is interpreted here as guetler, to rhyme with es-pier 

in the next line, 

454, Porpenssez appears as porpensez in BM and MR. 

486, BM gives apres for the manuscript sapres, rendered a^ semiares. 

492, BM and MR emend sa main to la main. 

497. MR and BM emend the manuscript's alers to show aers, 

509, L'en "porte is written out in the manuscript. In spite of this, 

MR and BM have changed it to l'emporte. 

510, The manuscript shows a dot after degrez. 
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512* For the manuscript abbreviation, MR and BM give parin. MR 

corrects this(Vol, II)to read parrln. The KR edition corrects 

noner to read nommer. 

529« For the manuscript's couvenant, MR and BM give convenant. 

MR corrects the misreading in Vol, II, p. 306. 

5k$. Rien appears as rlens in BM and MR. 

5^7. MR had used a comma after la in this linej then it deleted the 

comma in the Corrections in Vol* II, p. 306, 

$1*8, Ez vous has the sense of "Here comes," or "Behold." Cf. Beld, 

P. 136. 

57^. BM shows jor for jors. 

576. The manuscript shows only tine for tinel here, a scribal error. 

577. MR gives vlengne for the manuscript's viegne. 

578. BM gives par for por. 

590. The manuscript's tor "becomes tort in "both BM and MR. 

604-. The manuscript's chatel appears as chastel in BM. 

606. Cist appears in the manuscript and In MR. In BM it is els. 

608. BM gives bouvler for bouviers. 

6l^. The manuscript abbreviation g're becomes guerre; as also in BM 

and MR. See Reld, Ko. 10, line Wf, Reid shows gerre as a 

form. 

625. Ne tel in the manuscript appears as nl tel in MR. 

638, The figure for "trois cent" appears just as it does in the 

manuscript, 

6k7» Outre here is meant to rhyme with boute on the next line. 

653* BM shows dens for the manuscript denz. 
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660. Both BM and MB show bouviers. There is no final s in the 

manuscript. 

676. BM and MR show convint for the manuscript's couvint. MR corrects 

this in Vol. II, p. 306. 

690, BM and MR give soufffrlrent for soufrlrent. 

698. The manuscript gives uns here, written out. Then in the second 

part of the sentence, it gives the figure .1.. 

703. BM shows plez for pie. 

705. lolst here is meant to rhyme Tdth sololt in the next verse. / «"•— 

731. El chapel. This is the equivalent of En le chapel. Cf. 

Reid, p. 133. 

740. BM shows Iriez for the manuscript's lrez. 

753« MR shows suls for stii. 

756. M e  . . .  s i  in this line and the next, is understood as 

"not . . . until." Cf. Reid, p. 151. 

761. Although the manuscript clearly shows the abbreviation £z, and 

this is usually transcribed as guar by both MR and BM, here 

car is given in both editions. 

762. Again, MR and BM have emended the manuscript's encore to read 

ancor. 

76^. For the manuscript's trovez. MR shows trover. Both BM and MR 

give repuz for re pus in the manuscript. 

766. BM shows the manuscript's covendra as coviendra. 

782. The manuscript shows coustume in this line. MR shows costume. 

802* BM gives salslst for sal si. 

867. BM shows deffent here, while MR gives desfent. Cf. v. 893* 
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875* Although the manuscript shows ales, BM and MR give alez. 

889. Both BM and MR emerxi the manuscript's bienfet to tienfalt. 

890. BM and MR give donques for the manuscript's done. 

892. Sempres is not abbreviated in the manuscript. 

893. BM gives deffent for desfent. Cf. v. 867. 

901. BM gives le -pccesse for l'aptresse. 

922. The manuscript shows desfensse here. MR gives desfense, and BM 

gives deffense. 

927. The verb respondent is plural, but 11 does not have an s. 

Cf. line 948. This would indicate an earlier dating. According 

to Brunot (p. 420) there is a definite connection between the 

transformation of 11 to ils and the date of the disappearance of 

the declension system. There are numerous indications in this 

text that the inflectional system is still surviving: See 

verses 4-70, 472, 492, 525» #3. 610, 861, 869, 970. 

932. For the manuscript's neporquant, BM and MR give nepourquant, 

939* The manuscript gives dist, BM and MR give dlt. 

942. BM gives defflgurez for desflgorez. 

9*t8. II has no s, although the verb is plural. See line 927* 

963. Both BM and MR give balsselle for the manuscript's balssele. 

974. The manuscript shows grang here. BM gives rerandz. 

975* Chascune is not abbreviated in the manuscript. 

977. For the manuscript's gete, MR gives jete. 

985. MR shows grand here, while the manuscript gives grant. 
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